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Current Topics in Pathology 

With Volume 51, "Current Topics in Pathology" takes a new direction 
in an effort to keep up with the rapid evolution of science, and pathology in 
particular. Current Topics has evolved from the" Ergebnisse der Allgemeinen 
Pathologie und pathologischen Anatomie des Menschen und der Tiere" which 
began publication in 1896. Its original editors, LUBARSCH and OSTERTAG, 
conceived of this series as complementary to the classical and more static 
Handbook of Pathology, the" HENKE-LuBARSCH". 

Such complementation, if at all necessary, is no longer conceived to be the 
essential function of this publication. With the changing nature of international 
scientific endeavors, with the broadening of the concept of what constitutes 
pathology, and with English as the predominant language of communica
tion, Current Topics will now endeavor to serve as a more international publi
cation than in the past. A group of European and North American Editors 
will bring to pathologists and other biologists comprehensive reviews of 
current aspects of this discipline, primarily in English. By rapid publication, 
and through solicitation of truly up-to-date work, the editors hope that it 
will be possible to keep readers abreast of exciting developments in investiga
tive pathology. As the contents of the first issue show, the concept of patho
logy is not conceived narrowly. Pathology has ceased to be a discipline merely 
concerned with anatomic alterations in man, rather, it encompasses all of 
abnormal biology. And in this manner the editors hope to broaden the reading 
experience of pathologists, to bring into contact seemingly dissociated disci
plines and also, in a manner of speaking, to bridge the Atlantic. 

The Editors The Publishers 
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This illustration of a "Chimara" 
comes from an old German text on 
"Fabelhafte Thiere" and depicts the 
composite nature of this animal as 
a mixture of lion/goat/serpent under 
"Vermischte Gegenstande". 

I. Introduction and History 
The rapid developments of human cytogenetics in the last decade and, 

more recently, that of other mammals, has demonstrated that chromosomal 
abnormalities are frequent biological occurrences. Not only have numerical 
errors of human and animal zygotes been defined, many other irregularities 
of the genome, such as deletions, translocations and inversions have been 
recognized. The genetic study of some such individuals has shown clearly that 
some are the result of faulty gametogenesis, i.e., the maldistribution of chro
mosomes during first and second maturation divisions of meiosis. 

As methods improved and larger samples were scrutinized in greater 
detail it was found that admixtures of different cell lines occurred in certain 
abnormal individuals, findings which could not be readily traced to irregular 
gametogenesis. In particular, among patients with developmental disturbances 
of sex organs such" mosaicism" is often seen. This applies equally to domestic 
animals with sexual anomalies. In addition, the detailed study of twins and 
spontaneous abortuses has shown further most complex interrelationships. 
These findings have aided materially in the understanding of the pathogenesis 
of the complex phenomena known as mosaicism and chimerism. 

It is the purpose of this paper to review all of the pertinent data on mam
malian chimerism, to define its contribution to abnormal development and to 
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set it apart from mosaicism. The review endeavors to show that chimerism is 
but one step in a biological continuum which can be envisaged to encompass 
hybridization at one end of its spectrum to genic mosaicism at the other. 

II. Terminology 
The term chimerism derives from the Greek chimera (Xlflrt.t(!rt.) "she goat 

or monster" (Oxford Universal Dictionary 1955), a firebreathing monster, 
with lion's head, a goat's body and a serpent's tail. This composition of diffe
rent animals has not been taken too literally as the frontispiece shows and the 
Greek mythology has created many other wonders of admixture (the Centaur, 
Sphinx, Sirena, Gryllus, etc.), many of which were the creation of Typhon, 
who himself was thought to be so frightful that Zeus set him afire and buried 
him alive, burning under Mount Aetna. The offspring under consideration 
here, the chimera, was devastating Lycia at a time when Bellerophon was sent 
out, to be killed for his misbehavior. Having tamed previously the winged 
horse Pegasus though, Bellerophon overcame the chimera as well and it is 
undoubtedly because of this charming fable that the term is still with us, in 
its "ordinary modern use (1587) being a mere wild fancy, an unfounded 
conception" . 

The term "chimerism" is used widely in biology for a variety of pheno
mena. As was already pointed out by COTTERMAN (1958) it is difficult to 
separate chimerism clearly from mosaicism. This is particularly the case when 
an attempt is made to distinguish these two distinct biological events in papers 
of different disciplines and written without giving adequate definitions. 
Today, many articles still appear in which the terms are used interchangeably. 
Because of the entirely different developmental sequelae, however, it is sug
gested that the two terms be separated whenever possible. If such a genetical 
definition of the two events is impossible, then it is suggested that the less 
committal term "admixture" be employed. 

The dejinition oj chimerism here employed then follows that used pre
viously and succinctly delineated by CHU et al. (1964) and by RUSSELL and 
WOODIEL (1966). The former authors suggest the following usage: 

"A mosaic is an individual with cell populations of more than one genotype 
(e.g., karyotype) derived from a single zygotic genotype through mutational or 
zygotic events (e.g., somatic mutation, somatic crossing over, mitotic loss, mitotic 
nondisjunction, etc.). A chimera is an individual with cell populations of more than 
one genotype arising through mixture of different zygotic genotypes (e.g., trans
plantation, chorionic vascular anastomosis, double fertilization and subsequent 
participation of both fertilized meiotic products into one developing embryo, etc.)". 

RUSSELL and WOODIEL (1966) stated that "true chimerism may be de
fined as the condition in which two separately derived genomes coexist in the 
same individual". This, they suggested "may be contrasted with mosaicism 
in which the individual derives from a single zygote nucleus but shows two or 
more genotypes either as a result of genetic changes during somatic cell divi
sions, or a result of heterozygosis of the DNA in one of the gametes". They 
1* 
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chose to indicate the presence of different cell lines of both, mosaics and 
chimeras, by triple dividing lines (e.g. XXI I IXY, or XO I I IXY). 

In a recent publication, COREY and MILLER (1966) have proposed what I 
r;onsider an unfortunate alternative. They describe all such cellular admixtures 
as "mosaics" and then proceed to subdivide their" chimeras" into: 1 a) post
zygotics (the typical mosaics by the present nomenclature); 1 b) different 
zygotes (the chimeras) and here only those produced by chorionic vascular 
anastomoses, by transplacental exchange, by postnatal transplantation or 
radiation, while 2 b) constitute the "perizygotic chimeras", the true fusion 
products of zygotes. It must be admitted that categorization of individual 
cases may be difficult or impossible at times. I feel, however, that a useful 
distinction between mosaics and chimeras can usually be made according to 
the suggestion by the first authors and, therefore, I prefer to adhere to these 
terms (BENIRSCHKE, 1967). 

The term chimera has been used widely by botanists to describe the 
fascinating results of grafting different species, but COREY and MILLER (1966) 
are not correct when they suggest that WINKLER (1907) was the first to 
employ the term in a biological context. Thus, among cartilaginous fishes 
of the subclass Holocephali exists the order of Chimaerae variously called 
ratfish (ROMER, 1967), seacats, Kingfisch (BREHM, 1892) whose name, not 
because of cellular admixture but because of their peculiar structure, was 
introduced by Linnaeus. 

So far as mammalian chimerism is concerned, tribute must be paid to 
R. D. OWEN (1945, 1946) who demonstrated the phenomenon of blood chime
rism in cattle twins for the first time. He referred to it as erythrocyte mosai
cism. Only subsequently has it been named blood (group) chimerism under 
which name it is now known. This laid the fundamental intellectual basis for 
the concept of "acquired tolerance". OWEN noted the following: a) a twin 
bull failed to transmit some of his blood antigens to twenty progeny (while 
these antigens were possessed by his twin); b) in a case of superfecundation 
leading to heterosexual twins, these possessed identical blood groups whose 
antigens could not all have come from the respective sires but could be ex
plained from cell admixture before birth, and c) by developing an immunolo
gical method he could discern two distinct populations of red blood cells in 
cattle twins. What was innovative in OWEN'S contribution was his recognition 
of the permanency of the state of blood admixture, that is, it persisted through
out the adult life of cattle twins. The embryonic origin and the importance to 
the development of freemartins by this blood exchange were first suggested 
by TANDLER and KELLER (1911) in their study of freemartins. OWEN thus 
deduced that a heifer whose blood type was" the same" as her twin brother's 
would probably be a freemartin. 

KELLER and T ANDLER (1916) and, simultaneously LILLIE (1917) demon
strated in impressive studies of the placentas of cattle twins that chorionic 
vascular fusion correlated with freemartinism in the females of heterosexual 
twins. These deductions have subsequently been confirmed on numerous 
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occasions, and they were then expanded to include other multiple gestations 
and other ruminants. As will be seen, it formed also the basis for the early 
results in tissue transplantation. Moreover, the phenomenon has been observed 
in double-yolked bird eggs, in experimental parabiosis of rodents and it remains 
a challenging experiment of nature. To date the exact pathogenesis of the 
sterilizing influence in bovine twins is not fully understood, but in recent 
years renewed interest has been accorded this phenomenon because of the 
discovery of blood chimerism in man and marmoset monkeys who do not 
suffer the freemartin effect of ruminants. Furthermore, a variety of mammalian 
hermaphrodites, including some human, were shown to be chimeric compo
sites of XX and XY cell lines whose formal morphogenesis needs explanation. 
Finally, with the recent advent of experimental fusion of blastocysts, first 
described by TARKOWSKI (1961), methods are now available which may soon 
yield more insight into these problems than was ever possible through analysis 
of nature's accidents. 

It is seen then that chimerism is of varied extent. In some cases it affects 
exclusively circulating cells and is produced through the aegis of chorionic 
vascular anastomoses in twins (notably ruminants and marmoset monkeys); 
in some cases of chimerism all somatic tissues are involved. For the purpose 
of this review it will be easiest to discuss the subject along the line of species, 
rather than with respect to the various tissues involved. It is recognized, 
however, that broad overlaps exist in these topics which will be considered 
at the end. 

III. Artiodactyla 

A. Cattle 

I. Freemartinism, Marrow Chimerism, Tolerance 

The fact that the female co-twin of a bull calf is likely to be barren has 
apparently been an ancient observation, as numerous specific terms for this 
condition exist in many languages, witness the Roman: taura. The origin of 
the familiar English term" freemartin" is not exactly known, although it has 
been the subject of numerous publications, best known and most comprehen
sive of which is that by FORBES (1946). Interesting statements concerning the 
precise etymology of this name are also to be found in letters to the British 
Medical Journal (1887). The German "Zwicke" and the French "vache
bceuf" are other well-known connotations, but to this author one of the most 
descriptive and interesting is the French "vache mule" (BERTRAND, 1965) 
which combines the cow with the notorious sterility of the mule. Interesting 
reviews of the topic are also to be found in the papers by BALLANTYNE (1910) 
and particularly by PRICE (1967). 

The mechanism of female twin sterility was totally unexplained until 
T ANDLER and KELLER'S (1911) first note describing placental blood vessel 
communications among these twins. They observed the notable fact that in 
the one set of twins they examined and whose female partner was normally 
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developed such anastomoses were absent. Doubtless, this observation led them 
to inquire more systematically into the nature of afterbirths of cattle twins. 
In their major thesis (KELLER and TANDLER, 1916) they came forth with a 
formal explanation of the phenomenon. First, these authors proved the 
dizygotic nature of such twins by ascertaining the presence of two corpora 
lutea. They were then able to demonstrate that of 120 binovular twins 109 had 
only common chorionic sacs but also, that they possessed well developed 
vascular anastomoses connecting the fetal circulations. These were con
veniently demonstrated by injection with methylene blue. In 84 heterosexual 
twins with one partner being a freemartin there were well developed anasto
moses. In 5 cases none were present, and in only one additional case was there 
a malformation of the female genitalia without demonstrably patent cross
circulation. The finding was compatible with the assumption that a previously 
existing anastomosis had obliterated in embryonic life. These results en
couraged the authors to postulate that male endocrine substances were ex
changed before birth and that these were most likely to blame for the female 
sexual maldevelopment. The extreme variations of these ovarian and uterine 
abnormalities are only cursorily described and, since they will be the subject 
of a more comprehensive review by Professor A. GROPP, they will not be 
considered further. Suffice it to say that phallus-like structures and testis
like gonads were observed in some free martins of this series. In a subsequent 
communication KELLER (1920) expanded his collection to 103 freemartins and 
seven normally formed twins. Also, he described an analogous case in a goat 
in this study. 

At nearly the same time LILLIE (1916) issued his first publication along 
similar lines of thought, describing wide arterial anastomoses between the 
fetal circulations of bovine twins and the unusual and unexplained sex ratios 
(14 :5:5; 21:5 Q; 6 Q Q) among cattle twins found at slaughter. This initial 
description was followed by his extensive and well-illustrated account of the 
freemartin problem (LILLIE, 1917) and the analytical study of the gonadal 
changes by his student CHAPIN (1917). These are entirely in agreement with the 
findings of the Austrian investigators. 

Since these pioneering studies, numerous investigations have supported 
these findings. The frequency of twinning in cattle varies between one and 
four percent, depending on the race. Further, only about ten percent of like
sex twins in cattle are monozygous (JOHANSSON and RENDEL, 1968), so that 
freemartinism is a common event. The frequency of multiple ovulation is, 
of course, greatly increased when FSH (largely pregnant mare serum gonado
tropin) is administered to cows in the common effort to increase the number 
of offspring (see HAFEZ et al., 1964). In such multiple births, complicated 
chimerism and also freemartinism have been seen. Thus, OWEN (1946) reported 
in quadruplets three blood groups admixed in all four and in a set of quin
tuplets his group reported so complex an admixture that the erythrocyte 
genotype could not be established for any individual animal (OWEN et al., 
1946). In this litter four males were associated with one female which was 
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severely masculinized, having a penile structure and the red cell group analysis 
suggested that anastomoses must have existed among all quintuplets. The 
degree of the genital malformation in this freemartin is comparable to that 
described by BUYSE (1936) in which one female was associated with two males. 
These cases argue strongly in favor of a quantitative response of the genital 
organs to the masculinizing influence from the male partners. Other multiple 
offspring were studied by RENDEL et al. (1962) (quintuplets, one female, two 
freemartins, two nearly normal females; erythrocyte and serum type chime
rism); KANAGAWA et al. (1965c) (triplets, one male with two freemartins; 
chromosomally determined chimerism in leukocytes); HERSCHLER and FECH
HEIMER (1966) (triplets, two males with one female; chromosomal chimerism 
in leukocytes); and BASRUR and STOLTZ (1966) (quintuplets, three males, two 
females; chromosomal chimerism of leukocytes with male cell preponderance). 
The last case, however, is of interest in that the single female survivor did 
not have the external features of a freemartin, despite the heavy (60 %) male 
blood cell admixture. KANAGAWA et al. (1965c) similarly believe that there is 
no clearcut correspondence between the degree of blood chimerism and mascu
linization. This contrasts with the finding of RENDEL et al. (1962) and other 
cases previously mentioned where the two features were concordant. 

The reason for these discrepancies, and many other reports not cited 
here, is not immediately apparent. Nor is the report of ovotestes in heifers 
of quintuplet calves (with normal external genitalia (OMURA and KATO, 1966) 
readily explained by the classical concept. Detailed descriptions are often 
lacking, however, and there is need for further succinct case reports in this 
area. 

The classical means to establish the diagnosis of blood chimerism, of 
course, is that of blood grouping and, in a species in which blood types are as 
extensively studied as cattle, this is readily accomplished. In other animals, 
however, blood group data do not exist and other markers have become more 
convenient. As was mentioned in the preceding section, heterosexual cell 
admixture is best studied by bone marrow or lymphocyte chromosome study 
if the sex chromosomes are sufficiently different in structure. This is the case 
in cattle and several authors (KANAGAWA et al., 1965 b; HERSCHLER et al., 
1966) advocate the lymphocyte culture method as an easy way to identify 
freemartins at birth. It has been found that in all cases of heterosexual twins 
in which XY cells were identified in lymphocytes of the female partner the 
genitalia conformed to the freemartin pattern. Conversely, when no XY cells 
were present in the heifer's lymphocytes then normal development was certain. 
Moreover, the frequency of this latter event was of the same order of magnitude 
suggested from anatomical studies by KELLER and TANDLER (1916), LILLIE 
(1916), and LAZEAR et al. (1953). Namely, approximately 90% of heterosexual 
cattle twins share chorionic vessels; they can therefore be expected to be 
chimeras and the female a freemartin (see also ZIETZSCHMANN, 1931). HERSCH
LER'S study has been extended by KANAGAWA and BASRUR (1968). These 
authors indicate not only that this technique is considerably easier and cheaper 
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than blood grouping, but also a minor population is readily distinguished. 
Thus, in their thirteen freemartins the percentage of male cell admixture 
varied from 9 to 98 %. This paper gives also valuable information on the 
rapidity of the decline in the culturability of cooled leukocytes. TREADWELL 
and CARTWRIGHT (1968) found that in blood cells of bovine chimeras the 
replication pattern of the sex chromosomes, as determined by H 3-thymidine 
autoradiography, was no different than that of isosexual blood. This method 
has also been used to diagnose the twin origin of sporadic maldeveloped heifers. 
Thus, in the case described by RENZONI (1967) 111 XY and 10 XX cells were 
found in a severely malformed calf described in greater detail by CULZONI 
(1965). This method then should be considered as a valuable adjunct when 
one is faced with a sexual developmental anomaly in mammals which is, on 
first approach, not known to be the result of twinning. 

Other markers that have been studied in cattle twins include transferrins 
(DATTA and STONE, 1963) hemoglobin (STORMONT et al., 1964) and sex chro
matin (MOORE et al., 1957). As expected, the latter methodology disclosed no 
evidence of cell exchange and, when hemoglobin genotypes A and B were 
admixed, both hemoglobins were found in the same proportions as the red 
cell admixture. The situation concerning transferrin types is more compli
cated. Earlier studies, which are reviewed by DATTA and STONE (1963), indi
cated that transferrin types segregate in fraternal cattle twins and serve as a 
means of establishing dizygosity in the presence of seemingly identical blood 
types. DATTA and STONE (1963) state that" using both transferrin and blood 
types, we found that the diagnosis (of dizygosity) was about 4 % more efficient 
than using the blood type alone". Nevertheless, their study of 91 like-sex 
and 5 unlike-sex cattle twins yields a few sets with unlike staining intensity 
of the electrophoretic bands of this protein. The possibility is raised that the 
cells (? liver) which give rise to transferrin may very rarely also be chimeric 
in cattle twins, a point to which we need to return later. 

Implicit in OWEN'S (1945) discovery of the permanence of red cell chi
merism was the notion of immunological acceptance of this tissue graft. 
From this finding then originated a long series of studies which culminated in 
the concept of "acquired tolerance". In essence it is thought, and has been 
experimentally proven, that the admixture of a (usually self-replicating) 
foreign antigen early enough in embryonic life of an animal will lead to its 
permanent acceptance by the new host, i.e. it will not be rejected by immuno
logic means as is the case after the critical period. In line with this hypothesis 
KANAGAWA et al. (1967) found the lymphocytic chimeric ratio constant over 
15 months in seven animals. This critical period in the embryogenesis differs 
in mammals and, while it may coincide approximately with birth in some 
rodents, it occurs presumably on early embryonic stages for ruminants and 
primates, the only other species well studied (SILVERSTEIN, 1967). Experiments 
by ANDERSON et al. (1951), BILLINGHAM and LAMPKIN (1957), among others, 
showed that skin grafts among bovine fraternal twins, one a freemartin, 
enjoyed permanent survival. They also indicated, however, that no close 
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relationship existed between the degree of masculinization of a freemartin and 
the degree of tolerance to the twin. Interestingly, in tetrazygous chimeric 
offspring the dam's skin had much prolonged transplant survival (70 vs. 
14 days). A finding which is less frequently cited is the occasional rejection of 
such reciprocal skin grafts amongst blood chimeras, experiments which were 
repeated by STONE et al. (1965) in 21 pairs of cattle twins. They found that 
approximately one half of the skin grafts between marrow chimeras were 
rejected, albeit in a delayed response. Moreover, second set grafts were rejected 
more swiftly, in about half the time needed for the first rejection which is 
still longer than the controls. The timing of rejection or skin tolerance did not 
correlate well with the degree of blood chimerism, and whole body irradiation 
had no influence. NAYMAN et al. (1967) repeated studies of others on the 
survival of renal transplants in cattle twins. Although blood group chimerism 
was not formally established in their four subjects (they assumed on a statisti
cal basis that chimerism existed), the type and slight delay of renal transplant 
rejection in these cases also suggested" split tolerance" to antigens. 

These findings are not easily explained at the present time, even though 
some slight support has been published for the notion that the marrow ad
mixture also diminishes (at least changes, STONE et al., 1964) with time, both 
in cattle and man (v. i.). HERZOG (1969) observes a consistent change with age 
in blood chimeric cattle. What is pertinent in the present context, however, is 
the fact that these solid tissues of the twin are not regarded as "self" by the 
chimeric partner. In view of recent suggestions concerning the etiology of 
freemartinism these results may be of some importance. 

2. Germ Cell Exchange 
In 1962 OHNO and his colleagues made the remarkable discovery that two 

newborn male calves, which were cotwins to freemartins, possessed a large 
number of XX cells in their testes on direct cytologic preparations. The 
circumstance of this technique permitted them to exclude, for all intents and 
purposes, fibrous tissue as the source of these female cells and they suggested 
that the chimeric cells were germ cells which had "homed" to the twins' 
gonad via the circulation. It is important to note that their cytological pre
parations rule out the possible confusion arising from the frequent trans
location event affecting bovine chromosomes. This phenomenon is often 
observed when one deals with this species and may give rise to confusion 
because from the completely acrocentric autosomal set of chromosomes 
metacentric elements which simulate X chromosomes may derive. Thus, 
HERscHLER and FECHHEIMER (1966) describe it in the female leukocytes of 
a set of triplets; GUSTAVSSON (1966) finds such chromosomal fusion hetero
zygotes widely distributed amongst Swedish cattle; and NELSON-REES et al. 
(1967) report the considerable frequency of such events occurring in tissue 
culture of a variety of Bovidae. These artifactual interferences then were 
excluded. Moreover, in one case described, more female (34) than male (16) 
cells were identified in the newborn testis. The corresponding freemartin 
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Table 1. Cytogenetic study of eight pairs of heterosexual newborn bovine twins, in which 
the females were freemartins. The placentas in all cases had broad anastomoses between 
the two fetal circulations. In only one case (No.7) was a chimeric solid tissue cell 
identified (Fig. 1). Several other cells (Figs. 2-4) could easily have been mistaken for 

chimeric cells (see text) 

Gonad Fibrous tissue Kidney Lung Skin 

XY XX XY XX XY XX XY XX XY XX 

Male con- con-
taminated taminated 

Freemartin 0 116 0 446 

2 Male 111 0 
Freemartin 0 137 

3 Male 59 0 22 0 20 0 
Freemartin 0 16 0 54 0 19 

4 Male 103 0 
Freemartin 0 16 0 86 

Male 100 0 42 0 
Freemartin 0 43 0 17 0 14 

6 Male 32 0 27 0 
Freemartin 0 19 0 58 

7 Male 191 
Freemartin con-

taminated 
8 Male 247 0 

Freemartin 0 45 

Totals 358 298 0 446 295 285 49 215 62 33 
Grand total: 2,041. 

gonads yielded only female cells although, as might be expected from the 
usual lack of germ cells, only very few cells were found in mitosis in these 
diminutive, fibrous organs. The authors suggested that, as in birds (MILLER, 
1938; SINGH and MEYER, 1967) germ cells may reach the circulation and be 
distributed by the vascular system. The intrinsic mobility of early migrating 
avian germ cells and their attraction to the gonadal ridge has been described 
in numerous elegant studies (e.g. DUBOIS, 1967), however, for mammals the 
only accepted migratory path of primordial germ cells had been that described 
by WITSCHI (1948) and MINTZ (1960), namely from the endoderm along the 
mesentery to the gonad. This alternate possibility, of migrating germ cells 
reaching the vascular compartment in mammals, perhaps regularly, raises at 
once the thought of better explaining extragonadal teratomas which are 
presumably derived from such precursors. Also, similar to birds and amphibia, 
it might be anticipated that germ cells of mammals are uncommitted and, 
irrespective of their chromosome complement, may develop into either sper
matogonia or ova. That these immature, alkaline phosphatase positive germ 
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Fig. 1. Karyotype and metaphase of a presumed female bovine cell in a male. This 
kidney cell is the only one with a possible heterosexual chromosome complement of 2041 
solid tissue cells cultured (see Table 1) . It might represent a macrophage, but it must also 

be pointed out that the second X is not typical 

cells really have access to the embryonic vascular bed has been shown directly 
in elegant anatomic studies by OHNO and GROPP (1965), GROPP and OHNO 
(1966), and later by JOST and PREPIN (1966). In these papers enzyme reacting 
cells were described directly within embryonic sinusoids and vessels, but the 
ultimate fate of the chimeric germ cells remains in dispute. OHNO et al. (1962) 
suggested the likelihood that a majority might vanish in neonatal life. It is 
therefore of interest to consider the report by HOFFMANN (1967 a) who found 
what were interpreted as female cells in the testis of a 16 week old twin. This 
author prepared a tissue culture of the testis and analyzed 31 karyotypes of 
which 24 were normal male. Seven cells had 62 (!) chromosomes, two of which 
were metacentrics and these are, therefore, interpreted as XX cells. Un
fortunately, the centric fusion of chromosomes with aneuploidy originating 
in aging cultures as discussed above (NELSON-REES et al., 1967) is not con
sidered as a possible source of the metacentric elements in this case. Moreover, 
there is no good evidence that germ cells (or spermatogonia, as in this case) 
propagate in this type of tissue culture to yield mitoses as described. This 
case can then not be considered as giving conclusive evidence of germ cell 
survival. It is of parenthetic interest that the sex of the twin partner is unknown 
and blood chimerism was not studied. TEPLITZ et al. (1967) attacked the ques
tion more directly by studying the meiosis of the three adult chimeric bulls. 
The ratios of lymphocyte and spleen cell chimerism was similar in both cell 
populations while a much lower XX cell frequency was found in spermato
gonial metaphases, ranging from 6-10% (as opposed to 28-43 % somatic 
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cells). In all testes some first diakinesis figures of meiosis I were observed in 
which no XY bivalent could be discerned. This means of determining an XX 
cell, by exclusion of the characteristic XY bivalent, is unfortunately the only 
present method. These authors conclude then that occasional XX germ cells 
mature in the male host to spermatogonia, to reach first meiotic stages. Per
haps they go on to form four X-bearing sperms with the genotype derived 
from the freemartin twin, but this has yet to be proven. They quote several 
studies in which this genotype has been searched for in vain among the pro
geny of chimeric bulls (STONE et al., 1964; DUNN et al., 1968). The frequency 
of such an event, however, would be expected to be very low, considering the 
small number of XX metaphases found. Whether "split tolerance" or the 
brief period and low number of circulating germ cells are responsible for these 
negative results is unknown at this time. Recently, however, WEISS and 
HOFFMANN (1969) present tissue culture findings which suggest a gradual 
diminution of XX cells from testes with age, while the blood chimerism 
remains constant. The same publication also reports the remarkable finding 
of XY cells in cultured freemartin gonads, which is contrary to most studies 
in the literature and our own findings (Table 1). 

3. Vascular Fusion 
The time of chorionic vascular fusion in multiple cattle pregnancy is not 

well known. In LILLIE'S (1917) numerous twins, chorionic overlapping was 
seen at 1 5 mm embryonic length but vessels had not yet fused ; at 19 and 
21 mm, however, fusion of vessels was observed. LILLIE estimates that at 
25 mm the sex difference is established. Later studies differ somewhat. Thus, 
BISSONNETTE (1924) finds anastomoses established at 10 mm fetal length, 
and OHNO and GROPP (1965), likewise, find such early vascular fusion. In 
any event, it occurs earlier than the completion of germ cell migration. In an 
experimental study of superoVUlation in cows HAFEZ and RAJAKOSKI (1964) 
found that a common circulation was established sometimes as early as on the 
30th day of pregnancy (fetal size about 10 mm) and BISSONNETTE (1928) 
describes established freemartin ism already at 32 mm embryonic size. In a 
supplementary description of freemartins LILLIE (1923) had earlier found 
a 3.75 cm freemartin. These are then about the youngest specimens recorded 
and one must assume that vascular fusion with masculinization of the female 
twin takes place somewhere in the second month of pregnancy when the 
embryos measure between 10 and 30 mm in size. WILLIAMS et al. (1963) found 
that when twin calves were carried in the same uterine horn all (9 sets) showed 
blood chimerism. When, on the other hand, gestation took place in both 
horns, only 8 of 12 sets were chimeric. Thus, it appeared to these authors 
that the proximity of implantation site was of some importance, as is also the 
timing, when the expanding sacs make contact. Nevertheless, the reason for 
the frequent synchorial gestation with vascular fusion in cattle, and marmosets, 
as opposed to some other mammals with uterine crowding is not at all rationally 
explained. 
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4. The Current Controversy 

Both, KELLER and TANDLER (1916) and LILLIE (1917) proposed that the 
etiologic mechanism causing the sterilization of the female freemartin might 
be of endocrine nature. Both groups envisaged that male embryonic testicular 
hormones may retard the female gonadal development and alter the ductal 
apparatus in a male direction. This plausible explanation has been taken over 
by most subsequent authors and its acceptance was enhanced by the quanti
tative findings in triplets, etc., previously referred to. 

In subsequent studies this pathogenetic mechanism has been complicated 
by the following reports: WISLOCKI (1932, 1939) found typical chorionic 
vascular anastomoses between heterosexual marmoset monkey twins in which 
the female was not adversely affected. Chimerism has since been proven in 
these animals. Similarly, several human male/female blood chimeras developed 
normally. In these species then and in contrast to ruminants and pigs, blood 
chimerism established through chorionic parabiosis was not associated with 
freemartin ism despite the fact that sexual differentiation is assumed to take 
place in a similar manner and through the aegis of sex hormones (JOST, 1953). 
Moreover, direct attempts at producing freemartinism by injecting androgens 
into early pregnant cows has failed. Female calves obtained after such in
jections were externally masculinized, but their internal genitalia did not 
show the typical freemartin features, i.e., the reduction of mullerian ducts 
and retardation of ovarian development; indeed, these structures were entirely 
normal (JOST et al., 1963; ]AINUDEEN and HAFEZ, 1965). Finally, while earlier 
studies seeking to identify testicular androgens in fetal bovine testes were 
negative (BENIRSCHKE and BLOCH, 1960) the employment of more modern 
techniques by STRUCK et al. (1968) showed both testosterone and LJ4-andro
stenedione (3.17) in diminishing ratios (14 to 2.8) with advancing fetal age. 

The chimerism of blood cells led FECHHEIMER et al. (1963) to advance the 
hypothesis that the intersexuality of free martins "is caused not by a humoral 
agent produced by the male but (that it) may be a function of the sex chromo
some mosaicism". In a subsequent paper (HERSCHLER and FECHHEIMER, 1967) 
these au tors have further elaborated on this hypothesis. Studying the degree 
of masculinization of the freemartin they find a close correlation with the 
extent of blood chimerism and suggest that the presence of Y -bearing cells 
at the time of differentiation, rather than hormones, influence adversely the 
female gonadal development. They liken the process to that found in true 
hermaphrodites and to the experimental chimeras produced in mice. They 
also suggest that the reason for the lack of freemartinism in chimeric marmosets 
and man may be a delay in the timing of the chorionic fusion process. Several 
authors have subsequently supported this point of view without adding any 
evidence in its favor. Because we do not share this hypothesis the pros and 
cons are here briefly summarized and some new data presented. 

Inasmuch as germ cell chimerism is detected as readily in marmoset male 
chimeras as in cattle and because the former female cotwins are not sterilized, 
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we believe that germ cells cannot be held responsible for the sterilizing effect 
in cattle. It should also be pointed out that germ cell chimerism has only 
been searched for and detected in the males since the freemartin gonad is 
barren and because the technique of "sexing" ovarian germinal cells in mar
mosets is extremely difficult. GOODFELLOW et al. (1965) also suggest from the 
study of two heterosexual cattle twins (blood chimerism but no chimerism in 
solid tissues) that the condition is to be likened to true hermaphroditism. Their 
photograph of what is called an ovotestis is not convincing. In fact, CHAPIN 
(1917) and numerous other authors have demonstrated the great variability 
of freemartin gonads, ranging to nearly normal appearing testicular structures. 
To suggest, however, that this development ensues from only postulated 
cellular chimerism is not warranted. A few authors have taken the trouble of 
searching systematically for XY cells in the solid tissue of freemartins, in
cluding their gonads. Most have been completely negative. KANAGAWA et al. 
(1965c) studied two freemartins in triplets (thyroid, kidney, gonad, seminal 
vesicles, counting 50 metaphases of each tissue) and found only XX cells; 
conversely in the male twin only male cells were found, bone marrow being 
the exception. In a previous paper, however, KANAGAWA et al. (1965 a) had 
reported their findings on 9 freemartins and 6 male cotwins. Aside from the 
expected blood chimerism they report a) no XY cells in solid tissues of three 
freemartins, and b) a small number in two others: (1) Lung 2 XYj22 XX; 
gonad 2 XYj136 XX; (2) Kidney 6 XYj101 XX; gonad 3 XYj192 XX. They 
depict one unquestionable XY metaphase from the gonadal culture of one 
freemartin. HANSEN (1967) found no chimerism in skin biopsies of one pair 
of heterosexual cattle. MAKINO et al. (1965) report tissue chimerism in two 
pairs, in kidney, gonad and lung, the XY population being very low. The 
same report appears in extended form later (MURAMATO et al., 1965), again 
without photographic support. In three other male twins studied by HOFF
MANN (1967b) in which blood chimerism was confirmed, this author found a 
small percentage of female cells in testis, muscle, kidney and lung culture. In 
the freemartins only lymphocytes were studied. In a detailed morphological 
and cytogenetic study of freemartin sheep BRUERE and MACNAB (1968) found 
no XY cells in four cases in which large numbers of good metaphases were 
examined from cultures of muscle, kidney and gonad. In marmoset chimeras, 
likewise, we found no solid tissue chimerism, although an extensive study was 
made in this direction (BENIRSCHKE and BROWNHILL, 1962). 

Because we consider this type of chimerism, that due to placental vascular 
anastomoses, as being fundamentally different from that due to fusion of 
blastocysts we examined in some detail eight pairs of newborn heterosexual 
cattle twins in which widely patent placental anastomoses were found con
necting the two fetal circulations. The results of these tissue cultures are 
summarized in Table 1. As will be seen, in only one cell were we able to iden
tify unequivocal solid tissue chimerism (Fig. 1). There were a number of 
instances, however, in which the centric fusion phenomenon described for 
older cultures by NELSON-REES et al. (1967) was observed, thus giving the 
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Fig. 2. Kidney cell from twin of freemartin (2n = 59). The last two elements are XY and 
normal. The third last element, a large metacentric, may simulate an X superficially. 

In fact, it is a translocation-fusion product of two acrocentrics 

false impression of female cells (Fig. 2-4) . The more crucial evidence of XY 
bearing cells in females was not seen. 

We can thus not accept the theory that tissue admixture of XY cells could 
produce the genital malformations observed in freemartins. Nor is there any 
current support for GERNEKE'S (1967) speculation that "Y-chromosome 
enzymes" from hematopoietic tissues can be responsible for this effect. In 
any event, it seems to us that it is still necessary to explain the divergent 
effects of blood chimerism in ruminants as opposed to primates. 

The hormonal aspects of this paradox are not fully explored as yet. LILLIE 

(1917) was very specific when he supported his theory of embryonic testicular 
secretions. He correlated the timing of visible gonadal differentiation with the 
postulated events. Specifically, interstitial testicular cells are present at a 
time when hormones are assumed to be present, as are chorionic anastomoses, 
in cattle as well as in marmosets. In order to further our understanding in this 
respect we postulated that primate placental tissue may remove effective 
gonadal androgens (at least lower their circulating levels) while this may not 
be the case in ruminants. Indeed, preparations from young marmoset mon
keys' placentas did convert androgens to estrogens, while initial results with 
full-term un purified cattle placental micro somes did not show such enzymic 
aromatization (RYAN et at., 1961). Since then the production of both test
osterone and androstenedione have been identified in the testicular tissue of a 
wide variety of developing and very young embryos (BLOCH, 1967). This at 
least supports the notion that steroids may be involved in the process of 
genital differentiation. More importantly, AINSWORTH and RYAN (1966) have 
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Fig. 3. Similar cell as in Fig. 2 from a different animal; not to be interpreted mistakenly 
as XX. Y is not so characteristic as in Figs. 2 and 4 

Fig. 4. Similar cell as in Figs. 2 and 3 from previous case. Different-sized acrocentrics 
make up the large translocation element, hence, this cell is easier spotted as abnormal. 

Moreover, the Y is typically metacentric 
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now demonstrated that highly purified bovine placental micro somes (as well 
as those from pig, horse and sheep) can indeed aromatize androstenedione 
in vitro and they conclude that the overall capacity of these mammalian 
placentas in this respect does not materially differ from human placentas. 
Although they are cautious to point out that these in vitro findings may not 
necessarily indicate the situation employed in the developing embryo and 
placenta, nevertheless, the indication is that the former hypothesis to "explain 
away" freemartinism is an oversimplification, if correct at all. There is then 
at the moment no plausible explanation why ruminants would produce free
martins while primates under seemingly identical embryological conditions 
do not. At least it does not appear to this author that any rational reason 
exists to discount hormonal factors at this time (see lOST, 1948, 1966). When 
steroid pathways and their quantitative aspects are explored more fully in 
these species and at early embryonic times, and when blood hormone studies 
on differentiating embryos can be undertaken, perhaps then a more rational 
explanation will be found. The controversy is also discussed by BERTRAND 
(1965); and WITSCHI (1965) has recently postulated a mechanism which 
demands further investigation. He suggests that through the chorionic anasto
moses a "medullary antagonist is carried into the female embryo and inhibits 
cortical development". He envisages this substance to arise from the testis 
but to differ from steroid hormones. Why the mullerian organs are made to 
regress in the freemartin while injected androgens fail to be effective in this 
respect is not explained; moreover, this explanation leaves unsettled the 
objection raised by the findings in marmosets and man. 

5. Miscellaneous Observations; True Hermaphroditism; Cell Fusion 

In a compilation of various intersex domestic animals McFEELY et al. 
(1967) report a cow with testes, uterus and male ductal structures whose 
peripheral blood was predominantly XY; no XX cells were found in the 
marrow, and lung fibroblasts were mostly XX cells. It was a single birth and 
from the anatomical and cytogenetic findings it is unlikely to have been a 
freemartin; more probably it is a fusion product of a type to be discussed 
below. The anatomical features were not unlike the bovine counterpart of the 
syndrome of testicular feminization, although the gonads differed in structure, 
and in that condition only XY cells have been found in various tissues (HEN
RICSON and AKESSON, 1967). It should be remembered that blood chimerism 
may rarely be found in a single-born animal. STORMONT (1954) documents 
such a case and discusses the possibility of an overlooked fetus papyraceous. 
Death of the cot win is usually thought to follow, however, when one dies in 
utero. That this is neither true in twins nor in triplets is attested to by ROBERTS 
(1962) who discusses fetal mummification and quotes nine bovine cases in 
which fetus papyracei occurred alongside live fetuses. Thus blood chimerism 
may well occur in a single-born heifer whose fetus papyraceous cot win was 
overlooked. Otherwise one needs to resort to other complicated and much 
less likely genetic events. 

2 c. T. in Pathology, Vol. 51 
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A true hermaphrodite cow with XX/XV chimerism of most tissues was 
reported by DUNN et al. (1968). This report attests to the complexity of the 
subject and the finding emphasizes the need for extensive studies and careful 
interpretation. This animal was externally male with empty scrotum; upon 
slaughter a small vagina was found, a seminal vesicle, uterus, right oviduct 
and ovary with follicles, left spermatic cord and ovotestis. Of 495 cells analyzed 
12 % were XY, the remainder XX: 

Blood and marrow 
Lymph node 
Lung 
Muscle 
Uterus 
Kidney 
Testis of ovotestis 

95% XX 
88 

100 
100 
100 

71 
80 

5% XY 
12 

29 
20 

The animal was a singleton and one of many types of possible zygotic 
fusion is the only rational way to explain these complex findings. This is dis
cussed in detail by these authors and the case is contrasted to freemartin ism 
in general. 

A more complex chimera (60 XX; [61 XXY]; 90 XXV) is currently being 
studied by DUNN (personal communication, 1968). 

STONE et al. (1964) have presented provocative blood group findings in 
bovine twins which suggest fusion of somatic cells in vivo. In a longitudinal 
study of the proportion of blood chimerism they find changes of the chimeric 
populations with time, usually in both twins in the same direction, which 
suggests to them mechanisms other than abrogation of tolerance. In an 
animal which possessed 90 % of the cotwin's blood genotype it was seen that 
at age 8 years three blood types were found, one being a "hybrid type", as 
the authors like to call it. Since 96 % of blood cells possessed this new type 
they consider it to have had a selective advantage over the parental type. 
Unfortunately, the alternative possibility of a previously existing (mummi
fied) triplet could not be ruled out categorically. In a later report (STONE et al., 
1968) another possible example of this phenomenon was reported to have 
occurred in twins. In this instance it was thought to have been a transitory 
phenomenon, and presumably the hybrid population was less advantaged. 
The technical problems of such a study are formidable, nevertheless, the 
finding is of great theoretical importance to biology, not only for the study 
of twinning processes. One hopes, therefore, that further investigations will 
be conducted by cytologic means when appropriate markers, such as the 
translocation chromosome described by GUSTAVSSON (1966), can be employed 
in the recognition of fusion products. 

6. Acardiac Twins 
Less explored in cattle still is the phenomenon of the acardiac monster. 

This severe malformation of one of twins is not too uncommon in man and 
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Fig. 5. Acardiac monster, twin to normal heifer. At top left is facial portion. The sac 
at the bottom is the portion of placenta which was attached to the normal partner's 

membranes. Ruler is 10 cm 

its formal genesis has recently been reviewed in detail (BENIRSCHKE and 
DRISCOLL, 1967). For numerous reasons it is most likely that, in man, the 
condition arises only in one of monozygous twins when the nature of chorionic 
vascular connections is such that reversal of circulation in one twin is possible. 
In other words, with SCHATZ (1898) we believe that in early embryonic life 
the artery-to-artery plus vein-to-vein anastomoses regularly present allow for 
the reversal of blood flow in the twin which is being stunted as the result of 
this vascular event. Chimerism thus is only theoretical because identical 
genomes are involved. When SCHATZ reviewed the reports of the event in 
other species he noted already that acardiacs had been reported primarily 
in cattle. Since we have seen that monozygous twins in cattle are uncommon 
but that 90 % of fraternal twins have chorionic anastomoses, it may be sus
pected that heterosexual twins may be involved and chimerism will occasion
ally occur with acardiacs. Prior to the perfection of methodologies of sex 
determination by sex chromatin and chromosome techniques this facet could 
not be investigated. Thus, in SCHMINCKE'S (1921) report of eleven acardiacs 
in cattle, two of goat, one each in sheep and pig, the sex of the acardiacs 
could not then be tested, nor can it in retrospect. 

We have studied one such case in considerable detail but found no evidence 
of chimerism, neither by culture of lymphocytes nor by blood grouping. The 

2* 
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monster (Figs. 5-6) was found in the placenta of a normally formed heifer 
who has since developed normally. The 600 g acardius was supplied by two 
large vessels which terminated in its mesentery. It had no genitalia but an 
enormously developed intestinal tract, a tongue and lip, the only other re
cognizable structures. Histologically, only lymph nodes and some bone mar
row could be identified additionally in numerous sections. X-ray studies showed 
only two small bony structures, a cranial base and bipartite ischium, which 
are so diminutive, however, that presumably only a very small bone marrow 
population contributed to the circulating blood. Professor Wm. H. STONE of 

Fig. 6. Roentgenograph of specimen in Fig. 5. Only cranial base and portion of pelvis 
(right) are visible. These contained some bone marrow 

Madison, Wisconsin kindly examined the blood groups on two separate 
occasions of the surviving heifer and found only one popUlation of cells (lower 
level of detecting a chimeric population is about 5 %). Similarly, 25 meta
phases prepared from two lymphocyte cultures of the survivor were normal 
XX. The possibilities are that a monozygous twin became an acardiac or, 
that the amount of marrow present in a presumably isosexual dizygous 
acardiac was insufficient to allow the detection of blood chimerism. 

DUNN et al. (1967) had a similar case which was more revealing because 
they were able to culture two types of tissue of the acardiac in addition to the 
male cotwin's lymphocytes. In their monster also the intestinal tract was well 
developed, and from cultures of reticular and lymphoid tissues only XX cells 
(162) were obtained. The male cotwin's blood contained only XY cells (373). 
Here then surely fraternal twins were joined and the etiology of the anomaly 
can thus reasonably be inferred to have resulted from placental circulatory 
vagaries. In this case blood chimerism could also not be detected, presumably 
because no hematopoietic tissue was present in the monster. This could have 
vanished before birth or have been of such small proportion that, as in our 
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case, no blood chimerism was evident. It will be of interest to see whether 
freemartinism will be observed in a situation when the sexes are of the opposite 
types than observed in this case. The closest comparable case is a description 
of a cow with parasitic limbs which showed freemartinism and blood XXjXY 
chimerism (McFEELY, 1969). Here, late fusion of twin blastocysts must be 
assumed although, usually, such double monsters have the same sex (ABT et al., 
1962; FEHER and GYURU, 1966). 

B. Bubalus and Syncerus 

KELLER and T ANDLER (1916) remarked that in the one case of male buffalo 
twins (one assumes from the context - p. 520 - this to be Bubalus bubalis) 
no anastomoses were found. In the water buffalo twinning seems to be very 
uncommon (FISCHER and ADENIL, 1956) although both monozygous and 
heterosexual twins have been described. In Egyptian buffaloes the rate is 
said to be 0.2 %, in Indonesian swamp buffaloes it is only 0.0002 % according 
to FISCHER (1964) and freemartin ism has not apparently been described. This 
has been confirmed in a letter from W. R. COCKRILL who has extensive research 
experience with this species (COCKRILL, 1967). Perhaps even less is known 
concerning African buffaloes (Syncerus). In letters from GERNEKE in South 
Africa I am informed that twinning is not uncommon in the herd at Kruger 
National Park but no freemartin ism has been reported and apparently the 
twin placentas have not yet been studied. 

C. Sheep 

I. Chimerism, Freemartinism 

Fraternal twins are born to ewes much more commonly than to cows 
(ZIETZSCHMANN, 1931), however, freemartinism seems to be much less common. 
Perhaps it has not been looked for as vigorously as in cattle. LILLIE (1917) 
had observed chorionic fusion of bovine twin placentas but was unable to 
demonstrate vascular anastomoses. The first good description of a freemartin 
sheep, based on anatomical studies is usually credited to FRASER-RoBERTS 
and GREENWOOD (1928), but the sex of the cot win was not recorded. ROTER
MUND (1930) describes a case of possibly common placental cotyledons in one 
of eleven twin pregnancies but the sexes are not clearly defined. A fairly 
typical case was described by EWEN and HUMMASON (1947), but not until 
STORMONT et al. (1963) described blood chimerism could the condition be 
proven to exist in sheep. These authors studied 26 pairs of sheep and found 
one case with freemartinism. From this experience they suggest an incidence 
of anastomoses in 5 % of sheep twins, or an overall incidence of freemartinism 
in ewes of 0.8 %. It is interesting that they feel this ewe would not have been 
suspected of being abnormal had they not undertaken the blood typing. 
YURCHENKO (1962) describes three sheep freemartins with severe masculini
zation, masculine behavior and he depicts clearly demonstrated chorionic 
anastomoses. Similarly, SLEE (1963) found placental anastomoses and demon-
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strates tolerance to skin switchgrafts in 3 pairs of twins of a study involving 
7 twins, 14 triplets, 4 quadruplets and 1 quintuplet sets. He finds freemartinism 
also and from a detailed placental study of these litters he concludes that the 
frequency of placental anastomoses does not rise conclusively if more than 
two fetuses are present. ALEXANDER and WILLIAMS (1964) describe a larger 
artery-to-artery connection between a male and freemartin sheep fetus located 
in one uterine horn, a female triplet in the other horn being normal and having 
no anastomoses. GERNEKE (1967) demonstrated 41.5 % XY/58.5 % XY cells 
in bone marrow cells from an intersex sheep, whose tissue cultures from 
testis and kidney, however, yielded only XX cells. The most complete and 
convincing study comes from BRUERE (1967) and BRUERE and MACNAB 
(1968). In the former paper the author briefly describes six sheep freemartins 
shown to be XX/XV blood chimeric. He discusses the significant increase of 
aneuploidy in this population when compared with normal sheep. A detailed 
account of these animals is given in the second report. Five cases were known 
to be cotwins to rams; these and a sixth case were shown to be extensive 
blood chimeras. It is of interest that the extent of chimerism changed from 
culture to culture in the same animal; moreover, it did not correlate well with 
the degree of masculinization. Large numbers of metaphases from fibroblast 
cultures of muscle, kidney and gonad from four cases showed only XX cells. 
Judging from this report the condition may then not be so uncommon in sheep 
as is usually believed and many structural similarities to bovine freemartins 
emerge. What minor differences were found are readily explained by the 
authors. 

Most recently, DAIN and TUCKER (1969) report five blood chimeric sheep 
twins with the females of the four heterosexual twins being freemartins. An 
additional female whose male co-twin was dead was a chimera by red cell 
antigen, hemoglobin type and chromosome studies. 

2. Acardiac Twins 

Parenthetically it may be mentioned that at least one typical acardiac 
monster has been described in sheep, associated with a normal female fetus 
(COLE and CRAFT, 1945). 

D. Goat 
I. Intersex Goats, Chimerism, Freemartinism 

In this species freemartinism has been less frequently observed still, although 
twinning is not rare and intersex animals are very common. Indeed, the 
earliest description of "freemartins" (DAVIES, 1913) probably does not have 
any relationship to this topic but describes intersexed Toggenburg goats born 
as singletons. KELLER and T ANDLER (1916) describe the frequent fusion of 
twin chorions in goats but they were unable to identify anastomoses. Later, 
KELLER (1920) writes that among many subsequent goat twins only one case 
with large anastomoses was observed in triplets with the freemartin mal
formation. 
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Anatomically the fetus was similar to those of cattle, although minor 
differences are noted. Cytogenetic studies on lymphocytes in 16 intersexed 
female goats by de GROUCHY et al. (1965) and 3 male pseudohermaphrodites 
by McFEELY et al. (1967) yielded only XX cells and no evidence of chimerism. 
These authors review other similar studies. A detailed analysis by SHORT 
et al. (1968) of a male with testes and uterus disclosed only XX cells in three 
tissues and these authors discuss in detail the complex problem of inter
sexuality in goats, other than chimerism (see also HAFEZ and ]AINUDEEN, 
1966). Anastomoses have been reported by PETSKOI (quoted by BIGGERS and 
McFEELY, 1966) but they occur apparently only rarely. ILBERY and WILLIAMS 
(1967) now report what must be considered to be an incontrovertible case of 
freemartin ism in the goat. This animal was twin to a male and had extensive 
XX/XY lymphocyte and marrow chimerism, while tissue cultures of thymus, 
lymph node, skin and gonads yielded only female cells. Moreover, the anato
mical findings were consistent with freemartinism although not appreciably 
different from other polled Saanen goats. The latter animals are thought to 
result from a single recessive gene which may be linked to the dominant gene 
for polledness, and the question arises whether some caprine freemartins may 
not have been mistaken for genetically polled Saanen goats on occasion. 
SOLLER et al. (1969) described recently their findings in 17 pseudohermaph
roditic Saanen goats. Sixteen were XX but one, morphologically identical, 
was a 37 XX/59 XY blood chimera, a typical freemartin whose solid tissues 
were all XX. PADEH et al. (1965) describe the case of a single-born intersex 
Saanen with 60 % XY /40 % XX lymphocyte chimerism. This animal may 
represent a more complex fusion product (of blastocysts, or perhaps one due 
to dispermy, etc.) as the authors suggest, but is too incompletely studied to 
warrant further speculation. 

E. Deer and Elk 
Twins and also triplets are often observed in the North American white

tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) , particularly in multiparous does. Occa
sionally one or more of the multiple offspring undergo mummification (MAN
SELL and CRINGAN, 1968). These authors describe a live fetus, associated with 
two atrophic stillbirths which were in a single chorion but whose sex is not 
given. In numerous twin deer studied by us we could not find either blood 
chimerism or vascular anastomoses in the placenta, although intimate cho
rionic fusion often exists (WURSTER and BENIRSCHKE, 1967). We have not 
heard of freemartins in this species and the development of antlers in does is 
almost certainly related to other factors. In elk (presumably Cervus) KURNO
SOY (1962) describes small chorioallantoic anastomoses between two sets of 
seven twins studied. Both were isosexual and of presumed monozygous 
origin. The author concedes the possibility of the occurrence of freemartins 
in this species, in fact quotes an incompletely studied case from the past. 
Numerous other antelopes (e.g. Saiga antelope) have twins regularly or fre
quently. Whether chimerism exists in these awaits study. 
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F. Pig 
I. Vascular Fusion; Freemartinism; Other Intersex States 

KELLER and TANDLER (1916) report the frequent fusion of chorions in 
pigs but anastomoses were not detected in their preparations. HUGHES (1929), 
on the other hand, describes freemartins in this species quite clearly. While 
side-to-side fusion of fetal sacs is common, the event of end-to-end chorio
allantoic vascular fusion seems to be rare. Evidently, this author believes that 
such vascular fusion must occur very early in these rare cases since in later 
development chorionic overlapping is the rule without parabiosis. She examined 
500 pregnant uteri and concludes that a set of monochorionic twins occurs 
once in 30-40 uteri. By colored starch injection of vessels she finds AA and 
VV anastomoses in these cases, predominantly vein-to-vein communications. 
She describes seven obvious freemartins, four cases in particular detail. Con
trary to cattle, a few oocytes were found in the ovaries. JOHNSTON et at. 
(1958) discuss the frequent sex anomalies in pigs and describe a few intersexes 
which may well be freemartins, some of them are true hermaphrodites. This 
is before sex chromosomes could be studied with ease but undoubtedly some 
of these animals were chimeras and further studies in piglets would surely 
be rewarding. The interesting suggestion is made in this paper that a recessive 
gene might control the development of placental anastomoses. MAKINO et al. 
(1962) and HARD and EISEN (1965) were the first to study by leukocyte 
culture two intersex pigs. Both have only XX cells and the latter case is so 
extensively masculinized that it could not be considered a freemartin or a 
hermaphrodite. 

2. Whole-Body-Chimerism 

McFEE et at. (1966) review all of these cases and similar ones reported by 
other authors (McFEELY et al., 1967 add two more) and then they describe 
the first XX/XV chimera in a pig with 90% XX and 10% XY cells. Whether 
the animal is a freemartin cannot be ascertained since solid tissues were not 
studied; however, anatomically it differed from those reported by HUGHES 
(1929). Another XX/XV leukocyte chimera is reported by VOGT (1968) which 
differed anatomically in that, contrary to the previous case, this animal had 
a uterus and one oviduct and also one good ovary. Six percent of its leuko
cytes were XV, the others XX which is similar to the previous case. Un
fortunately, again no solid tissues were cultured and the question whether 
this is a freemartin or a whole-body-chimera must be left open. These ob
servations point to the need for a more detailed study of such interesting cases 
in the future. That such whole-body-chimeras can be expected in this species 
can be assumed from McFEELY'S (1967) preliminary study of 88 swine blasto
cysts. A variety of chromosomal errors was found one of which was an XX di
ploid/XXX triploid chimera and it may well have arisen from fusion of two 
disparate blastocysts. A fusion of XX/XV fertilization products may thus 
occur in swine as it does in other species. In any event, in view of the fre
quency of swine intersex, the crowding of the uterus with closely spaced 
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implantations, and the ease of karyotype analysis (only 38 easily paired 
chromosomes), this species seems a favorable one for the further study of 
blood- and whole-body-chimerism. Moreover, true hermaphroditism is common 
in pigs according to HAFEZ and ]AINUDEEN (1966). An initial study of eight 
hermaphroditic pigs by GERNEKE (1967) disclosed only female cells but 
probably not enough cells were analyzed and derived from too few tissues in 
order to exclude the possibility of subtle chimerism. 

IV. Perissodactyla 
A. Horse 

I. Twinning, Freemartinism 

Multiple ovulation occurs frequently in the horse, in 14.5 % according to 
the large sample collected by OSBORNE (1966). Nevertheless, most twins do 
not develop since the twinning frequency is only 1-2 %, of which only a 
small proportion is born alive (JOHANSSON and RENDEL, 1968). The only 
cases of freemartin ism known in horses are those described by FREUDENBERG 
(1960) and KELLER (1934). A typically malformed female foal was born twin to 
a male in the former case but neither the placenta nor chimerism were studied. 
A similar case had been described earlier by KELLER (1934) in heterosexual 
horse fetuses in which this author was also able to dissect the interplacental 
vascular anastomoses. 

2. Other Intersex States 

Intersex states are apparently less common in horses than in other domestic 
mammals, however, several cases are reviewed in BORNSTEIN'S (1967) paper, 
among them several true hermaphrodites. This author describes two inter
sexes, both with uteri and hypoplastic testes and variable external masculini
zation. In cultures of skin from both, and mullerian duct of one, only XX cells 
were found. While the identification of sex chromosomes in this species is 
not so easy as in the others here discussed, the karyotypes presented by this 
author are unequivocally female. The author points out that chimerism 
(" mosaicism") cannot be excluded in these cases and it is evident that further 
studies in horse intersexes are needed. 

V. Carnivora 
A. Dog 

Relatively few cases of hermaphroditism have been described in the 
domestic dog. These are briefly cited by MURTI etal. (1966) who present two 
true hermaphrodites with bilateral ovotestes. Unfortunately, cytogenetic 
studies were not undertaken. HARE et al. (1966) refer to two cases of canine 
true hermaphroditism, one "determined to be female by the analysis of 
neutrophilic drumsticks" the other by sex chromosome studies of peripheral 
lymphocytes. Only XX cells were found but a population of XY cells could 
not be excluded. These authors also refer to the few inconclusive studies of the 
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rare canine pseudohermaphrodites (see also McFEELY et al., 1967). Two 
canine intersexes were studied by GERNEKE et al. (1968) who also review the 
literature. Although both animals were interpreted as true hermaphrodites, 
in the first animal leukocyte cultures yielded only XY cells and no Barr bodies 
were found. In the second case Barr body count was suggestive of an XX/XV 
chimerism but chromosomes were not studied. 

More knowledge of these relationships in dogs is desirable since this species 
is so frequently employed in experimental studies of transplantation and much 
experience has been gained in dogs from irradiation or immunosuppression 
experiments in conjunction with grafting. 

We are currently studying an XX/XXV (? mosaic-chimeric) raccoon dog 
(N yctereutes) ascertained by routine skin biopsy for the comparative study 
of chromosomes. Externally the animal is normal and histologically the 
testis shows no unusual features. It has spermatogenesis but also typical Barr 
bodies. 

B. Mink 
1. Blood Chimerism; Whole-Body-Chimerism 

Two recent reports indicate that chimerism may occur commonly and that 
close scrutiny of this species may be of interest, particularly because its 
chromosome structure is so readily defined. RAPACZ and SHACKELFORD (1966) 
report red blood cell chimerism in a pair of female littermates in which the 
proportion of chimerism remained stationary over two years in one survivor. 
The authors favor interplacental anastomoses as a mechanism in this case and 
point out that their transplantation studies indicate that tolerance may be 
frequent among mink littermates. Of course freemartin ism could not have 
been expected in this case. In the same year N ES (1966) reported a well studied 
true chimera in mink. An apparently normal female was selected for breeding 
because of its fur but had less pronounced heat than normal animals and she 
was hostile. After mating vaginal bleeding occurred which led to its study. The 
gonads were found to be ovotestes and ambisexual ductal differentiation was 
found on dissection. Chromosomes were studied in cultures from liver, kidney, 
lung and cornea. The former two tissues were diploid XX, the latter two were 
chimeric with a 57% triploid XXV cell line. It is apparent that in this case the 
hermaphroditism must be secondary to the chimeric cell lines but it should be 
noted that this admixture was found in only two of four tissues. Thus, had 
only liver cultures been available, no explanation for the intersex condition, 
notably the presence of testicular tissue, would have been apparent. This 
should be borne in mind when sweeping conclusions are drawn from scanty 
studies in other intersex animals. NES discusses the possibility that these two 
cell lines may not have had the same growth potential and that one may have 
overgrown the other (in vivo or in vitro). Moreover, an extensive consideration 
of the various possible ways is presented by which this chimerism may have 
been produced which so far has been found spontaneously in man, cattle, 
pig and experimentally in rabbit. 
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C. Cat 

I. Tricolored Males 

A well-known developmental disturbance in cats associated with infertility 
is the male tortoiseshell cat, also referred to as tricolored, and calico males. 
The subject has been reviewed in great detail recently by JONES (1969) and 
it will thus suffice to summarize the salient features. From genetic studies it 
had been known that the coat colors orange and black are determined by 
allelic genes located on the X chromosome. Therefore, in order to have these 
two colors a cat must possess two X chromosomes, a condition not recon
cilable in the past with maleness. THULINE and NORBY reported in 1961 two 
such cats with an XXY chromosome complement which, on first glance, 
neatly explained the phenomenon. Since then the picture has become more 
complicated because all subsequent six cases were chimeras and one wonders 
if enough cells were analyzed of the first two cases to exclude two or more cell 
lines. The cases are well summarized by JONES (1969) and represent the 
following admixtures: one XX diploid/XXY triploid; one XY /XXY; two 
XX/XY; one XX/XY/XXY/XXYY; one XY/XXY/XXYY. 

These animals are of considerable interest from several points of view. 
First, it is of course astonishing that in so small a sample so many chimeras 
should be represented. It is here assumed that chimerism rather than mosaicism 
was the cause of the abnormality because this assumption requires the fewest 
abnormal events; indeed, some cases cannot otherwise be explained. JONES 
(1969) presents in lucid detail the various possible mechanisms by which the 
events can occur. This is also discussed in exemplary fashion by STERN (1968) 
and will be further elucidated when the human conditions are described. 
Second it is astonishing that no true hermaphrodites were found among these 
animals (v. i.). Most had atrophic testes and appeared thoroughly male; one 
animal had at least some spermatogenesis and was thus potentially fertile 
(MALOUF et at., 1967). Third one will note that the chimerism has only been 
described in this color variant and not in other cats. The reason, of course, is 
that the mosaic color provides an excellent marker and everyone knows 
that "male tortoiseshell cats don't exist", hence they come to attention. 
There is no reason to believe, however, that this type of cytogenetic - em
bryological error is confined to this strain of cats. In fact, one would expect 
it to occur in other cats as well but no survey has been made to ascertain it. 

2. True Hermaphrodites 
The only related case known to us and apparently occurring in an outbred 

cat is a true hermaphrodite seen in an eight month old "neuter" with odd 
behavior (THULINE, 1964). This cat had one cryptorchid testis, one ovary and 
one fallopian tube and one uterine horn. It was a solid white cat with one 
yellow and one blue eye whose lymphocyte and fibroblast cultures were 
diploid XX/XY. The author interprets this as the result of double fertilization. 
Whether the polyovular follicles occasionally found in cat ovaries (DEDERER, 
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1934) are causally related to this apparent frequency of chimerism in this 
species, also if these multiovular Graafian follicles are more common than in 
other animals awaits study. In any event, more detailed analyses seem war
ranted in cats with its well defined and easily analyzed karyotype. 

Blood chimerism alone from chorionic fusion has apparently not been 
found in cats and other intersex states have been studied in detail on only 
few occasions (HARE et at., 1966). 

VI. Rodentia 
A. Whole-Body-Chimerism in Mice 

It is surprising that in spite of the extensive breeding and genetic sur
veillance of inbred lines of mice only one case of spontaneous chimerism has 
been recognized (RUSSELL and WOODIEL, 1966). This is an exemplary analysis 
of a large population of offspring which could be analyzed by genetic means. 
The XX/XX mouse was ascertained because of its yellow and black banded 
fur pattern and it had arisen, apparently spontaneously, in a closely super
vised colony with known matings. Its eight littermates were normal. Cyto
genetic studies from earlobe fibroblasts, taken from areas representing both 
colors, were normal, i.e. diploid; sex chromosomes are difficult to define in 
this species (GALTON and HOLT, 1965). A detailed analysis of the offspring 
of this mouse, in conjunction with its coat color leaves no doubt that the 
animal was an XX/XX whole-body-chimera and that the germ cells were also 
admixed. This study allows the conclusion that two sperm and two haploid 
maternal cells must have contributed in the formation of this exceptional 
animal. What the nature of the maternal cells which contributed is remains 
obscure, although the authors favor double fertilization following" immediate 
cleavage", i.e. formation of equal-sized cells at either meiotic division. Fusion 
of blastocysts cannot be excluded, as is the case in most other whole-body
chimeras. The event seems to be most exceptional in mice and neither placental 
vascular, let alone blastocystic fusion could be clearly achieved when McLAREN 
and MICHIE (1959) literally stuffed the mouse uterus with blastocysts. This is 
all the more surprising since experimentally, after removing of the zona 
pellucida, fusion of mouse blastocysts is readily achieved. Perhaps in the 
experiments of McLAREN and MICHIE (1959) striking genetic markers were not 
employed, or the result of possible blastocyst fusion was not studied in enough 
detail. Repetition of their experiments may be of interest now that chimerism 
has become a respectable entity. 

B. Experimental Chimerism in Mice 
Although this review concerns principally spontaneous chimerism, it is 

opportune to mention in passing how useful the study of experimentally 
induced chimerism in mice has been to our understanding of numerous bio
logical phenomena. The hematopoietic and immunological consequences of 
chimerism produced after irradiation have been reviewed succinctly by 
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v. BEKKUM and DE VRIES (1967). The hematopoietic origin of macrophages 
has thus been shown for exudates and all kinds of inflammatory reactions by 
numerous investigators employing chromosomal markers in the marrow 
grafts (VIROLAINEN, 1968). Other investigators suggest that hematopoietic 
grafts are the source of fibroblasts and even hepatic cells, however, these are 
recent studies whose discussion is not immediately germane to the subject, 
except to say that twin blood chimeras, as we have seen, rarely if ever show 
solid tissue chimerism. The mouse with its translocation markers is a valuable 
tool to pursue these questions in detail. 

Of even greater relevance to the present topic are the experiments by 
TARKOWSKI and by MINTZ. These authors have fused mouse blastocysts of 
different genetic background prior to the 32 cell stage by mechanical or 
enzymic (pronase) removal of the zona pellucida and approximation of the 
blastocysts in vivo; after fusion and transfer to a foster uterus a high per
centage of the embryos develop. These experiments were reviewed recently by 
the principal authors TARKOWSKI (1965) and MINTZ (1965). When chromosome 
markers are employed in one strain, when color differences are used or, when 
accidentally blastocysts of different sex are fused, the chimeric state of the 
offspring can be ascertained by its variegated, composite nature. Thus, a 
baby may be mottled, it may be a true hermaphrodite, it may have different 
populations of cells, and embryos may develop from fused blastocysts even 
when one half is composed of a homozygous lethal gene combination which 
ordinarily kills the embryo at the morula stage. These experiments also 
showed that blastomeres are relatively undetermined, at least up to the 
32 cell stage, and that extensive intermingling occurs still at that stage to 
produce the variegated effect. Recently, GARDNER (1968) was able to produce 
a similar mottled effect by injecting three dis aggregated blastomeric cells into 
a 64 cell blastocyst. 

c. True Hermaphroditism in Mice 
In early work TARKOWSKI (1964) had noted an excess of males and three 

true hermaphrodites in these fusion products. These latter animals consti
tuted proof that indeed chimerism was present, and that spontaneous hermaph
roditism may equally be the result of chimerism. Those few cases described 
in rodents to have occurred spontaneously (mouse, rat, guinea pig, vole, 
golden hamster) are reviewed in detail by this author. He suggests that some 
chimeric (XX/XY) individuals develop into males to account for the unusual 
sex ratio and he reconciles this with what is known of the phenotype of other 
mammalian true hermaphrodites. Ovotestes develop, reasons TARKOWSKI, in 
those cases in which XX cells" form a compact" territory, while when the 
admixture is more diffuse, then testes form. The ductal differentiation (uterus, 
spermatic cord, etc.) is more difficult to predict but the inference is that 
"if testicular tissue does, in fact, elaborate a morphogenetic stimulus influenc
ing the differentiation of XX gonadal tissue (as we assume it does from the 
freemartins) such a stimulus must be rather weak and act only near the site 
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of its elaboration". In subsequent work (MYSTKOWSKA and TARKOWSKI, 1968) 
these questions were analyzed in greater detail and because they are relevant 
to a following section they will be reviewed briefly. Of 40 chimeras studied 
28 (70%) were male, 8 (20%) female, and 4 (10%) hermaphroditic, thus con
firming the original findings of a disturbed sex ratio. The type of progeny 
produced by three chimeras proved that intermingling of germ cells had also 
taken place. Two XX/XY male chimeras and a true hermaphrodite proved 
fertile, a possibly important finding with respect to human chimeras and her
maphrodites. However, these animals produced only spermatozoa which corre
sponded to the male genotype and in direct preparations of diakinesis figures 
no clear XX first meiotic divisions were found in the testes. As we have seen, 
this is contrary to the findings in blood chimeric marmosets and cattle and 
requires further study. 

VII. Primates 
A. Marmoset Monkeys 

I. Anastomoses, Blood Chimerism, Tissue Chimerism 

It had been known that several species of the South American marmosets, 
family Callithricidae, have twins or triplets almost regularly and HILL (1926) 
and HILL and HILL (1927) demonstrated that these twins were enclosed in a 
single chorion. Because two corpora lutea were found the embryos were 
considered dizygotic, the common chorion notwithstanding. WISLOCKI (1932) 
demonstrated the same type of placentation and anastomotic chorionic 
vessels but thought the twins monozygotic. In a larger study, however, 
WISLOCKI (1939) later corrected this mistake when he identified not only two 
corpora lutea but also twins of different sex in the single chorion. He con
sidered then also the remarkable fact that, despite this similarity of placen
tation to that of cattle twins, it did not produce the freemartin effect. Indeed, 
since half of the females would be joined to males - there being a 50 % chance 
of 6/ ¥ twins, because all are dizygous - a freemartin effect would be detri
mental to the species, WISLOCKI (1939) reasons. A presumed difference in 
timing and reciprocal effects of sex hormones were considered to be the rea
sons for the difference in developmental sequelae when compared with cattle. 
The observations by WISLOCKI and HILL, and a recent demonstration of very 
early chorionic fusion in Leontocebus (BENIRSCHKE and LAYTON, 1969) clearly 
indicate that delay of vascular fusion in marmoset twins cannot be held 
responsible for the lack of sterilization of its females. RYAN et at. (1961) 
suggested that different enzymatic handling of steroids by the primate pla
centa may explain the situation, a point which can no longer be held valid 
and which has been discussed above under the chapter heading of cattle. 

That these anastomoses between marmoset twins lead to permanent blood 
chimerism has been demonstrated by the use of the sex chromosome differ
ences in leukocytes cultures from blood (BENIRSCHKE et at., 1962). In approxi
mately one half adults, as expected, lymphocyte XX/XY chimerism was 
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demonstrated which was of variable proportion and not unlike that found in 
cattle (BENIRSCHKE and BROWNHILL, 1962). Subsequent studies have fully 
confirmed these findings. Furthermore, this extensive XX/XV blood chime
rism is compatible with the development of normal ovarian and muller ian 
structures and with fertility. It is unfortunate that blood groups have not 
been extensively studied in this family (WIENER et ai., 1967) and they have 
not been used as yet for chimerism studies. GENGOZIAN et ai. (1964) suggest 
that the drumstick marker of polymorphonuclear leukocytes may serve as 

.d6 X X 

Fig. 7. Two metaphase plates from the bone marrow of a female" common" marmoset 
(Callithrix jacchus). The cell at left is of the female animal's own marrow, being XX. The 
cell at right declares its chimeric origin, from the twin brother, by possessing the charac-

teristic small Y chromosome (at arrow) 

a suitable marker of female cells in male chimeras. Exchange skin grafts be
tween dizygous marmoset littermates have been uniformly successful, indi
cating the existence of acquired tolerance derived from the prenatal exchange 
of nucleated blood cells (PORTER and GENGOZIAN, 1968; PORTER, 1968). 

Not all species of marmosets are equally useful in the study of sex chromo
somal chimerism, but Callithrix and Cebuella have Y chromosomes of such 
small size that metaphases are easily scored by mere inspection (Fig. 7). 
This factor assumes importance when critical assessment of solid tissue chi
merism becomes a problem. After the various claims of solid tissue chimerism 
in cattle blood chimeras were published (see above) we undertook a detailed 
study of a pair of Callithrix jacchus twins known to be blood chimeric (approxi
mately 40 % XY cells in each). Only excellent and complete metaphases of 
a first subculture of kidney cells were used for scoring (Table 2). 

The two apparently chimeric cells of this culture are shown in Fig. 8. In 
previous studies (BENIRSCHKE and BROWN HILL, 1962) we found no such 
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Table 2. Kidney cell cultures of a pair of blood chimeric marmoset monkeys (Callithrix 
jacchus) with one possible chimeric solid tissue cell in each (Fig. 8) 

46XX 46XY Total 

M 58 Female 104 1 105 
M 59 Male 1 175 176 

J J 
, ,:, 

• 

• 
Fig. S. Two karyotyped metaphases of kidney cell cultures in two blood chimeric" cotton
top" marmosets (Saguinus [OedipomidasJ oedipus). The top karyotype was present in the 
female culture and is interpreted to be XY. The bottom karyotype comes from a male and 
is interpreted to be XX. These are the only possibly chimeric solid tissue cells found in 
hundreds examined, in these, as many other animals (see Table 2). They may be macro-

phages 
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admixture in kidney and lung cells although it must be admitted that the 
number of cells scored then was much smaller and, in most cases, species with 
less favorable Y chromosomes were used. Thus, an occasional cell of solid 
tissues may be chimeric, both in cattle and marmosets. The question arises 
whether these are indeed renal, lung or fibroblastic cells or whether they are 
macrophages. It will be remembered that the latter two types of cells are 
thought to arise from experimentally transplanted marrow in mice and there 
would thus be no reason to preclude this as a possible explanation. We have 
not detected in marmoset monkeys the chromatid breaks and other abnor
malities of chromosomes described by BASRUR and STOLTZ (1966) as frequently 
occurring in lymphocyte cultures of cattle chimeras. Furthermore, the ques
tion as to whether, with time, a shift in the chimeric population occurs has 
not been examined in marmosets. 

2. Germ Cell Chimerism 

As we have seen in the section on cattle above, in blood chimeric twins 
the presumptive evidence indicates an exchange of germ cells in embryonic 
life. Thus, newborn male animals were found to possess some XX metaphases 
in direct preparations of their testes, i.e. those not involving previous culture. 

Fig. 9. Two cells of the testis of a mature, blood chimeric pigmy marmoset (CebueUa 
pygmaea). In contrast to the other species here discussed with 46 chromosomes, this 
monkey has 44 elements. Hence, at the first meiosis stage here depicted only 22 bivalents 
are found, the XY pair forming a typical rod-like arrangement (left). The cell at right 
lacks such an element, although it is complete. For this reason it is tentatively assumed 
to be an XX cell, the X bivalent being indistinguishable from autosomal bivalents. This 
represents germ cell chimerism. [From B ENIRSCHKE and BROWNHILL, Cytogenetics 

2, 335 (1963)] 

In adult marmosets similar findings have been made (BENIRSCHKE and 
BROWNHILL, 1963). In order to ascertain whether these germ cells go on 
through maturation division and thus, potentially produce four X-bearing 
sperm, first meiotic division stages were analyzed. At diakinesis it is possible 
to distinguish the XY bivalent but the XX equivalent cannot be recognized. 

3 C. T. in Pathology. Vol. 51 
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A few well displayed first meiotic figures were indeed found in which no XY 
association is evident (Fig. 9). Therefore, it is presumed that meiosis may at 
least commence and that the germinal cells are subject to their environment, 
rather than to their genetic make-up because apparently female cells enter 
meiosis in the testis. The converse, the search for XY meioses in a chimeric 
ovary, is much more difficult and has not been undertaken successfully. Of 
relevance in this respect are the experimental studies of transplantation of 
fetal gonads into castrated male mouse kidney beds (TURNER and ASAKAWA, 
1964). These authors find the formation of ovotestes to be induced in fetal 
mouse ovaries by the proximity of differentiating testes. They describe in 
these ovotestes the maturation of germ cells as far as to secondary spermato
cytes, but spermatozoa were not seen in these tubules nor in the normal 
testes. Of course, the final test of whether maturation of XX germ cells 
completes will be the demonstration that blood chimeric cattle, marmosets, or 
other species will bear offspring with the respective foreign genotype. This 
has so far been shown only for whole-body-chimeras as discussed above. 

The so far most conclusive experimental attack of the puzzling phenomenon 
has been summarized by TURNER (1969). In studies of mice and rats injected 
various steroids only ductal changes could be induced, the gonads remained 
unaltered. Gonadal transplants at various ages, however, were interactive, 
and embryonic mouse ovaries could be made to differentiate into testis-like 
structures. The germ cells then differentiated to spermatids. Using millipore 
membranes as barriers, this investigator could conclude that the morpho
genetic factor is "chemical in nature", "does not attain effective concentra
tions in the general circulation", and that" gonadal sex determination is not 
a function of the germ cells". 

B. Man 
Various types of chimerism have been recognized in the extensive genetic 

studies now performed on exceptional human beings, particularly in twins 
and sexually abnormal individuals. To follow a more or less chronological 
sequence of their recognition this portion of the review will be divided into 
1) maternal - fetal chimerism, 2) blood chimerism, 3) whole-body-chimerism, 
4) the so-called heterokaryotic monozygous twins, and 5) the acardiac twins. 

1. Maternal- Fetal Chimerism 

It has long been known that, on occasion, maternal cells may pass from 
the mother to the developing fetus. By and large, such cells do not become 
permanently established in the baby. Best known is the transplacental meta
stasis of malignant melanomas from the mother to the placenta and thence to 
the fetus. HORMANN and LEMTIS (1965 a) accept four melanoma and one 
sarcoma cases as well proven, although many other cases of melanoma are 
recorded to have metastasized to the placenta without reaching the fetus. 
A carcinoma is not reported to have reached the fetus. In a later pUblication 
(1965 b) these authors assign the placental trophoblast an important protective 
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role against tumor transgression. Four other cases should be added to their 
list. A well illustrated demonstration by HOLLAND (1949), one interesting case 
each by CAVELL (1963) and ARONSON (1963) in whom the fetal metastases 
involuted spontanteously in neonatal life, and a well documented and illus
trated fatal case of BRODSKY et at. (1965). It is apparent then that this event is 
rare and one which could hardly be missed if it occurred more frequently. 
Similarly, malignant lymphomas, myeloma, and leukemia of the mother are 
very rarely, if ever, transmitted to the fetus via the placenta. This subject 
has been fully reviewed recently by us (BENIRSCHKE and DRISCOLL, 1967) 
and one gains the impression that the fetus has the immunologic capacity to 
reject these foreign tissues, should they arrive. For there can be no doubt 
that maternal cells are occasionally transported through the placenta. Such 
transfer has been traced in some instances with marked maternal cells (ellipto
cytes, sickle cells, chromated cells), although the evidence is by no means 
secure as the review will disclose. 

Of pertinence to this review, however, is what evidence exists for the 
possibly permanent establishment of maternal lymphocytes (or bone marrow 
elements) via the transplacental route. Three independent studies have 
recently addressed themselves to this problem and it appears that, while 
maternal lymphocytes may occasionally traverse the placental barrier, only 
in one case did they establish themselves permanently. TURNER et at. (1966) 
found XX lymphocytes in two males of 100 neonates. Unfortunately, both 
were otherwise malformed and could not be further studied. In our own 
studies we found very few definite XX cells in the umbilical cord bloods of 
three normal male newborns, and this population of presumably maternal 
cells vanished within the first month of life (BENIRSCHKE and SULLIVAN, 
1969). In a recent report by EL-ALFI and HARTHOUT (1969) a similar finding 
was made. A normally delivered male infant with hypospadias and bifid 
scrotum possessed 28XY /20XX lymphocyte chimerism. Five months later 
the XX clone had disappeared and of further interest is that maternal/fetal 
lymphocyte incubations proved immunologically compatible. The baby had 
no sex chromatin in buccal smears and there was no evidence of a vanished 
twin on placental study. It may be mentioned parenthetically here that, when 
intrauterine transfusions are given earlier in fetal life for the treatment of 
erythroblastosis, lymphocyte chimerism may be induced to last postnatally 
occasionally up to at least 16 months (HUTCHINSON et at., 1967), indicating 
that cell transfer near term through the placenta may indeed meet with 
fetal immunologic competence. 

The results of studies in the rabbit by OEHME (1967) point in the same 
direction. Labelled leukocytes may reach the fetus but do not proliferate, 
and his findings in man suggest that this is true here as well. 

The one exceptional case of presumed permanent maternal lymphocyte 
graft upon the fetus is the infant described by KADOW AKI et at. (1965). This 
male infant died at 16 months from what appeared to be the graft-versus-host 
reaction. The child is thought to have had the Swiss type of a gammaglobuline-

3· 
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mia with hypoplasia of the thymus. He had developed normally for one month 
bu t then developed repeated infections and the "runt syndrome". In three 
lymphocyte cultures he had between 27 and 40 % XX cells while the bone 
marrow yielded only XY cells and no erythrocyte chimerism was detected. 
The most reasonable explanation would be that maternal lymphocytes were 
engrafted around the time of birth (? during labor) and gradually proliferated 
in the immunologically deficient newborn to produce this syndrome. A similar 
situation, produced neonatally by transfusions, but less well documented, has 
been reported by HATHAWAY et al. (1966) and it may well be that these circum
stances occur more often than is currently appreciated. 

Fetal cells traverse to the mother regularly, witness the trophoblast 
transport from the placenta to the maternal lung in most, if not all pregnancies. 
Moreover, fetal bleeding through the placenta occurs often, more frequently 
with obstetrical manipulations. Although fetal neoplasms have occasionally 
been reported to affect the placenta (leukemia, neuroblastoma), no seeding to 
the mother is known. If it were to take place, presumably it would be rejected 
as must be fetal lymphocytes, for permanent chimerism does not seem to 
develop in such cases. The one exception of course is the choriocarcinoma, a 
fetal (placental) tumor which seeds extensively and represents one form of 
chimerism. A discussion of this poorly understood problem goes beyond the 
central theme of this review and the reader is referred to our previous summary 
of current knowledge in this field (BENIRSCHKE and DRISCOLL, 1967). 

2. Blood Chimerism 

The initial report by DUNSFORD et al. (1953) of a human blood group 
chimera is remarkable in that it was discovered without knowledge of the 
woman having had a twin. Since then perhaps ten other blood chimeras have 
been described. These are summarized in Table 3 and it will be seen that the 
information on some of these individuals is sketchy, even doubtful. One 
recently described case (STURGEON et al., 1969) has been deleted from this 
list because it does not represent as clear-cut a case of blood chimerism as the 
others here listed. The case illustrates well the difficulties experienced in 
attempting to accumulate proof for this condition. 

Several interesting facts derive from this compilation of data. Thus, the 
admixture of chimeric cells varies greatly in these twins and the ratios are not 
the same in most pairs. Perhaps most remarkable are twins No.2, 4 and 11 
in which the admixture of one twin is considerable, in the other it is negligible 
or was not found. This suggests a one-way intrauterine exchange of precursor 
cells which is also seen in case 7 where both twins possess 85 % of the female 
infant's cells. In this case both twins had nearly identical birth weights and 
their hemoglobins were similar, thus precluding a similarity to the "trans
fusion syndrome" of identical twins (BENIRSCHKE and DRISCOLL, 1967). In 
no case were placental anastomoses actually observed. 

In several instances the female of heterosexual twins had normal sexual 
development, some even had several pregnancies. Thus, the freemartin effect 
of ruminants is not exhibited in man, in which respect the condition is similar 
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to that of marmoset monkeys. Also, buccal smears and histologic study of the 
two skin grafts alone showed appropriate sex chromatin markers; only in 
case 5 is there possible chimerism of solid tissues, suggested by the weak 
H-saliva-antigen reaction. 

So far as is known, all fraternal human twins have dichorionic placentation. 
The placentas may be extremely intimately fused, nevertheless, only two 
cases of interplacental anastomoses (these were in monozygous twins) have 
been well demonstrated, despite numerous detailed studies searching for this 
phenomenon (CAMERON, 1968). Other reports are less critical and have been 
discussed in detail previously (BENIRSCHKE and DRISCOLL, 1967). It can, 
therefore, be concluded that blood chimerism analogous to that of cattle and 
marmosets may be expected only very rarely in man. This is to be corroborated 
by the failure in two studies to detect this phenomenon by blood grouping of 
58 additional dizygous pairs (DUNSFORD et at., 1953) and 77 additional dizy
gous pairs by BOOTH et at. (1957). Furthermore, UCHIDA et at. (1964) found no 
anastomoses in 409 dizygous pairs' placentas by injection although these were 
especially looked for. 

The methods of detecting blood chimeras have been discussed in several 
of the papers listed in Table 3 and specifically by DAVIDSON et at. (1958) and 
WOODRUFF et at. (1962). It is relevant that blood grouping led to the recogni
tion of most of these cases, either because a blood group 0 individual lacked 
anti-A or anti-B or, because upon blood grouping a certain percentage of 
cells remained unagglutinated with appropriate antibodies. Of interest then is 
to learn that by this sensitive technique the blood group ratios did not 
change over several months or years in several of these chimeras. Only case 1 
showed a shift to a 70/30 ratio in favor of the patient's cells after she had two 
additional pregnancies (DUNSFORD and STACEY, 1957). This is reminiscent 
of some of the reports on cattle chimerism and is not fully understood at 
present. Partial abrogation of tolerance has been suggested to explain this 
phenomenon by these authors, perhaps induced by the pregnancies. STONE et at. 
(1964) it will ,be recalled, put forward more complex events for this phe
nomenon in cattle twins but it seems to this writer that a simpler mechanism 
might be considered. Thus, it is known that, with advancing age, some portion 
of the bone marrow space (e.g. femur) becomes occupied by fat. Not only is 
it likely that the foreign clones of marrow are irregularly distributed through 
the bone marrow space but also, we find variable admixtures by the chromo
some technique when the marrow of femurs is compared with that of humeri 
in chimeric marmosets. Therefore, it may be that shifts in the ratios of a 
chimeric bone marrow population may occur with advancing age by fat 
replacement alone. It might also be mentioned that the first human chimera 
described developed for unknown reasons substantial amounts of anti-A, 
which reacted with foreign A and AB cells, but not with the patient's own 
chimeric population of A cells (DUNSFORD and STACEY, 1957). 

Split tolerance to skin antigens of the female of twin 2 may have caused 
the delayed rejection of the skin graft while the blood admixture did not 
change (WOODRUFF and LENNOX, 1959). In two cases chimerism detected a 
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Table 3. Summary of all human 

Ko. Author date Sex Proportion of Age Saliva 

RBC GPS 
% 

DUNSFORD et al. (1952) F 61 0 no A 
39 A 25 

M 

2 BOOTH et al. (1957) F 99 0 21 H 
1 A 

M 14 0 
86 A A,H 

3 NICHOLAS et al. (1957) F 49 0 H, trace Lea 
51 A 29 

M 39 0 no A, H 
61 A strong Lea 

4 UENO et al. (1959) F 68 0 A,H 
32 A 12 

M 100 A A, H (weak) 

VELEZ-OROZCO (1961) F 5 A Adult 
95 B 

M ? 

6 HARTEMANN et al. (1963) F 10 0 Newborns 
90 A 

F 20 0 
80 A 

F 85 0 
15 A 

7 CHOWN et al. (1963) F 85 0 Newborns 0 
15 A 

M 85 0 A 
15 A 

8 HART et al. (1967) M 99.8 0 18 H 
0.2 B 

F 20 0 B,H 
80 B 

9 F 99 0 17 A,H 
1 A 

F 99 0 
1 A H 

10 M 99.7 A 20 ? 
0·3 B 

11 BIAS and MIGEON (1967) M 95 A Newborns 
5 B 

M 100 B 
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blood chimeras published to date 

Drumsticks 
on 
leukocytes 

Present 

Present 

6/318 

6/338 

6.0% 

9.6% 

Lymphocyte 
culture 

70% XX 
30% XY 
78% XX 
22% XY 

37 XY 
1 XX 

32 XY 
9XX 

153 XY TRI 21 
11 XY 
94XY 

Other studies Remarks 

See DUNSFORD Has had 2 pregnancies; 
and STACEY chimeric for transferrin 
(1957) (DATTA and STONE, 1963). 

Male died age 3 months 

Skin grafts see Buccal smears correspond 
WOODRUFF and to sex 
LENNOX (1959) 

Has had 3 pregnancies 

Normal female sexual 
development at age 20 
(Personal comm., 1963) 

Five pregnancies 

Stillborn male twin 

Trichorial placenta, very 
premature. Died at 4 hours. 
No anastomoses identified 
in the placenta 

See UCHIDA et al. Dichorionic placenta, 
(1964) 34 weeks gestation 
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twin who died at age 3 months (case 1) or who was stillborn (case 5). In case 10 
one can only assume that a twin had vanished in utero and was not recognized 
without making more problematic assumptions. Why the ratios observed in 
twin 8 should be reversed, so far as blood grouping and lymphocyte (chromo
some marker) studies are concerned, is also unexplained. Finally, in contrast 
to the cases of monozygous twins with different chromosomes, the so-called 
heterokaryotic twins discussed below, the twins of case 11 must be considered 
dizygous because of their difference in blood groups. One can only assume 
that the eleven cells with 46 chromosomes found in the trisomic infant with 
mongolism derived from the normal cotwin, but this is unproven. Why no 
trisomic lymphocytes were found in the normal twin, for that matter why he 
has no blood group A red blood cells, is also unknown. In a way this case 
resembles the transitory blood chimerism in a set of twins described by MAS

SIMO et al. (1966). These authors observed a pair of dizygous, dichorionic 
twins (different blood groups) one of whom is a typical mongolian idiot, the 
other normal. The former was trisomic 21 on two lymphocyte cultures, the 
latter possessed 70 % XY and 30 % XY tri 21 lymphocytes on the thirteenth 
day of life. At age 5 months only 5 % of cells had the trisomic structure; at 
12 months no trisomic cells existed. The authors consider" a progressive loss 
of the reproductive capacity" of this chimeric population. TURPIN et al. 
(1959) had previously reported a very similar instance. One of dizygous girl 
twins had a 5 % red blood cell admixture at age 4 months which had dis
appeared by 6 months of age. The chimeric twin accepted switchgrafts for 
16 days, as opposed to 12 days of the nonchimeric twin, and the authors 
assume a gradual elimination of the chimeric population by immunologic 
mechanisms. 

The many problems raised by various authors indicate how valuable 
such chimeric twins may become in answering basic biologic questions in 
reproduction, embryology and immunology. It is also evident, however, that 
it will be necessary in the future to have alongside the clinical and genetic 
findings of such twins the results of a detailed morphologic study of the 
placental vascular relationship before we can hope to interpret the complex 
findings. 

3. Whole-Body-Chimerism and True Hermaphroditism 
It is no longer possible to review adequately the literature on these topics 

in man. Since the advent of modern cytogenetic techniques there has been a 
profusion of reports, some of which are so incomplete that they will not be 
considered in this context. The principal difficulty in careful scrutiny of this 
voluminous literature is that, from available data, a meaningful distinction 
between mosaicism and chimerism is impossible in most case reports. 

When two different popUlations of cells are found in cytogenetic studies, 
theoretically it should be possible from the concurrent study of other genetic 
markers (blood groups, hemoglobins, enzymes, pigments, etc.) to make a 
reasonable deduction whether one or more zygotes produced the admixture. 
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In only few cases have such studies been undertaken and has critical proof 
for chimerism been supplied. In a majority, these studies were either not 
feasible, as in abortuses, or they were not carried out. In the latter instances 
then often complex modes of genesis, such as multiple nondisjunction, are 
offered as explanation for the findings. This should not be necessary in the 
future as more genetic markers are now available for study. 

In other instances, such as in the numerous reports of true hermaphro
ditism with only XX cells, this cytogenetic finding often perhaps reflects an 
inadequate search for other clones, and an attempt is rarely made to seek 
other markers which might give evidence of chimerism. Hence, this large field 
of human mosaics and possible chimeras is in a confused state and only some 
specifically pertinent cases will be cited here as illustrations. In particular, 
I will draw attention to those six case studies in which multiple zygotic origin 
seems incontrovertible in an effort to stimulate search for what may be a 
more common developmental error than is presently believed. 

Ascertainment because of ambiguous sexual development has favored the 
reporting of sex chromosome mosaics and chimeras. For this reason then, a 
report by BR0GGER and GUNDERSEN (1968) of a five year old boy with typical 
Down's syndrome is of particular interest. Double fertilization is suggested as 
the possible origin of a lymphocyte population with about 80 % normal and 
20 % trisomic G cells. The patient also had two antigenically different popula
tions of red blood cells with like proportions, but skin culture yielded 100 % 
trisomic cells. No mention is made of a twin and these authors do not consider 
blood chimerism between dizygous twins (one perhaps a fetus papyraceous) in 
their pathogenetic considerations. 

Double fertilization seems perhaps more plausible in abortion specimens in 
which diploid and polyploid lines are admixed, as for instance in a specimen 
with populations of cells containing 2nj4n ploidies reported by THIEDE and 
SALM (1964). While other studies on spontaneous human abortions have 
often uncovered polyploid conceptuses (CARR, 1969), the findings by SCHLEGEL 
and his colleagues (1966) of 2nj3n, and two cases of 2nj4n abortuses raise 
the possibility that such errors may also occur post zygotically ; for it was 
their observation that these anomalies were associated with peculiar prolifera
tive and presumably polyploid events in the amnion. In any event, the cases 
do not prove chimerism convincingly. 

Some children with an admixture of diploid and triploid or tetraploid cells 
have survived infancy on occasion. These are reviewed by GIRAUD (1968) and 
a case by KOHN et al. (1967) should be added to their list of five children; 
severe developmental defects were associated with the cytogenetic error. 
The 2nj4n admixture was limited to the leukocytes in KOHN'S case and it 
was a stable ratio during the seven months of study. Skin and lung cultures, 
however, were always diploid. In all other five cases the skin participated in 
the 2nj3 n cell admixture. In several instances, however, simple blood group 
studies did not disclose two populations of red cells. The patient with 
48 XXYYj71 XXXYY described by SCHMID and VI SCHER (1967) is cited as 
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indicative of mosaicism, as opposed to chimerism, because of the unusual sex 
chromosome constitution of the two cell lines. It is envisaged that an XYY 
sperm fertilized a normal ovum; from this 48 (XXYY) zygote, daughter cells 
derived, one of which fused with the haploid second polar body to yield a 
clone with 71 (XXXYY) chromosomes. 

It is evident then that from these diploid/polyploid case reports in man 
no conclusive evidence in favor of chimerism emerges, as appealing as such a 
hypothesis might be on first glance. The fact that, as we will see, this is not 
invariably so warrants caution in interpreting the six cases just cited. In fact, 
if the hypothesis is correct that is used to explain the complex case of SCHMID 
and VISCHER (1967), then fusion of at least one additional segregation product 
is involved. Here, the definition of "chimerism" becomes a difficult problem 
over which no uniformly acceptable nomenclature decision has been made. 
The interested reader is referred to statements by STEWART (1968) and FORD 
(1969), in which diverse types of chimerism are considered also with respect 
to their potential use in genetic mapping. The latter author includes this 
particular case as an instance of chimerism. 

As has been alluded to, cytogenetic studies of true hermaphrodites have 
commonly uncovered only normal female karyotypes. Inasmuch as it is 
generally assumed that a Y chromosome is necessary for the induction of 
testicular tissue, a formal explanation of the different types of true her
maphroditism is difficult. Furthermore, the great variability of the external 
genitalia, ductal structures and gonads defies a simple solution. 

McDANIEL et al. (1968) estimate that more than 120 true hermaphrodites 
have been reported and their case, with positive buccal smears and an XX 
lymphocyte constitution is representative of many case reports. Six cases 
with similar cytogenetic findings are presented by JONES et al. (1965) in which 
cultures even from testes were XX. They present a good review, including 
the cases with different stem lines. Most recently KOONTZ et al. (1969) report 
three XX cases in which only leukocytes were studied. At present the main 
obstacle for the satisfactory pathogenetic explanation of true hermaphroditism 
seems to be that "hidden mosaicism" (SARTO et al., 1969) is difficult to rule 
out, even when searched for. In this respect BR0GGER and AAGENAES (1965) 
have provided the most interesting example. In their patient with true her
maphroditism cultures from bone marrow, lymphocytes, skin and left testis 
yielded only XX cells (214, of which 36 were karyotyped). Not satisfied with 
these results, they took a second testis biopsy and this time discovered a 
substantial number of normal XY cells. Here then the hidden clone was 
detected by perseverance only and one needs to wonder about the identity of 
less adequately scrutinized cases. What is of particular interest in this case, 
interpreted here as a probable chimera, is the fact that an XY clone was 
detected only in the testis biopsy and, consequently, blood grouping study 
disclosed no chimerism. A very similar case was described by LEJEUNE et al. 
(1966) with a small clone of XY cells in one gonad. BR0GGER and AAGENAES 
(1965) review previous reports of chimeric/mosaic cases, including the 
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XXjXXY jXXYYY patient reported by FRACCARO et al. (1962) who con
sidered it "plausible that all human intersexes are chromosomal mosaics" 
and who thought that post zygotic nondisjunction had given rise to this 
complex admixture. Numerous other similar cases can be cited, all suffering 
from the same syndrome and in almost all it is impossible to make a clear-cut 
decision as to mosaicism vs. chimerism. 

Unfortunately then, these interesting subjects have been of little help in 
furnishing new data concerning primary gonadal sex differentiation; in an 
Editorial (Lancet, 1967) the various complex assumptions made about this 
problem are adequately discussed. A final point worth mentioning here is 
that evidence is accumulating that mosaic cell lines may have different survival 
value. Thus, TAYLOR (1968) finds in a group of children with mosaic Down's 
syndrome an in vivo selection of one clone with advancing age. If a similar 
phenomenon of selection holds for chimeric cells then complete elimination of 
sayan XY clone in a true hermaphrodite with only XX cells can be envisaged 
and could be difficult to ever ascertain. Similar reasoning was employed by 
TAYLOR (1968) for the single case report of an euploid child with Down's 
svndrome. 

The three cases of true hermaphroditism in which the diagnosis of chimerism 
appears to be securely founded are summarized in Table 4. In these patients 
the chimeric nature of the admixture was supported by cytogenetic findings 
of two populations in blood as well as solid tissue cultures (thus ruling out 
blood chimerism), and by the finding of admixed populations of other genetic 
markers (serologic or cellular). In addition, three patients are listed who, 
while fulfilling the other criteria of chimerism and two suffering maldevelop
ment, do not show true hermaphroditism. These six cases are the only ones 
for which whole-body-chimerism may be assumed to be reasonably critically 
established. In many others with XX/XY admixture chimerism may be the 
pathogenetic mechanism but it has not been convincingly proven. Indeed, 
some were extensively studied for the presence of double genetic markers 
other than XX/XY chromosomes and none were detected (MANUEL et al., 
1965; BAIN and SCOTT, 1965; DEMINATTI and MAILLARD, 1967; MARINE and 
JACKSON, 1968). This leaves out a vast number of cases with reported ad
mixtures of cytogenetically different cell lines (e.g. XX/XY; XO/XX/XY) 
and with true hermaphroditism in which other markers could not be studied. 
In a few instances the assumption of chimerism is specifically excluded, as in 
case 1 of SARTO et al. (1969) whose XX/XXY r patient is believed to derive 
from an XXYr zygote with post zygotic loss, in some clones of cells, of the Y 
ring chromosome. 

This sketchy review then provides evidence that a) whole body chimerism 
does occasionally exist in man, and b) that it is usually ascertained when 
malformations of one type or another lead to a very extensive analysis of the 
patient. There is no a priori reason why the type of isosexual chimerism as 
described for a mouse by RUSSELL and WOODIEL (1966) may not also be 
found in man nor, that once more intensive investigations are performed on 
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Table 4. Summary 01 most human whole-body-chimeras, 

Clinical Lymphocyte Fibroblast Gonad 
condition culture culture culture 

1 Ovary; ovotestis; XX/XV XX/XV Ovary XX 
enlarged clitoris Ovotestis XX/XV 

Clitoris XX/XV 

2 Ovary; ovotestis; XX/XV XX/XV 
enlarged clitoris 

3 Hypospadias; XX/XV XX/XV Ovary XX 
bifid scrotum; dark skin 
ovary; descended more XX 
? testis 

4 Normal blood XX/XV XX/XV 
donor; normal Many light skin 
testes; tetra- only XY 
gynecomastia ploids Many tetra-

ploids 

5 Hypospadias; XX/XV Inferred XX 
congenital heart clone from 
disease; abnormal buccal smear 
testes 

6 Hypospadias; 2n XX/3n XXV XX/XXV in Testis XX/XXV 
" triploid skin, liver, 
anomaly"; testes fascia 

the patients in whom only cell admixture is found cytogenetically, these will 
not also be shown to be products of irregular, multiple fertilization. To pursue 
such a study is difficult and the various and divergent genetic consequences 
of such events as dispermy, suppression of polar body, etc. must be clearly 
understood. These are discussed in considerable detail by JONES (1969) and 
by FORD (1969). Since critical studies of early zygotic errors are not yet 
available in man, and because none of the cases so far described allows a 
definitive conclusion, it is premature to discuss the likelihood of one type of 
abnormal event or the other as leading to whole-body-chimerism in man. 

From the available data (Table 4) one is led to believe that two sperms were 
involved in every case of human chimerism. In several instances fertilization 
of an ovum and a polar body is assumed rather than the involvement of two 
normal ova. This is perhaps not completely warranted, and of particular 
interest then is the finding of a history of dizygotic twinning in the mother of 
case No.5 and the presence of a macerated twin in No.6. Perhaps this is 
further justification for the term" geminism" for these chimeras, coined by 
Bruce Chown (COREY et at., 1967). In any event, the potential for twinning by 
either double ovulation or abnormal segregation in two of six cases is striking 
and should be borne in mind in future studies. 
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recognized largely because of intersexuality 

Other evidence Other unusual Suggested Author 
of chimerism findings explanation 

2 populations of red Heterochromia of iris 2 sperms GARTLER 
cells 2 oval nuclei et al. (1962) 

? Haptoglobin mixture 2 sperms GROUCHY 
2 oval nuclei et al. (1964) 

2 populations of red Pigment mottling 2 sperms COREY 
cells; ? haptoglobin with striking 2 oval nuclei et al. (1967) 
mixture; phospho- laterality 
glugomutase mixture 

2 populations of red Pigment mottling; 2 sperms ZUELZER 
cells; including sick- predominantly male ovum and et al. (1964) 
ling; Lewis secretor cells. XX clone polar body 
genotype mixture assumed to derive from 

polar body fertilization 

2 populations of red Maternal family 2 sperms MYHRE 
cells history of 2 dizygous 2 identical et al. (1965) 

twin pairs oval nuclei 
? polar body 

2 populations of red Triploid line smaller; 2 sperms LEJEUNE 
cells heterochromia of iris; 2 ova or et al. (1967) 

macerated twin with polar body 
separate placenta 

Finally, and most relevant to the current controversy concerning the 
development of the freemartin syndrome discussed above, these six cases 
provide evidence that a) general XX/XV chimerism is compatible with normal 
ovarian differentiation, and b) tissue cultures from gonads generally yield 
cultures with XY cell preponderance in testes and XX cells in ovaries. Indeed, 
strong XY representation in the overall chimeric constitution favors testicular 
differentiation. Thus, it seems likely that the gonadal territory, XY or XX, 
decides the fate of an undifferentiated gonad. 

4. Heterokaryotic Monozygous Twins (a Type of Mosaicism) 

This error of development perhaps does not properly fit into a discussion 
of chimerism, as is also true of the next heading; however, from their study 
much can be inferred that has direct reference to whole-body-chimerism, and 
it is for this reason that the topics are briefly discussed. 

It is axiomatic, of course, that monozygotic, single-ovum-derived twins 
should have the same sex, chromosome number and phenotype. They should 
be truly" identical". Numerous environmental influences affect their develop
ment before birth, however, and discordant anomalies in monozygous twins 
have often been described, some of which can be traced to untoward intra-
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uterine influences. In a like manner the twinning process may be coupled with 
postzygotic chromosomal errors. The majority of aneuploid syndromes (e.g. 
Down's syndrome, Klinefelter's syndrome) has been assumed to result from 
faulty gametogenesis, but the abundance of chromosomal mosaics now de
tected in man, particularly those associated with abnormal sex development, 
gives ample evidence for the frequent occurrence also of postzygotic non
disjunction of chromosomes. Thus, the existence of "identical" twins differing 
in chromosome number and even in sexual phenotype becomes explicable. 
The published cases with acceptable evidence are summarized in Table 5 for 
which the descriptive title "heterokaryotic monozygous twins" (LEJEUNE et al., 
1962) has been used. These twins form but one part of the biologic continuum 
which is assumed for the general subject here under discussion. 

Most monozygous twins have identical karyotypes as might be expected 
(see WOLFF et al., 1962; NIELSEN, 1967) but it is astonishing that in a relatively 
short time these eleven discordant sets have been reported. These findings 
have led to the question whether the events of aneuploidy and twinning may 
be causally related which cannot be answered at this time, but it is pertinent 
to reiterate that much can be learned from the complete study of these ex
ceptional cases. When the type of placentation is known in particular, then 
some conclusions can be drawn as to the timing of the twinning event (BE
NIRSCHKE and DRISCOLL, 1967). In at least five cases of Table 5, the fact that 
monochorial placentation was found indicates that twinning occurred rela
tively late in embryonic development. This is further supported by the partial 
mirror imagery in two cases, and by the complex somatic mosaicism of geno
types. Furthermore, because of the presence of interfetal anastomoses in most 
monochorial twins one may expect different admixtures of blood cell mosaicism 
in these twins when compared with the mosaicism of somatic tissues. This 
has been the case when all these studies were undertaken, as Table 5 indi
cates. 

To separate these complex events clearly from chimerism in an individual 
case may indeed be most difficult, particularly when the parental blood 
groups are very similar. Nevertheless, the theoretic importance of the distinc
tion is emphasized. These cases will eventually aid materially in our under
standing of the mechanism of normal and abnormal sex differentiation; some 
of these aspects have been discussed in lucid detail by EDWARDS et al. (1966). 
The cytologic events leading to this admixture are detailed by TURPIN (1967) 
and, to some extent, in an editorial comment of the paper by RUSSELL et al. 
(1966) . 

In heterokaryotic monozygous twins then, an admixture of cells with 
different chromosomal types exists which simulates that of chimerism. Because 
it occurs in two individuals which originate from one fertilized ovum, however, 
the event is best construed as a complex type of mosaicism in which various 
tissues are differently affected. The degree of admixture can be understood 
when one takes into consideration the timing of the twinning event and the 
possibility that in some cases interfetal placental anastomoses further in-
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fluence the cellular admixture in a manner not unlike that known from blood 
chimerism. The failure to identify two blood groups in these twins generally 
allows differentiation from the state of chimerism as here defined. 

5. The Acardiac Twins 
In man, there is every reason to believe that acardiacs arise only as one 

of monozygous twins and for this reason their discussion under the subject 
heading of chimerism is also less appropriate. We concur with SCHATZ (1898) 
that acardiacs result from fortuitous large interplacental anastomoses in twins. 
Since these exist, for all intents and purposes, only among monochorial and 
hence monozygous twins in man, they should possess identical genomes; 
chimerism cannot exist. The situation is different for ruminants, as was de
scribed previously in the report by DUNN et at. (1967) of heterosexual twins 
in cattle, one of whom was acardiac. This finding is taken to be a beautiful 
confirmation of the etiologic contribution of the placental anastomoses (see 
also SIMONDS and GOWEN, 1925). 

In man, acardiac monsters have all been of the same sex as the normal twin 
(BENIRSCHKE, 1959), and in the cytogenetic studies we have done on three 
such individuals we found them to be normal and the same as those of the 
normal cotwin (BENIRSCHKE and DRISCOLL, 1967). This has been confirmed 
in a case report by TURPIN et at. (1967). On the other hand, aneuploidy has 
been reported in such a monster by RASHAD and KERR (1966, see also KERR 
and RASHAD, 1966), whose fibrous tissue culture yielded mostly 47 chromo
somes. Lymphocyte culture of the normal twin, as in other cases (e.g. FUJIKURA 
and WELLINGS, 1964; two of our own) were normaL In other words, whatever 
the clone of abnormal cells in the monster, the normal twin did not share in it. 
These authors liken their findings to the heterokaryotic monozygous twins 
discussed above and consider it possible that the aneuploidy was responsible 
for the malformation. In our view it is more likely that the chronic hypoxic 
intrauterine existence of the acardiac may well be responsible for abnormal 
events in tissue culture, an opinion also shared by TURPIN et at. (1967). 

VIII. Concluding Remarks 
As this extensive review has shown, spontaneous chimerism occurs in many 

mammals that have been studied closely. Perhaps it is an event that exists 
more commonly than is evident from the published data. It presents in many 
different forms, involving only small portions of the body or almost all tissues 
as the "geminisms" of whole-body-chimeras. It is an abnormal event of 
development that is often difficult to prove, at least it is often difficult to set 
apart from mosaicism. Its pathogenesis is poorly understood although cur
rently much insight is gained from blastocyst fusion studies in mice with 
respect to pathogenesis and its effect upon general embryonic development. 

The condition has important theoretical and practical importance. Through 
its understanding the fields of immunology, sex differentiation and general 

4 c. T. in Pathology, Vol. 51 
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Fig. 10. In this schematic representation the point of view is taken that a biological 
continuum exists between the various forms of genic admixtures. These types are largely 
determined by the timing of the adverse event. Z zygote at left at the time of fertilization. 
Confluence of genotypes is indicated by black dot and placed on the scale of fetal develop
ment when the event is believed to occur. Shaded areas represent placental blood vessel 
communications only. Dizygous twins occupy the lower, monozygous twins the upper 

part of the diagram 

embryology have benefited greatly in the past and every indication exists 
that its detailed study will clarify puzzling aspects of fertilization and prenatal 
development in the future. The broader perspectives of the phenomenon are 
analyzed in the searching monograph by STERN (1968) that is warmly re
commended to the reader. 

At the end of many considerations of chimerism an attempt is often made 
to arrive at a useful classification of these abnormal events (COTTERMAN, 1958; 
FORD, 1969; COREY and MILLER, 1966). In general, however, these schemes 
do not place the varied types of chimerism described in these pages into an 
overall biologic perspective and it is for this reason that Fig. 10 was con
structed with the generous help of Drs. GROPP and MARIN-PADILLA. It attempts 
to depict our point of view, namely that no rigid boundaries exist between 
various types of twins, chimeras and mosaics. Rather, these processes are 
judged as events on the scale of a biological continuum where it is principally 
the timing that determines which particular state will be the outcome of an 
adverse embryonic event. Similar thoughts have been expressed by SCHWALBE 
(1907) in his discussion on the classification of twins. His ideas are aptly 
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paraphrased by v. VERSCHUER (1927): "Schwalbe ist schon 1907 so we it 
gegangen, eine vollstandige Reihe aufzustellen von eineiigen Zwillingen, ja 
sogar von den zweieiigen Zwillingen an bis zur MiBgeburt", a statement that 
is readily applicable to the subject of this discussion. 
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The introduction of tritium as a radioactive marker for intracellular auto
radiographic localization of labeled precursors from the laboratory of one of us 
(FITZGERALD et at., 1951) has been followed by its extensive use in many cellular 
metabolic studies (MAUER, 1965; SCHULTZE et at., 1965). This has been partic
ularly so in the study of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) metabolism after the 
introduction of tritium labeled thymidine (TAYLOR et at., 1957; VERLEY et at., 
1957) and the concept of the DNA synthetic (S) period (HOWARD and PELC, 

1953)· 
As have many other investigators we have made extensive use of the percent 

of radioactively labeled cell nuclei in autoradiograms after the injection of 
thymidine-H3 (the labeling index) as an indicator of DNA synthesis (LEBLOND 
and WALKER, 1956) (BASERGA, 1968). In our studies of the rat pancreas acinar 
cell only a small percent of the nuclei was labeled and the distribution of the 
radioactively labeled nuclei was not uniform (FITZGERALD, 1960, 1963) (FITZ
GERALD and VINIJCHAIKUL, 1959) (FITZGERALD et at., 1963a, 1963b, 1968a). 
We found that different persons counting the same autoradiogram obtained 
different labeling indices. These observations led us to examine our sampling 
and counting techniques (FITZGERALD et at., 1968b) (CAROL and FITZGERALD, 
1968). 

Our report consists of 3 sections: (1) a description and discussion of a micro
scopic field selection technique to insure some randomness in selecting the 
microscopic field in the autoradiogram to be counted; (2) possible additional 
applications of the field selection technique in cytometry; and (3) an analysis 
of variance of factors involved in the determination of the labeling index (3 A) 
and estimations of the error and sensitivity of the labeling index as used in 
pancreas experiments (3B). 
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1. The Random Field Selection Technique 
One important aspect of the counting procedure is the selection of the 

microscopic field. So-called random sampling as described by most authors, 
obviously, is not a true random sampling. The closest approach to true ran
domization is some method similar to the CHALKLEY (1943) or the WEIBEL 
(1963 a, 1963 b) techniques. Even with the former, systematic error conceivably 
could occur with eccentric wear of the microscopic ocular so that a constant 
bias towards a part of the field to be examined would occur. There also persists 
with the CHALKLEY method the problem of selecting the microscopic fields. 
With the techniques described by WEIBEL reliance upon fields selected com
pletely at random may give rise to a fortuitous cluster of skewed values, not a 
sample of average fields, especially if the sample number is limited. The 
limited, crenalated up-over-down-over-up method employed by many authors 
for microscopic field selection may be adequate for some studies with a high 
labeling index but it may also be inadequate for low indices with focal variation. 
Another precaution is worth mentioning; if a counter views the autoradiogram 
while selecting the field to be counted, he may, unconsciously, tend to focus 
on fields with a greater number of labeled nuclei. 

Using the vernier markings of an ordinary graduated mechanical stage of a 
light microscope and a series of random numbers we developed a method of 
selecting a sample of widely and randomly distributed microscopic fields in 
autoradiograms which we found, empirically, reduced considerably the range 
of values obtained by the crenalated method (FITZGERALD and VINIJCHAIKUL, 
1959). 

The autoradiogram, positioned in a mechanical stage, is moved while 
being viewed at low magnification so that the outermost lateral boundary of 
the tissue of the autoradiogram is brought into the center of the microscopic 
field and the vernier number of the movement of the mechanical stage is 
recorded (Fig. 1). The opposite lateral boundary of the tissue is similarly 
placed in the field of the microscope and its vernier number is recorded. The 
vernier numbers setting the superior and inferior boundaries of the tissue are 
determined and recorded. A rectangle is drawn on a score sheet and the margins 
are numbered with the vernier numbers delineating the lateral, superior and 
inferior tissue boundaries, i.e., the lateral border numbers form the horizontal 
margins and the vernier numbers indicating superior and inferior tissue borders 
are the vertical margins (Fig. 2). (The inversion of the image is ignored.) 

Consecutive whole numbers that fall within the vernier numbers marking 
the margins of the horizontal sides of the rectangle are written on the sides. 
Similarly, consecutive whole numbers that fall between the vernier numbers 
marking the superior and inferior tissue boundaries are written on both vertical 
margins. A decimal point is placed to the right of each number (Fig. 2). 

From a table of random numbers a sequence of random numbers is 
drawn and these are added successively to the right of the decimal point of 
each whole number of the score sheet along one horizontal and one vertical side 
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Fig. 1. The determination of tissue boundaries of the pancreas tissue in the autoradio
gram. Autoradiogram is moved into the field of the microscope by the movement of the 
mechanical stage so that the outer-most lateral boundary is near the center of the micro
scopic field. The vernier number of the lateral movement of the mechanical stage is 
noted and recorded (e.g. 38). The opposite lateral boundary of the tissue is similarly 
determined by moving the autoradiogram to the center of the field and then noting the 
vernier number of this margin (e.g. 30). Superior and inferior tissue boundaries would 
be determined by moving the autoradiogram by the forward-backward movement of 

the mechanical stage (giving 12 and 6, respectively) 

of the rectangle. The same random numbers are added to the right of the 
decimal point of the corresponding whole vernier numbers of the opposite 
margin. The vernier whole number and the random number make up a com
bination number (Fig. 2). 

Lines are drawn on the score sheet connecting each combination number 
of a margin to the corresponding combination number of the opposite margin. 
A grid of points is thereby set up where the lines cross to indicate the micro
scopic fields to be selected and examined. To select the microscopic field in the 
autoradiogram the counter, without looking through the microscope, moves 
the autoradiograms by the mechanical stage to the selected field through the 
use of the combination vernier and random number coordinates of the grid 

5 C. T. in Pathology, Vol. 51 
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Fig. 2. Construction of a rectangle on a score sheet using as margins the mechanical stage 
vernier numbers which marked the tissue boundaries, i.e., 30 and 38 for the lateral 
margins (forming the horizontal sides of the rectangle) and 12 and 6, for the superior 
and inferior margins, respectively (to give the vertical sides). Tissue outlines are drawn 
on the score sheet for orientation; the small circular zone at the bottom represents an 
islet of LANGERHANS . The whole vernier numbers between the lateral margin vernier 
numbers 38 and 30 are written on the horizontal sides of the rectangle and the whole 
vernier numbers between 12 and 6, the superior and inferior margin vernier numbers, are 
written on the vertical sides of the rectangle. A decimal point is added to the right of 
each number. A sequence of numbers is taken from a table of random numbers and they 
are added consecutively to the whole vernier numbers of one of the lateral and to one 
of the superior-inferior sides of the rectangle. The same random numbers are added to 
the corresponding whole numbers of the opposite margin. A whole vernier number and a 
random number make up a combination number. All combination numbers of each margin 
are connected by straight lines to the corresponding combination number of the opposite 
margin. The intersections of these lines give a grid of points which indicate the micro
scopic fields to be examined. The specimen is positioned at a grid point by means of the 

vertical and horizontal combination numbers and the mechanical stage 
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point. He then systematically moves from field to field, examining all micro
scopic fields corresponding to the grid points. For statistical purposes all fields 
must be examined and all specimens present in these fields counted. 

The counting of the number of labeled and unlabeled acinar nuclei in the 
microscopic field is done at about 1,000-1,250 times magnification with the 
oil immersion objective. The counter may recount the autoradiogram by using 
the same whole numbers of the rectangle but substituting a new random 
number to the right of the decimal point of each whole number of one horizontal 
and one vertical side of the rectangle. The new random number is used with 
the corresponding vernier number of the opposite margin. A "counting with 
replacement" technique is used so that occasionally a whole number might 
receive the same random number in the second count as in the first one. 

The number of labeled nuclei counted is recorded as a numerator and the 
total number of nuclei, labeled and unlabeled, counted is written as the denom
inator for each field counted and the fraction is written at its corresponding 
grid point in the rectangle of the score sheet. 

Discussion 

If a labeled cell type were uniformly distributed, or if the labeled cells 
made up a high percentage of the cells present in a specimen there would be 
little need for a field selection technique. In our autoradiograms only a rela
tively small percent of the cell nuclei was labeled, the labeled nuclei were 
focally distributed and in some autoradiograms of experimental tissues the 
labeled cells made up only a very small fraction of the total cell population. 
In the normal adult rat pancreas the labeling index of acinar cell nuclei is 
only 0.5 % (FITZGERALD et al., 1968a). Under such circumstances fields selected 
by non-randomizing methods might be misleading, particularly if a small 
number of cells were examined. This might also be true even if the samples 
were selected at random. The wider the sampling the more representative 
should the results be. Our field selection technique has the merit of sampling 
throughout the whole autoradiogram. 

The whole number divisions of the vernier of the mechanical stage alone 
might be used as coordinates for grid points since one would not ordinarily 
expect there to be a systematic relationship between the vernier markings of 
a mechanical stage and a cellular or extracellular distribution of substances in 
tissue. It is conceivable that an oriented structure, e.g. parallel muscle fibers, 
might have some phasic relationship with the vernier markings. The re-posi
tioning of the specimen at a different angle to the mechanical stage by the 
cytologist might decrease or nullify such an obvious relationship (ERANKO, 
1955). However, the addition of a random number to the vernier number 
reduces the possibility of such an occurrence, or one less obvious to the cyto
logist. 

WEIBEL used similar principles to obtain random samples of gross specimens 
of lung (WEIBEL, 1963 a, 1963 b) and suggested using the integer settings of 

5* 
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the mechanical stage vernier to select microscopic fields for stUdy. He men
tioned that random numbering could be used in selecting the microscopic 
field, but stated that" ... this proved too cumbersome to be justified at this 
stage" (WEIBEL, 1963b). Empirically, we had found that with our field 
selection technique the spread of values was less and the average labeling 
index was lower (FITZGERALD, 1963) than when other methods were used 
(FITZGERALD and VINIJCHAIKUL, 1959). With our pathologic material of focal 
concentrations of regenerating cells we prefer to take the small number of 
samples dictated by logistical considerations from widely spread points rather 
than relying on the same number of samples taken completely at random. In 
this way we may avoid the bias of a possible clustering of foci of extremes of 
labeling. 

Continued experience with the method has confirmed its convenience and 
its reduction of labeling index variation (FITZGERALD et al., 1968 a). 

The use of a score sheet with the fraction of the number of labeled nuclei 
over the total number of nuclei counted placed in the position of the correspond
ing microscopic field often made more apparent relationships between labeling 
and cytologic or cytopathologic features. 

With the conventional use of oil immersion viewing and an ocular lens with 
a narrow field, the movement of the mechanical stage by a whole number 
division of the stage vernier covers about 10 microscopic fields. Because of 
some inaccuracy in positioning tenth divisions between vernier numbers the 
possibility exist of an occasional overlap of microscopic fields. Bias should 
not occur if the error is random in test and control measurements. Small 
magnifying lenses built into the stationary indicators of the mechanical stage 
could permit greater accuracy and precision in the positioning of the auto
radiogram. 

The principle of random sampling is equally pertinent to the original 
selection of tissue for autoradiographic examination unless uniformity of the 
process has been demonstrated. WEIBEL'S method for the selection of tissue 
blocks (WEIBEL, 1963 a, 1963 b) should reduce error unless there were few 
samples and large focal variations. In normal rats we have taken samples of 
normal tissue from the splenic, gastric, duodenal and parabiliary segments 
(RICHARDS et al., 1964) of the pancreas and found no significant differences 
between the average labeling indices of the segments when mUltiple tissue 
specimens in each segment were counted. However, there often were large 
differences from microscopic field to microscopic field within the same auto
radiogram and some differences between autoradiograms of different tissues 
taken from the same segment. In pathologic lesions of the pancreas even more 
variation was encountered (FITZGERALD et al., 1968a). 

The cytologist could be aided in his work by recent scientific advances. 
With a computer it is possible to generate triples of random numbers falling 
within the prescribed boundaries of the tissue. Automatic positioning of the 
cytological specimen at the selected grid points is possible. The vernier numbers 
defining the tissue boundaries could be set either by the cytologist or by a 
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scanning device. The mechanical stage with the slide holding the autoradio
gram would be positioned by a driving mechanism controlled by the computer 
program containing the random numbers. The driving mechanism would give 
finer precision in the positioning the autoradiogram at grid points than with 
manual movements. 

The principles of the field selection technique suggested here might be applied 
to some problems in cytology where light, ultraviolet, fluorescent, interference 
or electron microscopy is used with a graduated device for the positioning of 
the specimen. 

2. Relative Areas of Distinctive Tissue Zones 
In a study of acinar cell labeling of the pancreas after experimental pro

cedures the results of the counting of one autoradiogram by multiple counters 
were varied (Table 1). In the autoradiogram there was a separate lobule of 
pancreas with acinar atrophy and cellular degeneration adjacent to lobules of 
normal pancreas (Fig. 3). In the abnormal lobule there was a much higher 
percent of radioactively labeled nuclei (Fig. 4A) than in the lobules of nor
mal tissue (Fig. 4B). 

Fig. 3. Low magnification of an autoradiogram of rat pancreas. Animal had the major 
duct of the splenic pancreas segment ligated 7 days prior to sacrifice. Tissue section 
taken from splenic segment shows mixture of normal and abnormal lobules. Two lobules 
of normal tissue present in center and right. Lobule at lower left shows ischemic degene
rative changes, indicated by lighter staining than adjacent normal lobules, atrophy and 

disappearance of many acini. Hematoxylin and eosin staining. X 20 



Fig.4A 

Fig.4B 
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It occurred to us that under appropriate circumstances where there are 
two distinctive zones of tissue with a large difference between their labeling 
indices, it would be possible to calculate the relative percent of total tissue 
area occupied by each zone. For if the labeling index of the degenerative tissue 
and that of the normal pancreas were representative of their respective zones 
then the labeling index of the whole pancreas tissue, comprising both the 
normal and the degenerate zones, would be the sum of the products of the 
labeling index of each zone multiplied by the percent of total area occupied 
by the zone. Conversely, if accurate labeling indices of the 3 zones (normal, 
degenerate and the labeling index of the total pancreas tissue) were known, 
one might calculate the relative percents of the whole pancreas tissue occupied 
by the normal and degenerative zones. This would not be true if the labeling 
indices were equal, in cases in which extremely marked differences in the 
relative sizes of the zones occurred, or where the concentration of nuclei in the 
different zones differed greatly. 

Methods and Materials 

In the animal (No. 164) from which the tissue for the autoradiogram was 
taken there was operative ligation of a duct leading to the splenic segment of 
the pancreas 7 days prior to sacrifice. The tissue for the autoradiogram was 
taken from the involved splenic segment of pancreas (Figs. 3 and 4). 

Medical students were employed to count labeled nuclei in autoradiograms 
after a period of training (see below). In a study of the variance of the labeling 
index technique (FITZGERALD et al., 1968b) each of five counters had originally 
determined the labeling index of the acinar cell nuclei in the whole pancreas 
tissue of the autoradiogram by the field selection technique. They therefore 
sampled widely in both normal and degenerated zones. Later, the counters 
were then shown the isolated tissue zone of degenerate pancreas and the adja
cent zone of normal pancreas. The two tissue were readily distinguishable 
(Fig. 3). The counters were told to determine the labeling index of the normal 
and degeneration zones separately. 

A test of significance (SCHEFFE.1959) was used to determine whether there 
were mean differences between the labeling indices of the zones. Whether coun
ter variability was greater than zero, or not, was also tested. A similar test was 
made on the interaction between counter and area. The design was a 2 way, 
mixed one with zone as a fixed factor and counter as a random factor. Zone 
had two levels and counter had five levels. 

Fig. 4A and B. Microscopic fields of autoradiograms of Fig. 3 at higher magnification. 
Thymidine-H3 given 1 hour prior to sacrifice. Hematoxylin and eosin staining. A. Zone 
of atrophy and degeneration. Acini and acinar cells smaller than normal (compare 
with B). Labeling of many acinar cell nuclei with H3. X 1040. B. Acinar tissue in lobule 
of normal pancreas. Normal cytologic structure. One acinar cell nucleus shows evidence 
of radioactivity. In the normal pancreas usually only one nucleus out of 200 is labeled 

(0.5 % labeling index) under the circumstances of the experiment. X 1040 
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As a basis for estimating the validity of our method of calculating relative 
area we measured the relative areas of the normal and degenerative zones by 
conventional methods. The pancreas tissue in the autoradiogram was photo
graphed at low magnification and enlarged photographs of the tissue were made 
(Fig. 3). By use of a planimeter the areas of the degenerate, normal and whole 
tissue zones were determined, independently, twice by each of two observers 
and averaged. The percent of total tissue area occupied by the different zones 
was calculated and the results of the two observers were averaged. From photo
graphic enlargements of the whole pancreas tissue the degenerate and normal 
zones were cut out and each zone weighed to tenths of a milligram twice, 
independently, by the two observers. Each person expressed the weight of the 
zones as an average percent of the combined weight of all of the zones and 
the results of both observers were averaged. 

Results 

The average labeling index of the 5 original counts of the whole pancreas 
tissue was 4.3 % (Table 1). The average labeling index of the normal tissue was 

Table 1. Data of labeling indices of different zones and analysis of variances on the data 
Counting data of different zones of pancreas (No. 164 b) 

Counter Whole pancreas Normal pancreas Degenerating pancreas 

A ~=5.8%a 2 0/. ~=167% 
1,027 1,015 = 0.2 0 1,101 . 

B ~=4.9% 
1,027 ~,038 = 0.4% ~=155% 960 . 

C ~=3.6% 
957 

_1o __ = 0.7% 
1,369 

~ =158% 920 . 

D ~=5.2% ~=1.2% 92 7.2% ---
1,032 1,045 1,280 

E ~=2.0% ~,263 = 0.6% 
81 

7.8% 
1,356 1,042 

Average = 4.3 % Average = 0.6% Average = 12.6% 

A nalysis of variance (mixed model): counter, random factor; zone fixed factorb 

Source Symbol Degrees Sum of Mean Tested to F P 
of squares squares value value 
freedom 

Counter INTER 4 6.6 1.7 1 1.7 >0.1 
Zone Z 1 227·3 227·3 INTERxZ 48.9 <0.001 
Counter- INTERxZ 4 18.5 4.7 4.7 <0.001 
zone 
Total 9 252.4 

a Numerator of the fraction = number of radioactively labeled acinar cell 
nuclei; the denominator = total number of cells, labeled and unlabeled, counted; 
percent = nuclear labeling index. 

b The exact test of average difference (FISHER, 1954) between the labeling 
indices of the normal and degenerating pancreas zones equalling zero confirmed the 
approximate analysis of variance test. 
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0.6 % and that of the degenerating pancreas 12.6 %. The relationship could be 
represented by: 

1 (4.3)=X(0.6)+(1-X) (12.6) 

where 1 = the relative area of the whole pancreas tissue, X = the relative area 
of the nonnal pancreas zone and i-X = the relative area of the degenerate 
zone. Solving for X gives 69 % for the relative area of normal zone and 31 % 

for the relative area of the zone of degeneration. 
A simpler relationship may be expressed by considering the whole tissue to 

be made up of two zones, zone 1 and 2 (zone 2 = whole tissue zone - zone 1) : 
(Relative area of zone 1) (labeling index of zone 1) + (i-relative area of 

zone 1) (labeling index zone 2) = (Relative area of whole tissue) (labeling index 
of whole tissue). 

This could be further simplified to: 
(Relative area, zone 1) [(labeling index, zone 1) - (labeling index, zone 2)] 

= (Relative area of whole tissue) (labeling index of whole tissue) - (labeling 
index of zone 2). 

Relative area, zone 1 = 
(relative area of whole tissue) (labeling index whole tissue) - (labeling index, zone 2) 

(labeling index, zone 1)-(labeling index, zone 2) 

Since the relative area of whole tissue = 1 then. 

R I t · 1 _ (labeling index whole tissue) - (labeling index, zone 2) 
e a lve area zone - (1 b l' . d ) (1 b l' . d . a e lng ln ex, zone 1 - a e lng ln ex, zone 2 

Substituting the labeling indices. 

Relative area zone 1 = 4.! - o.~ = H = 31 %. 
12. - o. 12 

The planimetric method of detennining relative areas gave 31 % for the 
zone of degeneration. The photographic cut-out technique gave a value of 34 % 

of the total tissue area for the degenerative zone. 
The difference in labeling indices between the normal area and the degen

erating area was very highly significant (P<O.001) using the exact test for 
the fixed factor in a mixed model (one random factor, one fixed factor) (Table 1). 

The average difference among counters (SCHEFFE, 1959) was not significant 
(p. > 0.10). The interactions between counters and zones were very highly 
significant (P < 0.0001). 

Discussion 

From our planimetric measurements and the weighing of the two tissue 
zones cut from a photograph the estimate of relative area by use of the labeling 
indices appears reasonably valid. The considerable difference between the aver
age labeling indices of the two different zones probably was a factor in increas
ing the accuracy of the estimation of relative areas as was the averaging of the 
labeling indices of the 5 counters. 

If cytologically distinctive foci of cells or processes occurred throughout 
the whole tissue (e.g. cancer, degenerations, etc.), if the concentration of nuclei 
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were similar in the distinctive zones, if accurate zonal labeling indices were 
determined and if there was a considerable difference in labeling indices 
between zones, then our method would require only a simple computation to 
determine the relative areas of two zones. The more diffusely the distinctive 
zone extended throughout the tissue the more accurate would be the estimate 
of its area. 

It would be possible to obtain estimates of relative volumes of different 
zones if one knew the size and shape of zones, the thickness of tissue sections 
and some other relationships (CHALKLEY et at., 1949) (HENNIG, 1956) (HENNIG 
and MEYER-ARENDT, 1963). 

The procedure of relative area determination could be generalized to 
include more than two distinct types of tissue zones by counting two 
zones or more together in order to achieve as many equations as there were 
unknowns. 

In biological specimens focal accumulation or decrease of cellular organelles, 
isotopes, granules or other substances occur often. Concentration - the amount 
per unit area or per unit volume - may give an additional important dimension 
to some studies. If the average nuclear volumes and the number of nuclei per unit 
area in the two zones were about the same, and if the nuclei were distributed 
diffusely throughout both zones (very large assumptions), the ratio of the labeling 
indices would indicate the relative concentrations of radioactivity in each zone. 

Thus the ratio of 126.6 = 21 indicates the relative concentrations of radio-
o. 

activity and the radioactive precursor in the degenerate and normal zones. 
The relative total amount of radioactivity in each zone would be approximately 
90 % in the degenerate tissue and about 10% in the normal. Although the error 
of such an estimate would be quite large, at least it would indicate the wide 
variation often found between tissue areas in pathologic lesions. Such consider
ation as the above might be of significance in the assessment not only of DNA 
synthesis in normal and regenerating cells but also on the effect of tritium 
radiation on these two types of tissue. 

Intercounter variance was not significant, but interaction between zone and 
counter was highly significant (Table 1). Examination of the autoradiographic 
score sheets and their corresponding microscopic fields in the autoradiograms 
showed that counters D and E with two lowest indices of the degenerative 
zone happened to sample multiple areas at the periphery of the degeneration 
zone where there was no labeling of acinar nuclei. Counters A, Band C with 
higher values for the degenerative tissue did not sample the non-labeled periph
eral parts of the degenerative zone. This may explain, partially, the significance 
of the counter-zone interaction. 

Since the original labeling indices of the whole pancreas tissue obtained by 
the 5 counters ranged from 2.0 % to 5.8 %, and the labeling indices of the 
degenerative and normal tissue zones counted separately, averaged 12.6 % and 
0.5 %, respectively, each counter, therefore, must have sampled fields in both 
the normal and degenerate zones. 
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These findings point up the differences that may be present at cytologic 
levels between adjacent cells and tissues, particularly in pathologic lesions. 
They also illustrate some of the merits and limitations of the random field 
selection technique. 

3. Analysis of Variance and Estimates of Error 
of the Labeling Index 
A. Analysis of Variance 

Empirically, it would appear that autoradiographic studies of pathologic 
processes require the counting of many autoradiograms. In studies of DNA 
synthesis during pancreas degeneration and regeneration using autoradio
graphy and thymidine-H3 we obtained large numbers of autoradiograms for 
counting. From sample autoradiograms of one of these studies (FITZGERALD, 
1963; FITZGERALD et at., 1963) an analysis of variance was performed to 
determine the relative importance of some of the components in producing 
the total variance of the experiment (SCHEFFE, 1959). 

Methods 
From experiments in which liver or pancreas operations were performed 

and DNA synthesis of the rat pancreas acinar cell was studied after thymi
dine-H3 administration (FITZGERALD, 1963) (FITZGERALD et at., 1963) we 
selected by a randomization technique sample autoradiograms for analysis. 
The labeling index was calculated from counts made by multiple counters 
using the random field selection technique (FITZGERALD et at., 1968b). The 
variance and the percents of total variance caused by animal, counter, dupli
cate count, duplicate autoradiogram and possible interactions were derived 
(SCHEFFE, 1959). 

From 180 male Wistar rats of an experiment involving 3 groups (normal 
animals, animals with a liver operation and those subjected to a pancreas 
segment artery or duct ligation) a total of 15 animals, 5 from each group, 
was selected. 

Thymidine-H3, 0.36 c/mM (Schwarz Bioresearch, Orangeburg, New York), 
0.25 [J.c/g of total body weight, was injected intraperitoneally, 1 hour prior 
to sacrifice. Our autoradiograms were prepared from tissue taken from the 
splenic segment of the pancreas. 

Medical students who had completed their second year course in Pathology 
were employed at an hourly rate of compensation to determine the labeling 
index. They received a period of training in labeling index determinations of 
autoradiograms of normal and abnormal pancreas tissue after the injection 
of thymidine-H3. They were limited to the counting of a small number of 
slides weekly. Although, it was known that they varied considerably in ability 
and temperament (some were not retained because of their lack of consistency) 
their results were included in the analysis to indicate the range amongst 
counters. They counted slides without knowledge of experimental conditions 
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but they did learn that the slides were being counted as part of a study of the 
technique. 

To determine the variation among counters each counter determined the 
labeling index of an autoradiogram of each of the animals of Problems I and II 
(see below) and each of the 5 animals of the 3 groups in Problem III. The 
variance between counters was called intercounter variance. 

Some weeks to months after each counter had counted the autoradiograms 
of pancreas-operated animals he recounted them. Each counter also made 
duplicate counts of the duplicate autoradiograms of Problem I. Variance 
between a counter's original and duplicate counts was called intracounter 
variance. Also included in this component was residual random error. 

Additional histologic sections were cut for autoradiograms from the same 
block of pancreatic tissue from two animals. The duplicate autoradiogram 
was counted and recounted by all counters. 

Statistical Methods 
In order to meet the requirements of equal residual variance in a analysis 

of variance components (SCHEFFE, 1959), an approximate procedure was 
used. It involved scaling indices by their estimated standard deviations, i.e. 
obtaining: 

LN 
TN 

v~ (1-~)" TN 

Analysis of variance tests compared mean squares due to hypotheses 
against "tested to" mean squares with the same expectation assuming the 
hypothesis of a particular component being zero. Intracounter components 
in Problem I and interactions in Problem II, were tested against 1 or the sum 
of squares was compared to chi squares since the variance within categories 
was transformed to approximately 1. The analysis was also done with a trans
formation of numerators so that the numerators were comparable with the 
numerator that had the lowest denominator in the particular study. Each 
such scaled numerator was transformed into its square root. The second method 
served to corroborate the first. 

The mathematical model expressed the total variance of an observation 
in terms of components of variance plus a residual random error term. All these 
components were independent of each other. Their relative magnitudes with 
respect to the total determined the percentages of total variance. 

Analysis of Variance of Animal, Counter, 
Autoradiogram and Duplicate Count (Table 2) 

Problem I 
In order to examine duplicate counts of original and duplicate autoradio

grams the two autoradiograms from each of 2 animals which had been sub-
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jected to pancreas splenic segment operations were counted by all five counters 
and later recounted. The analysis of variance performed (SCHEFFE, 1959), was 
a 4-way, random factor design by: (1) animal; (2) counter (intercounter); 
(3) autoradiogram-nested-in-animal and (4) duplicate count-nested-in-auto
radiogram-and-in-counter (intracounter). Percentages of total variance were 
derived from the various components. Differences between counters could also 
be examined. 

Problem II 

For analysis between counters and duplicate counts, and animal variation 4 
animals which had been subjected to a pancreas operation each provided an 
autoradiogram of the operated segment and each autoradiogram was counted 
twice by the 5 counters. A 3-way random factor design analysis of variance 
(SCHEFFE, 1959) was performed by: (1) animal; (2) counter (intercounter): and 
(3) duplicate count-nested-in-animal-and-in-counter (intracounter). 

Problem III 

Five autoradiograms of normal pancreas (A), 5 autoradiograms from liver 
operations (B), and 5 autoradiograms from pancreas-operated animals (C) 
were counted by each of the 5 counters. The percents of intercounter and 
animal variance for each group were calculated. The variance components 
caused by intercounter, animal, and intercounter-animal interaction were 
tested for significant differences from zero (SCHEFFE, 1959). 

All analyses involving computer calculation of sums of squares were per
formed on an International Business Machine Corporation (IBM) computer, 
No. 1620, Model II and some, in addition, were independently confirmed by a 
commercial concern (CEIR) using an IBM computer, No. 7090. 

Results 

In all our analyses animal variance was the highest of all components of 
variance - from 45 to 88 % of total variance (Table 2). Animal variance ranged 
from significant to very highly significant. Intracounter variance was highly 
significant in one study and not significant in another. Intercounter effect was 
varied, being highly significant to not significant. Duplicate autoradiograms 
did not give significant differences. Intercounter animal interactions were also 
varied, ranging from non-significant to significant. Residual variance varied 
from 6% to 33 % of total variance (FITZGERALD et al., 1968b). 

Discussion 

In spite of the small number of samples used the variance components 
and percents of variance obtained probably indicate the relative rank of 
components in contributing to variability. 

The relatively high animal variance throughout all parts of the study was 
somewhat surprising as was the relatively low intercounter and intracounter 
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Table 2. Summary ot analyses ot variance trom previous publication where original 
data tor analyses presented (FITZGERALD et al., 1968b) 

Source of Symbol Tested to Variance Percent p value 
variation compo- of total 

nent variance 

Problem I 
Animal AN AU 14.6 87.5 <0.026 

+INTER xAN 
-INTER xAU 

Autoradiogram AU INTER xAU 0.0 >0.50 
(within animal) 
Intercounter INTER INTER xAU 0.1 0.8 >0.10 
Intercounter- INTER xAN INTER xAU 0.0 >0.85 
animal 
Intercounter- INTER xAU INTRA 0.0 >0.40 
autoradiogram 
Intracounter INTRA 0.9 5.6 <0.005 
(count within 
intercounter and 
within auto-
radiogram) 
Residual RES 1.0 6.0 

Total 16.7 100.0 

Problem II 
Animal AN INTER xAN 1.8 58.6 <0.001 
Intercounter INTER INTER xAN 0.1 3·3 >0.25 
Intercounter- INTER xAN INTRA 0.2 5.0 >0.25 
animal 
Intracounter INTRA 0.0 >0.90 
(count within 
animal and within 
intercounter) 
Residual RES 1.0 33·1 

Total 3·0 100.0 

Problem III 
Control 
Animal AN INTER xAN 1.5 45·3 <0.001 
Intercounter INTER INTER xAN 0·9 25.1 <0.005 
Intercounter- INTER xAN 0.0 >0.70 
animal 
interaction 
Residual RES 1.0 29.6 

Total 3.4 100.0 

Problem III 
Liver operation 
Animal AN INTER xAN 4·3 72.4 <0.001 
Intercounter INTER INTER xAN 0.6 10.7 <0.01 
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Table 2 (continued) 

Source of Symbol Tested to Variance Percent p value 
variation compo- of total 

nent variance 

In tercoun ter- INTER xAN 1 0.0 >0.50 
animal 
interaction 
Residual RES 1.0 16.9 

Total 5.9 100 

Problem III 
Pancreas operation 

Animal AN INTER xAN 5.6 73·1 <0.001 
Intercounter INTER INTER xAN 0.04 0.7 >0.25 
Intercounter- INTER xAN 1 1.0 13·1 <0.02 
animal 
interaction 
Residual RES 1.0 13·1 

Total 7.7 100.0 

variations. Increasing the number of animals would be the most efficient 
method of decreasing variation relative to other components. It may be that 
the field selection technique had reduced the sampling technique variation 
in the autoradiograms so that animal variance thereby became more pro
minent. 

It was also unexpected, in view of some large differences in individual 
labeling index determinations, to find that intercounter and intracounter 
variances were not consistently significant and that they made up, in general, 
such a small percent of the total variance. Conservatively, we attempt to 
obtain two counters for our studies. It also decreases the likelihood of employing 
a counter who consistently counts low or high in relation to other counters. 

Our results suggest that the autoradiographic technique itself is not a 
significant source of variance. 

B. Estimates of Error-MPRE and STables 
1. Maximum Possible Relative Error (MPRE) 

To our knowledge no overall estimate of the error of the labeling index 
determination has been made. For the estimate of error we have chosen to 
define error in terms of the sample average (SA). We have employed a concept 
which we call maximum possible relative error (MPRE), i.e., error relative 
to the SA. Tables of MPRE were devised for different combinations of the 
numbers of animals, the number of counters and the number of nuclei counted 
per count. 
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Methods 
Experimental design, materials and methods have been indicated in 

section 3 A. A different analysis of variance from that of section 3 A was used 
for our estimates of error. 

The variable under study was the labeling index and in all our calculations 
the numerator and denominator were considered to be random Poisson num-
bers. 

15 
14 @ 
13 

12 

11 

10 

SAMPLE 
AVERAGE 

SA 

5 

OL-------------------------------
Fig. 5. Schematic diagra m of maximum possible relative error (MPRE) concept. Error is 
expressed in relation to the sample average (SA) and the 95 % confidence bounds. The 
true average (T A) is placed for illustrative purposes at the furthest possible distance 
away from the sample average (within a 95 % bound), i. e ., at the confidence bounds. 

MPRE (%) = T A;:;..SA 

10- 6 
In example A the MPRE = -6- = 67 %. In example B (a rare case when the confi-

dence bounds a re not equal; the one furthest distant from the SA is chosen) the 
14-6 

MPRE = -6-- = 134% 

The concept of maximum possible relative error (MPRE) utilizes the 95 % 

confidence bound (CRAMER, 1946) a statistical value which indicates, 95 % of 
the time, the circumscribed limits around the sample average (SA) within 
which the true average (TA) will be found (Fig. 5). The SA of the labeling 
indices was determined by dividing the sum of all the numerators by the sum 
of all of the denominators of the labeling indices of all the animals in a group 
sacrificed on the same day. The MPRE estimates the farthest distance away 
from the SA, with 95 % confidence, that the TA might be found, expressmg 
the distance away from the SA as a percent of the SA: 

MPRE= TA - SA X 100. 
SA 
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Where the confidence bounds are equidistant from the SA (Fig. 5 A) the 
MPRE would occur when the TA is at either confidence bound (in Fig. 5 A, 
giving an MPRE of 67%). In the rare case where the confidence bounds are 
unequally distant from the SA the confidence bound more distant from the 
SA is used (in Fig. 5 B giving an MPRE of 134 %). 

In applying our data to the determination of the numerator, T A-SA, with 
95 % confidence, we used 1.96 times the large sample standard error of a ratio. 

Each of the above variances and the covariance consists of components 
of variance or covariance caused by factors such as animal, counter, animal
counter interaction, or duplicate count. The standard error of a rate was 
further developed and consideration was given to the transformation of data 
to the square root in order to achieve equal residual components of variance 
(CRAMER, 1946, p. 367). 

The construction of MPRE tables was performed in a hypothetical versus 
test case. The original counting data from normal animals and from animals 
subjected to a liver or pancreas operation (see Section 3) was used for con
struction of MPRE tables. An analysis of variance was performed separately 
on the square roots of numerators and denominators of the labeling indices 
of the data classified by animal, intercounter, and intracounter. The data 
classified by animal and intercounter was also used. Variance components 
caused by these factors were derived (SCHEFF.E, 1959). Similarly, an analysis 
of components was performed on cross products of deviations from means, 
analogous to the analysis of variance. Corresponding covariance components 
were derived. 

After mean squares and cross products caused by various factors were 
derived by dividing appropriate sums of squares and cross products by de
grees of freedom, variance and covariance components were obtained for the 
chosen factors of classification. These results were used to derive the standard 
error of a ratio taking into consideration the transformation back from square 
roots of numerators and denominators to their original values. These standard 
errors incorporated the numbers of counters, duplicate counts, animals, and 
the number of nuclei counted per single count. The last unit affected residual 
error. 

Our approximate tables were based on varying the number of the units 
of variance components and the number of nuclei counted per count. The 
tables assumed for each combination of components an equal number of 
nuclei counted per count, such as 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, etc. The procedure 
generalizes to other similar problems. 

One can multiply the standard error by a suitable factor and add and sub
tract from the overall sample average of a labeling index (or mean of the 
indices) to derive a confidence bound. We used 1.96 for 95 % confidence as the 
factor from the normal table as a large sample approximation, assuming a 
Gaussian curve. Dividing half the length of the 2-tailed 95 % confidence 
interval by the SA of the problem gave a rough estimate of MPRE with 
respect to the sample average with 95 % confidence. 

6 c. T. in Pathology, Vol. 51 
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By systematically varying the number of animals, counters, duplicate 
counts and number of nuclei counted in a single denominator tables of MPRE 
were produced by a computer. Tables for all combinations of up to 6 animals 
6 counters, 6 counts and 6,000 nuclei per count were printed. Additional, 
tables were obtained for all combinations of up to 10 animals, up to 3 counters, 
1 count and 1,000, 2,000 and 3,000 nuclei counted per count. Such a MPRE 
table could be used where a hypothetical value, determined by many previous 
experiments, was known and could be used as a control value (CAROL and 
FITZGERALD, 1968). 

A. Method of Calculating Maximum per Cent Possible Error (MPRE) 
Due to Indices with Random Denominators 

Using varying numbers of animals, counters, duplicate counts and auto
radiograms, the labeling indices were obtained by adding counts of labeled 
nuclei and dividing by the sum of total nuclei counted. Both sums were random 
because all terms were the result of a random field selection method (FITz
GERALD et al., 1968b). 

The ratio of the labeling index is 

Sum of squares of square roots of terms making up the numerator 
Sum of squares of square roots of terms making up the denominator' (1 ) 

It was cast in this form because square roots of counts tend to obey the 
requirement of equal residual error variability in Model II covariance analysis. 
Covariance components as well as variance components were derived analogous 
to a previous paper (CAROL and FITZGERALD, 1968) (FITZGERALD et al., 1968b) 
for both square roots of numerators and denominators. These latter components 
had been derived by solving equations for components in terms of mean 
squares (SCHEFFE, Chap. 7, 1959). 

For example, in Problem III (1) classified by animal and counter the 
equations were, using square roots of numerators and denominators: 

where 

Mean squareanimal = var comprandom error + var compint 
+ (ctr) var companimal 

Mean squareconnter = var COmprandom error + var compint 
+ (an) var compcounter 

Mean squareint = var COmprandom error + var compint 

var compz = variance component due to factor Z 
int = interaction 
ctr = number of counters 
an = number of animals 

Covariance analysis of square roots of numerators with square roots of de
nominators as covariates gave us the variance and covariance (cross product) 
components for square roots of numerators and denominators. Using the delta 
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method (CRAMER, 1946, p. 353) and the fact that we transformed back to the 
numerators and denominators themselves, we derived the variance of an 
index such as (1) taking into consideration that the components of variance 
were based on square roots of numerators and denominators as follows: 

The large sample variance of a function H of 2n variables Xl' ... , X n , 

YI , ... , Y n , generalizing as to the number of variables from (CRAMER, 1946 
p. 354) is 

n ~ n ( ( oH I ) ( oH I ) +2 cov x· y. -- --;~ j~ "1) OX; x;=Ex, oYj yj=Eyj 

where ~Zt 1_ means partial derivative with respect to t at t = to, E t = expected 
v t-t, 

value of t, cov (t, u) = covariance of t and u. 
n 
L X;2 

The resulting variance of the ratio H = i~t Y i 2 where Xi = square root of 
;=t 

the numerator of the ith index and Y; = square root of the denominator of 
the i th index is, considering the transformation count; of labeled nuclei = JG 
and count; of total nuclei = Y;, 

4 [EX.]4 {var (sample mean Xi) + var (sample mean Yi ) 

E Y. (E Xi)2 (E Y i)2 

_ 2 COy (sample mean Xi, sample mean Y i } 

EXiEY; . 

Note that var (Z) indicates variance of Z, cov (m, q) indicates covariance of m 
and q, n = no. of terms making up a numerator as well as a denominator of 
an index and var (sample mean) of Problem II was expressed in variance 
components as: 

var componentanimal + variance componentcounter 
no. of animals no. of counters 

variance componentduplicate counts 
+ (no. of duplicate counts) (no. of animals) (no. of counters) 

+ variance component interaction between counter and animal 
(no. of animals) (no. of counters) 

residual variance 
+ (no. of animals) (no. of counters) (no. of duplicate counts) 

constant + animal effect 
+ intercounter effect 

since our model was Vnumerator = + counter-animal interaction 
+ intracounter effect nested 
within animal and intercounter 
+ random error (all independent) 

6' 
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and similarly for Vdenominator. Covariance was analogously treated. Sample 
means were used for expected values. 

Problem III was the same without the duplicate count component. Ac
tually residual variance cannot be separated out from the highest order inter
action or, in the case of II, from the nested duplicate count component. 

B. 1. Method oj Calculating Standard Error Assuming Labeling Index 
to be a Rate with Constant Denominator 

Although our field selection method involved a random denominator, we 
nevertheless developed a procedure for a fixed denominator and mention it 
for use where it might apply. 

We presume the model of Problem III: 

y = rate (2) 
/ f-l+IXa+IXc+IXac+eac 1; rate (1 - rate) 

denominator 

where rate was any index, f-l was a constant, IXa was random animal effect, 
IXc was random counter effect, IXac was random animal-counter interaction, and 
eac was random residual effect. All random effects have a mean of zero. We 
had performed a component analysis of variance on Eq. (2). This expression 
could be written as 

y= V(rate) (den) _ Vdell 

V1 - rate 1/ 1 
; rate - 1 

1/-1- -1 = Vden 
; rate Y 

_1 __ den +1 
rate - y2 

rate = ___ 1 __ 
den 

----y.--- + 1 

where den means denominator of a single counting. 
Then the variance of the average of several rates over animals and counters 

equals 

var ~IC~ (

A c 

where 

var t means variance of t 
A = total number of animals 
C = total number of counters 
a refers to a th animal 
c refers to cth counter 
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o"'z I means partial derivative of Z with respect to 
vt ,t~Et 

t at t = E t 
E Y ac =.u = expected value of Yac 

cov (Yac ' Ya'c') = covariance of Y ac and Ya'c" 
Then for large denominators the variance of the average rate is 

[ var IXa + var IXc + var IXac + var eac 1 4 (_1)2 den2 
A C A C A C Yac6 

( den2 + 1)4 
Y ac Yac=/-i 
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Since .u2 was equivalent to /r.: :;) ~ ~e; , then for large den, where p is the 

true proportion, the variance of the average rate is 
4P den3 

[ var IXa + var IXc + var IXac + var eac 1 1 - P 
A C A C A C (den + } den)4 

1-p 
= (var IXa + var IXc + var IXac + var eac ) 4P (1 - P)3] 

A C AC AC den . 

As in the random denominator case, we used the interaction component for 
both interaction and random residual error, multiplying it by the ratio of the 
average denominator of a single experimental count to the actual one in the 
table. The square root of the variance or standard error was used to get the 
MPRE and sensitivity as in the first method. 

B. 2. Method 0/ Calculating Standard Error Assuming Labeling Index 
to be the Sum 0/ Squares 0/ Square Roots 0/ Random Numerators Divided by a 

Fixed Overall Denominator 

Having done a component analysis on square roots of counts of labeled 
nuclei using a two-way design as an example (Problem III), we obtained 
variance of an average rate 

~ ~ ( (Vcountsac of labeled nuclei)2 ) 
= var a~ c~ (no. of countings) (total nuclei in a single counting) 

A CAe 

= L L L L cov (VcountaC' Vcounta,c') 2 Vsingle countac [ 
a c a' c' V"7sin-g-;-le-co-un""C"t.-, 

= E Vsingle countac 

times 2 Vsingle counta' c' I 
V,"7sin-g-;-le-co-un""C"t.-,-c' = E Vsingle countal c' 

(no. of countings) 2 (total nuclei in a single counting)2 

( vara IX var IXc + var IXac + var eac ) (E V' I )2 A-+--C- AC ~ 4 smgecount 

(total nuclei in a single counting)2 

Countac is the count of the ath animal and the cth counter. We proceeded as 
in previous methods. The number of nuclei in a single count was set at the 
average of the pilot experiment when we evolved MPRE and sensitivity 
tables, as before. A, C and denominators of single countings were varied to 
make up tables as in previous sections. 
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B. 3. Method of Calculating Standard Error where Variance Components 

were Based on a Covariance Analysis of VNumerator 

with V Denominator as a Covariate 

Using square root of numerator with square root of denominator as a 
covariate, if 

Vnac=,u+Cl.a+Cl.c+Cl.ac+eac+ n Vdac 

where nac is numerator in ac cell, dac is denominator in ac cell, n is a weight 
multiplying the covariate, then 

var r ± ± (V;': - IIl(tC)21 
lac no. of countmgs 

A C A' C' 

= LLLLCOV(1!n:-IIVdac , Vna'c,-IIVda,c') 
a c a' c' 

no. of countings 2 

= [E (V- - II Vd-) J2 [ var C£A var C£c var c£ac + var eac ]. 
4 nac ac A + C + A CAe 

Residual random error was multiplied by the ratio of the average denomi
nator of the experiment to the actual denominator in the table as in Bl and 
B 2 • Also, we actually used the interaction term as an estimage of the random 
residual term, particularly since interactions were usually non-significant. 

B. 4. Methods of Squaring Back from Confidence Intervals for Square Roots 
of Numerators and Denominators 

We performed analyses on square roots of data without using the square 
of the derivative of the transformation as a factor multiplying the variance. 
We squared back to get confidence intervals and therefore MPRE. Tests were 
performed on square roots of rates to get sensitivities. 

Footnote to Table 3: 
MPRED values for combinations of components in Problem III, liver-operated 

animals versus control animals. 
a The MPRED, a case of test versus control, has a different meaning from the 

MPRE, a concept used for hypothetical-versus-test values (Fig. 5). The MPRED 
measures the ratio (percent) of the half length of a 95 % confidence interval for an 
average difference in labeling indexes to the difference in sample means (SD) - not 
to the sample average (SA), as previously described and illustrated (Fig. 5). The 
MPRED is larger than the MPRE because the latter reflects the variability of a 
single sample average (SA), whereas, the former represents the difference between 
two sample averages, the variances of which are additive (CAROL and FITZGERALD, 
1968). 
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Table 3. MPREDa with combinations of components, test vs. controls. (Problem III -
liver operation vs. control) 

Animal Counter Nuclei Total MPRED 
per count nuclei (%) 

counted 

1 1 1,000 1,000 328 

1 2,000 2,000 288 
1 2 1,000 2,000 277 
2 1 1,000 2,000 245 

1 1 3,000 3,000 273 
1 3 1,000 3,000 258 
3 1 1,000 3,000 210 

1 2 2,000 4,000 254 
2 1 2,000 4,000 218 
2 2 1,000 4,000 204 

1 1 4,000 4,000 266 
1 4 1,000 4,000 248 
4 1 1,000 4,000 190 

1 2 3,000 6,000 246 
1 3 2,000 6,000 241 
2 1 3,000 6,000 208 
2 3 1,000 6,000 188 
3 1 2,000 6,000 189 
3 2 1,000 6,000 172 

1 1 6,000 6,000 258 
1 6 1,000 6,000 237 
6 1 1,000 6,000 167 

3 4 1,000 12,000 150 
4 3 1,000 12,000 140 
1 6 2,000 12,000 228 
2 6 1,000 12,000 171 
6 2,000 12,000 155 
6 2 1,000 12,000 134 
6 3 1,000 18,000 120 
6 2 2,000 24,000 126 
6 3 2,000 36,000 114 
6 3 3,000 54,000 112 
8 1 1,000 8,000 155 
8 1 2,000 16,000 145 
8 2 1,000 16,000 122 
8 2 2,000 32,000 116 
8 2 3,000 48,000 113 

10 1 1,000 10,000 147 
10 1 2,000 20,000 139 
10 2 1,000 20,000 115 
10 2 2,000 40,000 109 
10 3 1,000 30,000 101 
10 3 2,000 60,000 97 
10 3 3,000 90,000 96 
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C. Method for Calculating MPRED Tables for Two Sample Tests 
(Test Versus Control) 

The analogous extension of (3. B) for 2 samples can be made for a different 
derivation of the MPRE concept-called the MPRED. The half length of a 
95 % confidence interval for a mean difference is divided by the difference 
(SD) between sample means of the pilot experiment. The SD functions as a 
measure of the order of magnitude. It divides into the sample difference 
minus the most conservative true difference (95 % confidence). 

or 

The formula is: 

Sample difference between test and control - 95 % most conservative true 
difference between test and control 

Sample average difference 

SD-TD ---sn-

The MPRE concept was extended to a test-versus-control design and the 
latter was called the MPRED index (Table 3), (CAROL and FITZGERALD, 1968). 
The MPRED technique evaluates the comparison of results from experimental 
test animals with those of control animals simultaneously examined (MPRED), 
rather than the comparison with hypothetical averages (MPRE) obtained 
earlier from large samples. Experimental pathologists generally prefer to use 
the test-versus-control design because of the known susceptibility of control 
animals to the influence of environmental factors. 

2. Estimation of the Sensitivity of the Labeling Index Determination 

Sensitivity (S) tables detecting a two-tailed alternate hypothesis to a 
null hypothesis regarding average labeling indices were also constructed 
(CAROL and FITZGERALD, 1968; CRAMER, 1946). For convenience we used the 
SA itself as the null hypothesis. The difference between two hypotheses was 
scaled by the standard error and the sensitivity was determined by the number 
of counters, animals, duplicate counts (Problem II only) and the total number 
of nuclei counted along with the above deviation between contrasting hypo
theses. These were varied to form a table. A test of hypothesis was set at a 95 % 

probability of detecting the null hypothesis. 
We also developed S tables for determining the average difference in 

labeling indices between test-versus-control groups (Table 4) (CAROL and 
FITZGERALD, 1968). The null hypothesis was zero in these tables. As with the 
MPRED tables, test versus control tables are necessary for most experimental 
pathology studies. 

Programs were written and used with a subroutine deriving the proba
bility under the normal curve called ARNORM. The programs were written in 
Fortran II-D and are available from one of the authors (B.C.). They were 
used with an International Business Machine Company Computer No. 1620, 
Model II. 
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Methods 
By varying numbers of levels of factors, using a large sample approach, 

the standard error of a mean can be made to vary systematically to produce 
a table of 2-tailed confidence intervals. We chose a confidence coefficient of 
95 %, thus using 1.96 as a factor. We also varied the total nuclei counted in a 
single counting and accounted for it approximately by multiplying the highest 
order interaction variance component which contains the residual variance in 
a single observation per cell design by the ratio of the average single count of 
nuclei in denominators of the underlying experiment to the single count 
denominator of the table mentioned above. Usually these highest order 
interactions do not test significant. 

A. Method ot Calculating Table ot Sensitivity with a Random Denominator 

The standard error was similarly used to derive two-tailed sensitivity 
tables (power functions) for various separations between the null hypothesis 
(we used the sample average of the experiment) and the alternative hypothesis 
assuming a 5 % level of significance. The tables were varied also by number 
of counters, animals, duplicate counts and sizes of a single denominator. 

A typical sensitivity was determined by the probability (using the normal 
distribution) greater than 

l1.96 - index under null hypothesis-index under alternate hypothesis 
standard error of an index for a certain number of counters, animals, 

duplicate counts and nuclei counted in a single counting 

- prob. to right of 

l index under null hypothesis-index under alternate hypothesis 
-1 .96 - ----:-~~--..,.--=-"+--;:------:--,---,--;_____7'-"---.,___..,___

standard error of an index for a certain number of counters, animals, 
duplicate counts and nuclei counted in a single counting 

+1. 

B. Method tor Calculating Sensitivity (S) Tables 
tor 2 Sample Test, Test Versus Control 

For two-sample tests, asymptotically, use as standard error the square 
root of the sum of squares of standard errors for each sample as calculated in 
the one sample case. 

Results 
MPRE Tables 

In Problem II (A) increases in the number of animals, counters, duplicate 
counts and the number of nuclei counted per count all reduced MPRE. When 
one component was increased by a factor and the other components were 
kept constant at 1 the largest reduction of MPRE occurred with the increase 
in the number of animals. Comparable increase in the number of other com
ponent had much less effect (Fig. 6). The three groups of Problem III demon
strated the same general decrease of MPRE with increase in component 
number as noted in Problem II but differed somewhat between groups and had 
a lower MPRE (Table 3, CAROL and FITZGERALD, 1968). 
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Factor 
Fig. 6. Change in maximum possible relative error (MPRE) of the labeling index. when 
each component was separately increased by a unit and the other components remained 
fixed at one. Relatively little change in MPRE with increase of counters from 1 to 6 or 
when nuclei per count increased from 1000 to 6000. However, when the number of 
animals was increased from 1 to 6 the MPRE was decreased by over 100 % (Problem II) 

MPRED tables showed results similar to the MPRE tables except that the 
error was much higher. 

STables 

The S tables showed an increase of sensitivity with the increase of compo
nent numbers. The probability of detecting comparable differences was less 
in the test-versus-control tables than in the hypothetical-versus-test case 
(Table 4). Again, the most significant factor in increasing sensitivity was an 
increase of animal number. Increasing the number of counters was the next 
most efficient means of increasing sensitivity whereas increasing the number 
of nuclei counted per count (in thousands of nuclei counted) had the least 
effect. 

Discussion 
Reductions in MPRE with an increase in the number of each component 

would be expected from statistical principles. The decrease of MPRE to 
different degrees by different components was shown in a previous study 
(CAROL and FITZGERALD, 1968) where the variance components made up 
different percents of the total variance (Section 3) (FITZGERALD et at., 1968b). 

The greatest comparable reduction of MPRE occurring with an increase 
of animal number is consistent with the analysis of variance in Section 3 A 
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Table 4. Sensitivity with combinations of components test vs. control (problem III -
liver operation vs. control) 

Animal Counter Nuclei Total nuclei Interval a Sensitivity b 

per count counted ("!o) ("!o) 

1 1,000 1,000 0·3 6 
1 1,000 1,000 0.6 10 
1 1,000 1,000 0.9 16 
1 1,000 1,000 1.2 25 
1 1,000 1,000 1.5 36 

6,000 6,000 0·3 7 
1 6,000 6,000 0.6 12 

1 1 6,000 6,000 0.9 21 
1 1 6,000 6,000 1.2 34 
1 1 6,000 6,000 1.5 48 

3 2 1,000 6,000 0-3 9 
3 2 1,000 6,000 0.6 22 

3 2 1,000 6,000 0.9 43 
3 2 1,000 6,000 1.2 66 

3 2 1,000 6,000 1.5 84 

3 2 2,000 12,000 0·3 10 

3 2 2,000 12,000 0.6 24 

3 2 2,000 12,000 0.9 47 

3 2 2,000 12,000 1.2 71 

3 2 2,000 12,000 1.5 88 

6 1 1,000 6,000 0·3 9 
6 1 1,000 6,000 0.6 23 
6 1 1,000 6,000 0.9 45 
6 1 1,000 6,000 1.2 69 
6 1,000 6,000 1.5 86 

6 2 1,000 12,000 0·3 12 
6 2 1,000 12,000 0.6 33 
6 2 1,000 12,000 0.9 63 
6 2 1,000 12,000 1.2 86 
6 2 1,000 12,000 1.5 97 

8 1 1,000 8,000 0·3 10 
8 1 1,000 8,000 0.6 26 
8 1 1,000 8,000 0.9 51 
8 1 1,000 8,000 1.2 75 
8 1 1,000 8,000 1.5 91 

8 2 1,000 16,000 0·3 13 
8 2 1,000 16,000 0.6 38 
8 2 1,000 16,000 0.9 70 
8 2 1,000 16,000 1.2 91 
8 2 1,000 16,000 1.5 99 

10 1 1,000 10,000 0-3 11 
10 1 1,000 10,000 0.6 28 
10 1 1,000 10,000 0.9 54 
10 1 1,000 10,000 1.2 79 
10 1 1,000 10,000 1.5 93 
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Table 4 (continued) 

Animal Counter Nuclei Total nuclei Intervala Sensi ti vi tYb 
per count counted ('Yo) ('Yo) 

10 2 1,000 20,000 0·3 14 
10 2 1,000 20,000 0.6 42 
10 2 1,000 20,000 0.9 75 
10 2 1,000 20,000 1.2 94 
10 2 1,000 20,000 1.5 99 

10 3 2,000 60,000 0·3 18 
10 3 2,000 60,000 0.6 54 
10 3 2,000 60,000 0.9 87 
10 3 2,000 60,000 1.2 98 
10 3 2,000 60,000 1.5 100 

S values for combinations of components in Problem III, liver-operated animals 
versus control animals. 

Problem IIl3 represents a sample of autoradiograms from a group of animals 
with liver operations and Problem IIII a sample of autoradiograms from the control 
group of the same experiment. In a test-versus-control set of circumstances, the 
variation will be greater than with a hypothetical-versus-test case because in the 
former, the variances will be additive, whereas in the hypothetical-versus-test 
situation, a single sample is used. 

a Interval is the specified difference in percent in labeling index between the null 
hypothesis of zero average difference and the competing hypothesis. 

b Sensitivity is the probability (in percent), in testing for average differences 
between labeling indexes, of detecting a competing hypothesis differing from the 
null hypothesis by a specified amount (CAROL and FITZGERALD, 1968). 

which showed that animal variance made up the highest percent of total 
variance. Variation in response from animal to animal is axiomatic in biology 
but the relative importance of this component in relation to other components 
is usually not assessed (Fig. 7). 

The lesser effect on MPRE of increasing the number of counters is also 
consistent with a similar analysis of variance of the previous section where 
intercounter percent of total variance was small. As in the counting of sper
matozoa (FREUND and CAROL, 1964), however, differences between counters 
were noted. 

The lack of significant effect of duplicate counts of the same autoradiogram 
would suggest that a duplicate count of the same autoradiogram would not 
greatly decrease the MPRE and an analysis of variance in a prior study (FITZ
GERALD et at., 1968b) also indicated that the number of autoradiograms was 
not a significant component contributing to total variance (FREUND and 
CAROL, 1964). 

The number of nuclei counted per count was not analyzed as a component 
of variance but it was varied and made part of our tables (FREUND and CAROL, 
1964). It affected the residual error and therefore an increase in the number 
of nuclei counter per count decreased MPRE. It is somewhat surprising that 
the increased number of nuclei counted did not have more effect. It would 
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Fig. 7. Relative reduction of MPRE in an experiment where the effect of liver operations 
on the pancreas acinar cell labeling index was studied (Problem 1112)' As in Fig. 6, each 
component was increased by a unit while other components remained fixed at 1. However, 
in this figure the cumulative reduction in MPRE, as a percent of the MPRE, when all 
other components were 1 is indicated. In this experiment the increase of animal number 
from 1 to 6 gives a greater reduction of MPRE than does increasing the number of cells 
counted per count, or increasing the number of counters, as in Problem II (Fig. 6). 
However, the reduction of MPRE by increasing animal number from 1 to 6 does not give 

as great a reduction of MPRE as occurs in Problem II (Fig. 6) 

suggest that in our studies 1,000 to 2,000 nuclei gives a fairly representative 
sample. 

If one had a known control value derived from thousands of samples one 
might dispense with parallel controls and use the hypothetical-versus-test 
tables for the derivation of S tables. Simultaneous controls are necessary in 
most experimental pathology studies so for that reason test-versus-control 
tables were also developed. It should be noted that in contrast to the MPRE 
which is related to a sample average (SA), the MPRED table (Table 3) is 
related to the differences between means (CAROL and FITZGERALD, 1968). 
A preliminary experiment must be done to obtain the magnitude of variance 
components of the two samples in order to develop the MPRED tables. 

When a total of 6,000 nuclei is counted by the combination of one counter, 
counting 6,000 nuclei in one animal the MPRE would be 258 %. Where one 
counter counts 1,000 nuclei in an autoradiogram from each of 6 animals for 
the same total of 6,000 nuclei counted the MPRE would be 167 %. If 10 animals, 
1 counter and 1,000 nuclei per countfor a total of 10,000 nuclei counted were 
employed the MPRE would be 147% (CAROL and FITZGERALD, 1968). The in
crease of animal number gives a significant decrease of MPRE. 

The S tables showed a roughly inverse relationship to the MPRED tables, 
i.e., for the same combinations of components a decrease of MPRED was 
accompanied by an increase of sensitivity and vice versa. A high sensitivity 
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may not necessarily indicate a low MPRED, or the reverse, because in the 
MPRED the variation of the sample average and the sample average itself 
are involved but in the sensitivity derivation the sample average is not in
volved. 

There was a change of sensitivity (S), as with the MPRED, when the animal 
component was increased, so that sensitivity was greater with increase of 
animal number than when any other component was changed by the same 
factor. Other components affected the sensitivity (Table 4) in the same order 
as they did the MPRED. However, the degree of change differed in the groups. 
The sensitivity was higher in the liver operations than in the pancreas-opera
tions (Table 4) and (Table 5, CAROL and FITZGERALD, 1968). If 6,000 nuclei 
were counted in the autoradiogram of 1 animal by 1 counter in the animals 
with a liver operation the probability in detecting a difference of labeling in
dices of 1.5 % would be 48 %. In the same experimental group if 6,000 nuclei 
were counted by the combination of 6 animals, 1 counter and 1,000 nuclei 
percountthe probability of detecting 1.5 % difference would be86% (Table 4). 
The respective comparable probabilities (S) for the pancreas-operations were 
27 % and 72 % (Table 5, CAROL and FITZGERALD, 1968). 

Our results showed many differences of MPRE and S in different sub
groups of the same experiment (Tables 3 and 5, CAROL and FITZGERALD, 1968). 
The analysis of variance in section 3 A indicated differences in percents of 
total variance within the same experiment. MPRE and S tables should, 
therefore, be made up for major groups of an experiment. 

From our studies we have formulated general procedures for our own 
experiments using the acinar cell nuclear labeling index of the rat pancreas. 
Two counters are employed for counting the 2 autoradiograms of each animal 
-one for each of the 2 samples of pancreas tissue taken for study from each 
animal. A minimum of 3 animals in each of the test and control groups is taken 
at each sacrifice. An experiment is repeated at least once. In each autoradio
gram 1,000-2,000 nuclei are counted. The minimum figures, therefore, are: 
2 experiments; 6 animals; 2 counters; and 1,000 nuclei per count to give a 
total of 12,000 nuclei counted per test or control group. Usually higher num
bers are obtained at the important time points (FITZGERALD et al., 1968a). 

The principles utilized and allied techniques developed herein may be 
applied to other types of experiments, particularly where ratios are involved. 
The methods could be further extended into assigning costs for different kinds 
of error in decision-making based on specific experimental designs (WALD, 
1950) . 

Summary 
An attempt has been made to analyze the auto radiographic method as 

employed for the DNA labeling index determination of the percent of labeled 
rat pancreas acinar cell nuclei after the administration of thymidine-H3. 
A technique to insure a wide random sampling of the autoradiogram was 
described. An analysis of variance was performed on the data from an experi-
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ment involving the labeling index of pancreas acinar cells of control animals 
and those subjected to pancreas degeneration and regeneration. The largest 
source of variance was the animal component. Other components were much 
less significant. The autoradiographic technique per se was relatively unimpor
tant as a source of variation. Tables of maximum possible error (MPRE) 
relative to the sample average and tables of sensitivity (S) for the labeling 
index were developed by a computer. These tables indicated the relative 
importance of components such as the number of animals, the number of 
counters, and the number of nuclei counted per count in reducing error and 
increasing the sensitivity of the labeling index determination. Comparable 
tables would give an investigator flexibility in the design of his experiments 
because they would give a practical estimate of the number of individual 
components needed to reduce error and indicate the probability of detecting 
specified differences in labeling indices. 
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A. Introduction 
Only few pathological conditions are known which are accompanied by 

deposition of hemosiderin in the kidney. In the past it was considered a rule 
that only in patients with primary hemochromatosis and paroxysmal noctur
nal hemoglobinuria could considerable amounts of hemosiderin be found in 
the tubular epithelium of the kidney. This view is no longer true. Meanwhile 
some more conditions associated with renal hemosiderosis have been described. 
Among them are traumatic hemolytic anemias related to cardiac valvular 
disease, implantation of prosthetic heart valves, and microangiopathy of 
different origin as well as special types of sideroachrestic anemia. Cardiac 
surgery may be followed by such extensive siderosis of the kidney that the 
term "blue kidney" has been introduced (ROBERTS, 1966) to describe the 
aspect of the kidney after staining with Prussian blue. 

This article contains our present knowledge of renal siderosis and deals 
with the problems of morphology, etiology, pathogenesis, and differential 
diagnosis. It presents a review of the literature to date and the results of 
personal investigations. 

B. Kidney and Iron Metabolism 
The adult looses 0.5-1.0 mg of iron per day. This is the same amount as 

excreted by the rabbit (MUIR and DUNN, 1914/15). 90-95 % is contained in 
leukocytes, epithelial cells, and body secretes. Desquamation of epithelial 
cells. of the skin, the mucous membranes, the gastrointestinal tract and the 
sweat glands mainly attribute to the loss of iron (MOORE and DUBACH, 1959; 
FINCH, 1964). 

Only 0.05 mg, i.e. 5-10% of the daily loss of iron, is excreted with the 
urine (CARTWRIGHT et al., 1954; PLOTNER and PETZEL, 1954; GISINGER and 
PUXKANDL, 1955). The question as to whether the iron contained in urine is 
free iron or iron bound to transferrin (NAJEAN, 1964) has not yet been defi
nitely settled. According to FINCH (1964) most of it is free iron. However, the 
urine contains transferrin even under normal conditions (SCHULTZE and 
HEREMANS, 1966). 

The transferrin content of blood plasma amounts to 250-300 mg- % 
which can bind 280-371 (DREYFUS and SCHAPIRA, 1964) and 250-400 !log 
of iron (LAURELL, 1959), respectively. Transferrin is not saturated by the 
usual amount of iron in blood (140 !log- %). The level of free iron in blood is 
far below 1 !log- %, and an active reabsorption by the tubular epithelium has 
not yet been established (LAURELL, 1959). If the iron in urine is predominantly 
free iron, as mentioned above, urinary iron excretion is due to either ultra
filtration of free iron or uncoupling of the iron-protein complex during its 
passage through the tubular apparatus. The site where the complex is split 
in the tubular apparatus is unknown. 

Furthermore, some of the iron enters the urine bound to hemopexin 
(SCHULTZE and HEREMANS, 1966). 
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In some diseases the amount of iron excreted in urine may increase con
siderably. Values of 1.2 mg/die were estimated in hemochromatosis (SCHWARZ
MANN, 1962). This may partly be explained by the fact that subsequent 
complete saturation of transferrin free iron appears in the serum which is 
subject to ultrafiltration. As mentioned above, reabsorption of free iron has 
not yet been proved. 

Modern therapy of primary hemochromatosis with chelating agents (EDTA, 
DTPA, desferrioxamine) may increase urinary iron excretion to values of about 
15 mg per day (DREYFUS and SCHAPIRA, 1964). 

Corresponding to the insignificant role of the kidney in iron metabolism 
and to the undoubtedly high turnover rate of reabsorbed iron within the 
tubular epithelial cells the iron content of renal tissue is very low. It amounts 
to 0.0038-0.0187 (average 0.0104) g per kidney or 0.0101-0.0498 (average 
0.0277) g per 100 g dry weight (MACDONALD, 1964). In the rabbit the iron 
content appears to be higher (0.42 mg in the kidneys according to MUIR and 
DUNN, 1914/15). The same is true for the dog (about 6 mg per 100 g tissue, 
NEWMAN and WHIPPLE, 1932). No iron is visible in the normal kidney when 
stained with Prussian blue. 

C. General Pathogenesis of Renal Siderosis 
As a rule, the development of renal siderosis depends on either erythro

cyturia or hemoglobinuria. Exceptions are primary and secondary hemo
chromatosis (see below). Another exception is the entry of erythrocytes from 
hemorrhages in the interstitium into the lumina of the renal tubules which 
is said to play an important role in sickle cell anemia (MOSTOFI et al., 1957; 
RANDERATH and BOHLE, 1959). 

1. Erythrocyturia 

Even under normal conditions, urine contains small numbers of erythro
cytes up to 500,000 per day (BELL, 1947; ADDIS, 1948; ALLEN, 1951) corre
sponding to the number of erythrocytes in 0.1 mm3 blood. 

Undoubtedly, the erythrocytes may be disrupted within the renal tubules. 
The liberated hemoglobin is partially excreted in the urine, partially reab
sorbed by the epithelial cells and transformed into hemosiderin. It can be 
expected from this that recurring erythrocyturia, e.g. in sickle cell anemia, 
may lead to renal hemosiderosis. 

2. Hemoglobinuria 

In most cases, Hb-uria is the result of hemoglobinemia. 
The normal Hb content of blood plasma varies between 0 and 0.5 mg- % 

(SHINOWARA, 1954; HAM, 1955; Geigy-tables, 1960). The Hb levels estimated 
by CROSBY and DAMESHEK (1951) never exceeded 4 mg- % and most frequently 
amounted to 2-3 mg-%. CROSBY (1955) found normal values up to 5 mg-%. 
There is no doubt that the level of Hb in blood largely depends on how care-

7" 
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fully blood is taken from the veins. Traumatic hemolysis may simulate higher 
" normal" values. 

If intravascular hemolysis has taken place the Hb content of blood plasma 
may rise to values of about 1 g- % (HAM, 1955). Hb is eliminated from the 
blood in 3 ways (HAM, 1955): 1. by urinary excretion (10-33 %), 2. by intra
cellular transformation of Hb into bilirubin (increase of bilirubin in blood 
serum), and 3. by formation and possibly urinary excretion of methemalbumin 
(heme from Hb, bound to albumin). Renal siderosis may follow urinary 
excretion of Hb and perhaps of methemalbumin. However, methemalbumin 
does not appear in the final urine. The question, therefore, as to whether it is 
not subject to ultrafiltration or reabsorbed quantitatively, has not yet been 
settled (LATHEM, 1959). 

The renal threshold lor Hb lies between 100 (HAM, 1955) and 150 (Geigy
tables 1960) mg- %. Hb is excreted via the glomeruli and not via the tubuli 
(RANDERATH and KRUCKEMEYER, 1949). 

Careful studies concerning the renal threshold for Hb have been carried 
out by GILLIGAN, ALTSCHULE and KATERSKY (1941). They injected hemoly
sates of different volumes and concentrations into 10 healthy individuals, 
4 patients with cardiac insufficiency, and 1 patient with metastatic cancer of 
the colon. The amount of Hb given varied between 1.3 and 16.4 g. The Hb 
content of plasma rose to 40-380 mg- %. The clearance of Hb was enhanced 
when high values of Hb were measured in the plasma. Hb-uria appeared in 
normal individuals at Hb levels above 135 mg-% and continued until Hb 
had fallen to 30-50 mg- %. Patients with preexisting proteinuria developed 
Hb-uria at Hb serum levels of only 40-50 mg- %. Renal function appeared 
to be unchanged by Hb-uria. In one case the clearance of urea amounted to 
83 % in the 3 hours prior to injection of Hb and to 76 % in the 3 hours after. 

The renal threshold for Hb may decrease in chronic Hb-uria (HAM, 1955). 
This finding is consistent with experiments in animals (LICHTY et al., 1932; 
NEWMAN and WHIPPLE, 1932). The renal threshold is also decreased in pre
existent proteinuria (GILLIGAN et al., 1941), probably as a result of disturbed 
glomerular permeability. In animal experiments, spasms of the renal arterioles 
could be produced by injections of Hb (REID, 1929; MASON and MANN, 1931; 
HESSE and FILATOV, 1933). The lowering of the renal threshold for Hb may 
further be the consequence of 1. a decrease of tubular reabsorptive capacity 
after repeated Hb-uria or other types of proteinuria (e.g. injections of bovine 
albumin in animals, for ref. see RANDERATH and BOHLE, 1959) and 2. loss 
of haptoglobin in the course of proteinuria. This may be discussed at least for 
haptoglobin Hp 1-1, the low molecular form of haptoglobin (molecular weight = 
85,000) while the higher molecular haptoglobins (Hp 1-2 and Hp 2-2, mole
cular weight = 160,000) are not excreted in the urine (SCHUMACHER and 
SCHLUMBERGER, 1962; SCHULTZE and HEREMANS, 1966). 

The renal threshold is essentially determined by the level and saturation 
of haptoglobin. Hb is transported in blood plasma partially bound to hapto
globin and partially as free Hb. The haptoglobin level amounts to 113 ± 
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43 mg- % in normal men and 90 ± 30 mg- % in normal women (NYMAN, 1959). 
The binding capacity is restricted to 90-140 mg-% of iron (LAURELL and 
NYMAN, 1957; ALLISON, 1959; LATHEM and WORLEY, 1959). Free Hb appears 
in the blood only after this value has been exceeded. Then methemalbumin 
is also observed in blood (LATHEM and WORLEY, 1959). 

Free Hb is excreted in the urine at a rate of 8-10 mg/min. The concen
tration in the glomerular filtrate is 5 % of that in the blood plasma. Tubular 
reabsorption is low (0-2.6, mean 1.3 ± 0.9 mg/min), yet sufficient in order 
to prevent Hb-uria up to Hb levels in blood plasma of 60 mg- % (mean 
27 mg- %; LATHEM, 1959). 

The Hp-Hb complex and methemalbumin do not appear in the final 
urine, probably because their molecular weight (155,000 for the Hp 1-1-Hb 
complex; GUINAND et al., 1956) is too high. This has been confirmed for the 
Hp-Hb complex by LAURELL and NYMAN (1957). It disappears from the serum 
at a rate of about 13 mg Hb/100 ml/hr and is probably removed by the RES 
(LAURELL and NYMAN, 1957). If nephrectomized animals are used Hb is also 
eliminated from the plasma. Apparently, this process does not depend on the 
presence of the kidneys (FURTH, 1955). 

The renal function is influenced by hemoglobinemia if it is high enough. 
BRANDT et al. (1951) observed an increase of the glomerular filtration rate in 
one third and a decrease in two thirds of their cases following infusion of a 
6 % Hb solution. In all cases a significant decrease of renal plasma flow rate, 
urinary excretion and sodium excretion took place while the PAH clearance, 
hematocrit, pulse frequency and blood pressure remained unchanged. 

Hemosiderin develops from excreted hemoglobin as follows: First globin 
is split off the hemoglobin molecule within the tubular epithelial cell, and the 
protein component is broken down by the mitochondrial enzymes (ZINGG 
and ZOLLINGER, 1951). According to STURGEON and SHODEN (1964) the intra
cellularly dispersed ferritin becomes concentrated in vacuoles as the iron 
level increases. Denaturation of the apoferritin matrix is associated with loss 
of water solubility, which in biochemical terms marks the change from ferritin 
to hemosiderin. Then the iron micelles are aggregated into what STURGEON 
and SHODEN call true or mature hemosiderin. 

There are many causes of Hb-uria. Among them the following are the most 
important (Ross, 1945; HAM, 1955; RANDERATH and BOHLE, 1959): Intra
vascular hemolysis following strenuous physical exertion (so-called athletic 
and march Hb-uria), intravascular hemolysis due to hypotonicity of blood 
plasma (intravenous injection of distilled water), paroxysmal nocturnal 
hemoglobinuria Striibing-Marchiafava-Micheli, paroxysmal cold hemoglobin
uria, incompatible blood transfusions, acquired hemolytic anemias, thermic 
lesions of erythrocytes (in burns), hemolysis caused by chemical agents (As, 
sulfonamides, phenylhydrazine, naphthaline, quinine, mushroom intoxications, 
potassium chlorate, KMn04, phenol, lysol, carbon tetrachloride), hemolysis 
by blood parasites (malaria = black water fever, Oroya fever), enzymopenic 
hemolytic anemias (favism) and toxemia of pregnancy. The following causes 
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have to be added: traumatic hemolytic anemias in cardiac valvular disease 
and after implantation of heart valve prostheses, and the traumatic hemolytic 
anemias in micro angiopathy. 

D. Etiology and Morphology of Renal Siderosis 
I. Primary Hemochromatosis 

According to MACDoNALD (1964) hemochromatosis is defined by the 
association of portal cirrhosis with an elevated iron content in the liver, 
pancreas, gastrointestinal tract, kidney and other organs, while enlarged liver, 
diabetes mellitus, skin pigmentation, elevated serum iron, hemofuscin pigment, 
and iron in certain locations such as in bile duct epithelium may be present 
but are not necessary for the diagnosis. MACDoNALD'S classification of hemo
chromatosis has to be modified in so far as group I A (" Idiopathic" hemo
chromatosis associated with anemia, particularly megaloblastic, pyridoxine 
responsive) is characterized by secondary hemochromatosis in the course of 
symptomatic sideroachrestic anemias (see below). 

In hemochromatosis the kidney contains 0.005-0.42 (average 0.182) g 
iron corresponding to 0.02-0.21 (average 0.11) g per 100 g of wet tissue and 
0.01-0.48 (average 0.2) g per 100 g dry weight (MACDONALD, 1964). CLETON 
and BLOK (1963) found an iron content of 0.038 g in their case. 

Microscopically, 83 % of 57 cases had renal siderosis (MACDONALD and 
MALLORY, 1960). REDINGER (1953) gives a somewhat lower figure (15 out of 
22 cases = 68.2 %). 

The hemosiderin is predominantly localized in the epithelial cells of the 
distal convoluted tubules and in the ascending part of Renle's loops (WALT
HARD, 1946; REDINGER, 1953; RANDERATH and BOHLE, 1959; MACDONALD, 
1964). The proximal convoluted tubules are the site of hemosiderosis less 
often (Fig. 1 and 6). If present there, hemosiderosis is not the result of trans
fusion therapy because in 5 cases with siderosis of the proximal convoluted 
tubules no transfusions has been given before (REDINGER, 1953). The cells 
of the glomerular tuft may also show hemosiderin granules (REDINGER, 1953). 

These results of former authors correspond to our personal investigations 
in 4 cases of primary hemochromatosis. 

Case No.1 
D. K., 64 y. old woman. 
Clinical diagnosis: Diabetes mellitus. Coma of unknown origin (cancer with 

metastatic lesions in the brain ?). 
Autopsy (S 587/65): Hemochromatosis with massive siderosis of the liver. Slight 

fibrosis of the pancreas without siderosis. Perivenous lymphocytic meningoence
phalomyelitis. 

Kidneys: Normal size (280 g). Very slight siderosis of some epithelial cells of the 
proximal and distal convoluted tubules. Considerable siderosis of the endothelial 
cells of the renal vessels, especially of the medullary vasa recta. 
Case No.2 

G. B., 44 y. old man. 
Clinical diagnosis: Decompensated liver cirrhosis (primary cancer of the liver?). 
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Fig. 1. Renal siderosis in primary hemochromatosis. Hemosiderin deposits are restricted 
to the epithelial cells of the distal convoluted tubules. The proximal convoluted tubules 

are free of iron pigment. Case No.3 . Prussian blue reaction. 340 X 

Autopsy (S 784/65): Nodular cirrhosis of the liver (1270 g) with moderate 
hemochromatosis. Fibrosis and hemochromatosis of the pancreas. Moderate siderosis 
of myocardium, adrenal glands, pituitary gland and parotid gland. 

Kidneys: Normal size (310 g). Slight siderosis of few distal convoluted tubules 
and Henle's loops. Pigmented casts in several tubuli. 

Case No.3 

J. v. H., 67 y. old woman. 
Clinical diagnosis: Liver cirrhosis. Coma hepaticum. Macrocytic hemolytic 

anemia with free serum Hb (beginning some months prior to death following porto
caval anastomosis, no erythrocyte antibodies observed). 

Autopsy (S 62/66): Nodular portal cirrhosis with fatty degeneration of the 
liver. Considerable hemochromatosis of the liver, pancreas, myocardium, adrenal 
glands, thyroid gland and pituitary gland. 
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Kidneys: Normal size (285 g). Considerable hemochromatosis of the proximal 
and distal convoluted tubules and Henle's loops. The degree of siderosis of the 
proximal and distal convoluted tubules changes from one part of the microscopic 
slide to the other (Fig. 1). Henle's loops are extremely siderotic. Some of the epithelial 
cells of Bowman's capsule contain hemosiderin. Iron positive amorphous material 
in some Bowman's spaces and tubules. 
Case No.4 

]. R., 24 y. old man. 
Clinical diagnosis: Panmyelophthisis (Hb 42 %, 1600 leukocytes, 10,000 platelets). 

Hemorrhagic diathesis. 
Autopsy (S 430/66): Panmyelophthisis with increase of fatty marrow in verte

brae, sternum and femur. Severe hemorrhagic diathesis and pulmonary edema. 
Subchronic liver dystrophy with moderate siderosis. Fibrosis and hemochromatosis 
of the pancreas. Hemochromatosis of the adrenal glands, myocardium and testes. 
Insignificant siderosis of spleen and bone marrow in the femur (following blood 
transfusions) . 

Kidneys: Slightly enlarged (350 g). Moderate siderosis of the distal convoluted 
tubules and Henle's loops. Diffuse slight siderosis of the proximal convoluted tubu
les. Focal siderosis of the epithelial cells of Bowman's capsule and of few glomerular 
podocytes. Iron positive amorphous material in numerous tubules, especially proxi
mal convoluted tubules and Henle's loops. 

II. Sideroachrestic Anemia with Secondary Hemochromatosis 

According to HEILMEYER (1961) and VERLOOP (1965) sideroachrestic 
anemias are divided into connatal and acquired idiopathic anemias and 
symptomatic anemias. Only the idiopathic anemias show general secondary 
hemochromatosis while the symptomatic forms merely have a more or less 
significant siderosis (LENNERT and OERKERMANN, 1967). Differential diagnosis 
between secondary and primary hemochromatosis is based mainly upon the 
following features present only in sideroachrestic anemia: Anemia, hyper
plasia of bone marrow, and occurrence of numerous sideroblasts in the bone 
marrow (VERLOOP et al., 1962, LENNERT and OERKERMANN, 1967). 

In several cases siderosis of the kidney has been described (GOLDIsH and 
AUFDERHEIDE, 1953; FElT and BELUSA, 1961; VERLOOP et al., 1962; LENNERT 
and OERKERMANN, 1967). In one case chromoprotein casts were observed 
within the renal tubules (MAHR and WUKETICH, 1961). Often, however, no 
data are given concerning the hemosiderin content of the kidney (COOLEY, 
1945; MILLS and LUCIA, 1949; CROSBY and SHEEHY, 1956; GELPI and ENDE, 
1958; DACIE et al., 1959; GERHARTZ, 1963). 

The localization of hemosiderin within the tubular apparatus differs. 
GOLDISH and AUFDERHEIDE (1953) and LENNERT and OERKERMANN (1967) 
observed hemosiderin in the distal convoluted tubules, FElT and BELUSA (1961) 
also in the proximal convoluted tubules which contained no iron in the case 
of LENNERT and OERKERMANN. GOLDISH and AUFDERHEIDE described hemo
siderin also in the collecting tubules, LENNERT and OERKERMANN in Henle's 
loops. VERLOOP et al. (1962) give no precise localization. Our own material 
comprises the cases published by LENNERT and OERKERMANN and one more 
patient observed in the last year. 
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Case No. D 

E. T., 76 y. old woman. 
Clinical diagnosis: Diabetes mellitus, parotitis, hemolytic anemia, broncho

pneumonia. Hb 3.9 g-%. 
Autopsy (S 762/67): Acquired idiopathic sideroachrestic anemia: Deeply red

dish-brown marrow in the spine and femur. Liver dark brown (1400 g), moderately 
consistent. Spleen moderately enlarged (180 g), dark red color. Severe secondary 
hemochromatosis of the liver, thyroid gland, adrenal cortex and pancreas. Moderate 
siderosis of the myocardium (predominantly of the left chamber). Siderosis of the 
arterial walls in the spleen. Severe siderosis of the lymph nodes. 

Kidneys: Size moderately diminished (200 g). Moderate to slight siderosis of the 
distal convoluted tubules and the Henle's loops. Proximal convoluted tubules and 
collecting tubules free of hemosiderin. 

I t appears from the above that in secondary hemochromatosis associated 
with sideroachrestic anemia the same parts of the nephron are affected by 
siderosis as in primary hemochromatosis. Although few cases with renal 
siderosis have been published to date, the siderosis apparently prefers the 
distal convoluted tubules. 

Iron deposition seems to be less severe in cases of symptomatic sidero
achrestic anemia (LENNERT and OERKERMANN, 1967). This is in accordance 
with the fact that general hemochromatosis is missing in this type of sidero
achrestic anemia. 

In some cases of symptomatic sideroachrestic anemia due to pyridoxin 
deficiency (MAIER, 1957; VEYRAT and MAURICE, 1960) no renal siderosis was 
described. The same is true for several cases of sideroachrestic anemia due to 
folic acid deficiency (FRICK and BRUNNER, 1963: no detailled description; 
MUGGIA and OLIVETTI, 1967: Kidney free of hemosiderin) and to lack of 
vitamin B 12 (KOSZEWSKI, 1952). 

In one case of pernicious anemia an extensive deposition of hemosiderin 
was found (YATEs and THALHIMER, 1926), but the patient had received 
113 blood transfusions (corresponding to 52 1 of native blood) within a space 
of 3 years. Apparently blood transfusions do not produce renal siderosis 
(ROBERTS and MORROW, 1966; HE DINGER, 1953; personal observations); 
it is, however, doubtful whether this may be considered true for cases with 
blood transfusions in such high numbers as in the case of YATES and THAL
HIMER. 

III. Hemolytic Anemias 

a) Paroxysmal Nocturnal Hemoglobinuria Striibing-Marchiafava-Micheli 
(PNH) 

In contrast to the majority of hemolytic anemias erythrocytes are de
stroyed in PNH not by the cells of the RES but within the blood. Anomalies 
of erythrocyte membrane and disturbances of erythrocyte lipid metabolism 
are considered to be important factors in the pathogenesis of this disease (for 
ref. see MENGEL et at., 1967). Plasma Hb level is elevated to values above 
100 mg-% (Case 2 of HUTT et at., 1961: 105 mg-%; CROSBY, 1953: 180 mg-%). 
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The renal threshold which normally lies at 135 mg-% may be lowered to 
50-100 mg- % (CROSBY, 1953). 

In PNH the kidney contains considerable amounts of hemosiderin. In 
one case (HEITZMAN et al., 1953) the total amount of iron within the kidney 
was estimated as 3.22 g/100 g dry weight. 

Macroscopically the kidneys are dark brown and often enlarged. Micro
scopically a marked hemosiderosis of the tubular epithelial cells exists in all 
cases. This was confirmed by HEITZMAN et al. (1953) in a review of 19 autopsied 
cases since MARCHIAFAVA'S first description of the disease. 

Basically, all parts of the tubular apparatus may take part in hemo
siderosis, from the proximal convoluted tubules to the collecting tubules 
(HEITZMAN et al., 1953). Apparently the most profound changes, however, 
concern the proximal convoluted tubules and Henle's loops (WITTS, 1936; 
RANDERATH and BOHLE, 1959; HUTT et al., 1961; ALTHOFF, 1966, 1967; see 
Fig. 6). Renal hemosiderosis may be accompanied by intense hemosider
inuria (CROIZAT et al., 1948; JACQUET et al., 1949; HEITZMAN et al., 1953; 
GAITHER, 1961). 

Electronmicroscopic studies have demonstrated that the hemoglobin 
entering the lumen of the tubuli is reabsorbed by the epithelial cells and trans
formed into hemosiderin and ferritin (HuTT et al., 1961). The possibility that 
hemoglobin or ferritin might enter the epithelial cells from the capillaries 
surrounding the epithelial cells could not be denied but was considered to be 
less probable. Ferritin could be observed within the glomerular podocytes, in 
the free space of Bowman's capsule, in the parietal cells of Bowman's capsule, 
in the lumina of the tubuli and in higher concentration inside the tubular 
epithelial cells. The high ferritin content of the epithelial cells indicates that 
the rate of accumulation by far exceeds the delivery of ferritin from the cells. 
The ferritin may leave the cells in four different ways: 1. by secretion into the 
tubular lumen, 2. by desquamation of cells loaded with ferritin and hemo
siderin, 3. by entering the peritubular capillaries via the epithelial basal 
membrane, and 4. by transformation into a non-ferritin form which might 
leave the cell in one of the first three ways mentioned. Since the peritubular 
capillaries contained more ferritin than the capillaries of the glomerular tuft, 
the third way appeared to be possible. The second way has been established 
by light and electron microscopy. 

The question as to whether hemosiderosis might disturb renal function can 
be denied for all but two cases (CROSBY, 1953) and is discussed only by few 
authors (MARCHIAFAVA, 1911; SUSSMAN and KAYDEN, 1948; JACQUET et al., 
1949; HEITZMAN et al., 1953). 

In the case of HEITZMAN et al. (1953) each kidney weighed 40 g. The capsule 
stripped with great difficulty, and the subcapsular surfaces were nodular, rough, 
moist and brown. The cut surfaces showed indistinctly demarcated cortices and 
medullary pyramids; there was striking, dark brown, granular pigmentation of 
the cortices. Microscopically, many of the convoluted tubules and Henle's loops 
showed marked atrophy, with areas of interstitial fibrosis. Many of the remaining 
tubules, especially the proximal convoluted tubules, were markedly enlarged. 
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Hemosiderin was found inside the tubular epithelial cells, in the lumina of the 
tubules, and predominantly in the interstitial connective tissue. Glomeruli, arterioles 
and arteries were free of hemosiderin. About half of the glomeruli were completely 
hyalinized and many others showed thickened and scarred Bowman's capsules, to
gether with focal fibrosis of individual tufts. 

HEITZMAN et al. interpreted the picture as "hemosiderin nephrosis with renal 
failure" . 

Obviously, it appears more probable that the morphologic changes in the 
kidneys corresponded to hemosiderin nephrosis in connection with PNH on 
one hand and to chronic pyelonephritis on the other hand. This is also CROSBY'S 
(1953) opinion who thinks that renal failure in PNH is not the results of 
massive hemosiderin deposits but of recurring pyelonephritis. In two cases 
renal failure was caused by nephrosclerosis (GLASER, 1948) and "lower ne
phron nephrosis" (CROSBY, 1953). 

Theoretical arguments also exist against the production of contracted 
kidneys by intense hemosiderosis. So far no substantial evidence has been 
obtained in favor of a "cirrhogenous" action of hemosiderin (MACDoNALD, 
1964). According to MACDONALD liver cirrhosis in hemochromatosis is nothing 
but an ordinary cirrhosis caused by additional factors independent of hemo
chromatosis such as alcoholism, dietary deficiency or virus hepatitis. In 
primary hemochromatosis the weight of the kidneys is in the normal range 
(SHELDON, 1935; MACDONALD, 1964). 

The differential diagnosis between PNH and other types of general siderosis 
is facilitated by the fact that liver and spleen are usually free of hemosiderin 
(MERLISS, 1952; for ref. see Table 2 of HEITZMAN et al., 1953). There are, 
however, exceptions to this rule. In most cases the bone marrow appears to 
be normal or hyperplastic (HEITZMAN et al., 1953). 

b) Traumatic Hemolytic Anemias 
To date about 5 hemolytic conditions are known which are characterized 

by mechanical, traumatic origin of hemolysis. In two of them (so-called athletic 
and march hemoglobinuria) alterations of renal morphology are unknown. 
Morphologic changes of the kidney in the other types of traumatic hemolytic 
anemias and hemoglobinuria have become known only in the last years. This 
group comprises the following conditions: Hemoglobinuria and renal siderosis 
in chronic cardiac valvular disease, following implantation of valvular prosthe
ses, and in microangiopathy. 

1. Athletic Hemoglobinuria 

Normal individuals performing long strenuous runs often develop severe 
hemoglobinemia and hemoglobinuria. J UNDELL and FRIES (1911) found 
4 cases with intense hemoglobinuria among 39 subjects who ran distances of 
10,000 to 42,194 meters. GILLIGAN et al. (1943) described moderate hemo
globinemia in 10 out of 22 men who had run races of 2.6-2.8 and 4.5-5.1 miles. 
18 out of 22 men who had run 26.2 miles in the marathon race developed 
severe hemoglobinemia up to 44 mg- % at the end of the race. After the mara-
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thon race hemoglobinuria was observed in 4 of 5 subjects who had plasma 
hemoglobin levels of between 20 and 44 mg- %. Most of the marathon runners 
showed formed elements in the urine. Anomalies of erythrocyte morphology 
were not, however, to be seen. Hemolysis was never followed by hemolytic 
anemia. Proteinuria was observed in all the marathon runners including those 
who did not develop hemoglobinuria. This is remarkable since the renal 
threshold for hemoglobin may be lowered by preexisting proteinuria to values 
of about 30-50 mg- % (see p. 100). This may explain hemoglobinuria in 
those subjects whose serum level of hemoglobin amounted to less than 50mg- %. 
The proteinuria may last longer than the hemoglobinuria (FINNY, 1926). 
Hemoglobinuria has also been described in football players (according to 
BOONE et at., 1955, in 16.2%). 

Though renal siderosis has not yet been described in athletic hemoglobin
uria it can be anticipated that transitory renal siderosis might develop in this 
condition. 

2. March Hemoglobinuria 

March hemoglobinuria is observed exclusively in healthy young men 
and may presumably also lead to transitory renal siderosis. It is independent 
of fever, hyperventilation, other physical disturbances, familial or racial 
factors (GILLIGAN and BLUMGART, 1941). Usually hemoglobinuria disappears 
within hours. In rare cases it may last some days. Spleen and liver are 
transiently enlarged (for ref. see Ross, 1945). Usually the attacks of hemo
globinuria disappear without any therapy within several months to years. 
Only in exceptional cases can they be observed over many years (FORSTER, 
1919: more than 20 years). They are not followed by hemolytic anemia since 
the amount of blood destroyed does not exceed 40 ml. There are no anomalies 
of the blood cells incl. leukocytes and thrombocytes. Osmotic fragility of 
erythrocytes is normal. The serum does not contain agglutinins or hemolysins 
(GILLIGAN and BLUMGART, 1941). 

Plasma-Hb may reach values of up to 200 mg- %, the urine may contain 
1.5 g Hb/100 ml. Regularly, hemoglobinuria is accompanied by proteinuria. 

March hemoglobinuria is produced by short brisk walks or fast runs in the 
lordotic (upright) posture. Hemoglobinuria does not appear in the same 
persons if they undergo physical exercise in kyphotic (bent over) position 
(WITTS, 1936; PORGES and STRISOWER, 1914; GILLIGAN and BLUMGART, 
1941). In march hemoglobinuria the renal threshold for hemoglobin is 
markedly lowered (GILLIGAN and BLUMGART, 1941). 

According to ROBERTS and MORROW (1966) march hemoglobinuria may 
be associated with renal siderosis in biopsy specimens. The publication cited 
by ROBERTS and MORROW (LEONARDI and RUOL, 1960) does not, however, 
contain evidence in favor of this statement. 

Finally, it must be pointed out that the pigment appearing in blood and 
urine is hemoglobin and not myoglobin. This is true for march hemoglobinuria 
as well as for athletic hemoglobinuria. 
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3. Traumatic Hemolytic Anemia in Chronic Cardiac Valvular Disease 

Only during the last few years have we learnt that chronic cardiac valvular 
disease may be the cause of traumatic hemolytic anemias. The first case was 
published by DAMESHEK in 1964. A 64-year old woman showed a hemolytic 
anemia with reticulocyte counts up to 18 %. Clinical diagnosis was" hemolytic 
anemia of unknown type and rheumatic heart disease, with aortic and mitral 
stenosis and regurgitation". Autopsy revealed" hemolytic anemia, with renal 
tubular hemosiderosis, due to paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria or 
erythrocyte trauma caused by calcified heart valves" and "rheumatic heart 
disease, severe, with aortic stenosis and insufficiency, mitral stenosis and in
sufficiency and tricuspid stenosis". The blood smear of the patient contained 
numerous "helmet cells" (see p. 124). DAMESHEK pointed out that the same 
type of disrupted erythrocytes is to be observed in thrombotic thrombocyto
penic purpura, and he considered it probable that the fragmentation of the 
erythrocytes might be caused by passage of the blood through the narrowed 
small vessels. He felt that the same mechanism of traumatic hemolysis might 
be responsible for the appearance of helmet cells in cardiac valvular disease 
and might be the cause of hemosiderosis of the kidneys. Hemosiderin was found 
in the epithelial cells of the convoluted tubules and Henle's loops. Little 
pigment was contained in the proximal collecting tubules and in Bowman's 
spaces but none in the distal collecting tubules. Spleen, liver and bone marrow 
were free of hemosiderin. Bone marrow erythropoiesis was somewhat hyper
plastic. 

First investigations using ferro kinetic methods were carried out by 
BRODEUR et at. (1965 a and b). Erythrocyte life span proved to be shortened 
in 15 out of 21 patients with aortic valvular disease. This observation was 
thought to be due to traumatic mechanical hemolysis. Only one patient 
showed a compensated hemolytic anemia (hematocrit 35 %, reticulocyte 
count 4 % ). A shortening of erythrocyte life span was also found in 14 patients 
with chronic mitral valvular disease in spite of normal reticulocyte numbers 
and hematocrit values (BRODEUR et at., 1966). 

GEHRMANN and LOOGEN (1966) described compensated hemolysis in 
17 out of 47 patients with different types of valvular disease. Erythrocyte life 
span was most frequently shortened in the group with valvular stenosis 
(6 out of 9 cases with aortic stenosis, all 3 cases of mitral stenosis). On the other 
hand, erythrocyte life span was normal in 7 out of 11 cases with aortic in
sufficiency and all cases of mitral insufficiency. The observations of DAMESHEK, 
BRODEUR et at. and GEHRMANN and LOOGEN could be confirmed by several 
authors, in some cases by establishing renal siderosis at autopsy. 

MILLER et at. (1966) described a 27 year old man with moderate aortic 
and mitral stenosis and insufficiency. Hb amounted to 11.4-11. 7 g - %, the 
reticulocyte count to 30-63 %0 and hematocrit to 39 %. Mechanic fragility 
of erythrocytes in vitro was normal, the Coombs test negative, complete or 
incomplete warm and cold hemolysins and agglutinins could not be established. 
The erythrocytes were normochromic, the blood smear contained several 
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fragmented erythrocytes. Bone marrow erythropoiesis was hyperplastic. In 
a first set of investigations during which the patient was bedridden, erythrocyte 
life span was normal. In a second set the patient was exhausted twice daily 
until dyspnea and tachycardia (100-125/min) developed. During this period 
erythrocyte life span decreased markedly. Surgical biopsy of the kidney was 
not performed but the cells of the urinary sediment gave a strongly positive 
Prussian blue reaction. 

Another case was reported by WESTRING (1966). The 20 year old woman 
was suffering from aortic insufficiency and showed a hemolytic anemia with 
hemoglobin values of 9.5 g- %, a hematocrit of 27 % and reticulocyte counts 
of 27 to 43 %0. The Coombs test was negative. The erythrocytes were morpho
logically intact. Six months after the implantation of an aortic prosthesis 
(STARR-EDWARDS) Hb had fallen to 6.8 g- % and the hematocrit to 21 % while 
the reticulocyte count had increased to 68%0. The mechanic fragility of the 
erythrocytes was normal, the urinary sediment did not contain hemosiderin. 
Later on the blood smear showed numerous fragmentocytes. At autopsy 
18 months after the operation the tubular epithelial cells showed a marked 
hemosiderosis. Since symptoms of a hemolytic anemia had been found pre
operatively, it may be concluded that the siderosis of the kidney had also 
developed before the times of operation, but that it was enhanced by the 
implantation of the prosthesis and tearing of the prosthesis which had de
manded a second operation 8 months prior to death. 

WESTRING investigated 12 more cases with aortic valvular disease and 
among them found one woman with hemolytic anemia and shortened erythro
cyte life span, high reticulocyte count and fragmentocytes (schistocytes) in 
peripheral blood. At the same time the patient was suffering from Lues III. 
The Donath-Landsteiner test and the Coombs test were negative. Two more 
patients had a shortened erythrocyte life span, three a reticulocytosis above 
20%0. The number of schistocytes in blood did not differ significantly between 
the group of patients with valvular disease and a control group consisting of 
35 healthy individuals. The control group showed 2.8 %0 schistocytes (mean 
value), the cardiac disease group 2.1 %0. The range, 0-6 %0 schistocytes, was 
the same for both groups. 

ZIPEROVICH and PALEY (1966) mentioned a 23 year old woman with 
mitral stenosis and insufficiency who developed a hemolytic anemia following 
suture of a cleft in the anterior mitral valve. It was accompanied by reticulo
cytosis, poikilocytosis and anisocytosis in peripheral blood and by Hb-uria. 
The hemolytic anemia disappeared within 15 days after implantation of a 
Starr-Edwards ball prosthesis. 

19 patients (= 3 %) out of about 600 with different cardiac valvular 
diseases showed anomalies of erythrocyte morphology, 17 without any symp
toms of anemia (FORSHAW and HARWOOD, 1967). The authors think that the 
negative results of MILLER et at. (1966) and WESTRING (1966) are due to the 
small number of cases investigated by these authors. 
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a b 

Fig. 2a and b. Renal siderosis in chronic ulcerative aortic endocarditis with destruction 
of the aortic valves and calcification. Deposition of hemosiderin inside the epithelial cells 

of the loops of Henle. Case NO.7. Pruss ian blue reaction. a 110 x . b 280 x 

A study of the pathology of renal siderosis in chronic cardiac valvular 
disease was published by ROBERTS in 1966. Four cases out of a group of 
135 patients with severe stenosis and/or insufficiency of the heart valves 
(functional classes III to IV according to the classification of the New York 
Heart Association) had intense hemosiderosis of the kidneys, predominantly 
of the proximal convoluted tubules. On no occasion was a hemosiderosis of 
the liver and spleen observed. In 3 cases hemosiderin was diminished in the 
bone marrow, in one case it was elevated. The erythropoiesis was hyperplastic 
in all cases. The hematocrit values prior to death had amounted to 33-42 %, 
in one case the reticulocyte count had been slightly elevated (23%0)' These 
4 patients had aortic stenosis and insufficiency, and their aortic valves were 
severely calcified. 

Our material of mitral and aortic insufficiency and stenosis contains 
2 cases with renal siderosis among a total number of 107. 

Case No . 6 
A. H., 62 y. old woman. 

Clinical diagnosis : Aortic stenosis and insufficiency, severe congestive heart 
failure. 
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Autopsy (S 275/64): Severe aortic stenosis with calcification. Recurrent ver
rucous endocarditis of the mitral valve. Scar in the apex of the left chamber following 
myocardial infarction. Both ventricles hypertrophied and dilated (heart 585 g). 

Kidneys: Chronic congestion of the kidneys (275 g). Occasional siderosis of the 
epithelial cells of the proximal convoluted tubules. Few Henle's loops contain casts 
giving a positive granular Prussian blue reaction. 
Case No.7 

W. B., 43 y. old woman. 
Clinical diagnosis: Aortic vitium known for several years. Recurrent subacute 

bacterial endocarditis (SR 40/80, 10,000 leukocytes) ? 
Autopsy (S 467/67): Chronic ulcerative aortic endocarditis with destruction of 

the aortic valves and calcification. Severe hypertrophy and dilation of the left 
chamber. Severe chronic serofibrinous pericarditis, so-called cor villosum and 
hydropericardium (800 ml). Heart 1220 g! Moderate hypertrophy and dilation of the 
right ventricle. Congestion of liver, spleen, kidneys, gastrointestinal tract. 

Kidneys: Enlarged, severely congested (420 g). Moderate siderosis of some 
proximal convoluted tubules, intense siderosis of Henle's loops (Fig. 2), considerable 
siderosis of several distal convoluted tubules (in contrast to the findings of ROBERTS). 

4. Traumatic Hemolytic Anemia Following Implantation 
of Cardiac Valvular Prostheses 

In 1954 ROSE et al. reported that following implantation of a Hufnagel 
prosthesis into the aorta descendens immediately below the left subclavian 
artery all eight patients under observation showed a lowered hematocrit 
compared to the time before operation. The decrease amounted to 3-S, in 
one case 16 mm. This type of hemolysis has to be distinguished from hemolysis 
produced by extracorporal circulation during the operation (CAHILL and 
KOLFF, 1959; STEWART and STURRIDGE, 1959; KEITH et al., 1961 ; OSBORN et al., 
1962; NUNN etal., 1963; RADOCHOVA etal., 1967; SHAW, 1967). 

Evidence for hemolysis caused by cardiac prosthesis was first obtained by 
STOHLMAN et al. (1955, 1956). These authors implanted a lucite conduit 
containing a Hufnagel valve between the left ventricular apex and thoracic 
aorta in 1 5 dogs. In all animals red cell destruction took place and was asso
ciated with hemoglobinemia, hemoglobinuria, anemia, reticulocytosis and 
renal siderosis. The hematocrit began to fall 7 to 10 days after the operation 
and reached values of 20 to 50 % of the hematocrit before the operation. The 
reticulocyte count began to increase 3 to 5 days postoperatively up to 150%0' 
Initial Hb values in blood serum were 1S0-S00 mg- %, and even several 
months after the operation levels of 75-2S0 mg- % were observed. Each 
animal showed hemosiderinuria. Erythrocyte life span was markedly reduced. 
The kidneys of four animals dying during the experiment showed intense 
hemosiderosis, predominantly of the proximal convoluted tubules. 

at) Clinical Aspects 

Since the first report by SAYED et al. in 1961 on two cases of traumatic 
hemolytic anemia following cardiac surgery more than So cases have been 
published to date (Table). In addition, traumatic hemolysis caused by sur-
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gery of heart valves was observed by the following authors whose papers 
were either not obtainable or contain no exact description of the individual 
cases: SARNOFF etal. (1955); MCGOON etal. (1963); DECESARE etal. (1964); 
DENNIS et al. (1964); LARSON and KIRKLIN (1964); ANDERSEN et al. (1965); 
GREEN (1965); TJORSTAD (1966); PEDE FERRI et al. (1967). According to 
GEHRMANN et al. (1966) hemolytic complications have to be anticipated in 
almost two thirds of patients with implantation of a valvular prosthesis. 
Following implantation of a Starr-Edwards prosthesis, 9 out of 201 patients 
(= 4.5 %) developed a manifest hemolytic anemia (PEDEFERRI et al., 1967). 

Hemoglobinemia was markedly present in many cases (Table). Sometimes 
values of up to 1 g- % were measured (REED and DUNN, 1964), values above 
200mg-% are no rarity (VERDON etal., 1963, case 2; SAYED etal., 1961, 
case I ; PIROFSKY et al., 1965, case 6). Consequently, hemoglobinuria is frequent 
(Table). In a few patients, precise levels are given (SAYED et al., 1961: 2.6 to 
6.0 g!24 hr.; PIROFSKY et al., 1965: 156 mg- %). 

M ethemalbuminemia was observed by several authors (SAYED et al., 1961; 
SIGLER et al., 1963; MARSH, 1964, 1966; REED and DUNN, 1964; BUCHER et al., 
1965; VINER and FROST, 1965). This is well understandable in view of the 
high Hb levels in blood plasma which by far exceed the binding capacity of 
haptoglobin for Hb (see p. 101). 

In many cases haptoglobin could not be found in the blood serum (SAYED et 
al., 1961; SIGLER et al., 1963; MARSH, 1964, 1966; STEVENSON and BAKER, 
1964; DECESARE etal., 1965; YENKO etal., 1965) or it was considerably 
diminished (DE CESARE et al., 1965; PETZ et al., 1966; REYNOLDS et al., 1967). 
In some cases haptoglobin levels rose following surgery (SAYED et al., 1961; 
SIGLER et al., 1963). 

The serum iron level (normal value: 50-200 fLg-%, VAHLQUIST, 1959) was 
frequently normal (SIGLER et al., 1963; DE CESARE et al., 1965; BRODEUR et al., 
1965, 1966; RUBINSON et al., 1966; REYNOLDS et al., 1967), sometimes de
creased (SIGLER et al., 1963; VERDON et al., 1963; BRODEUR et al., 1965; 
FURUHJELM etal., 1964; SANYL etal., 1964; YENKO etal., 1965; RUBINSON et 
al., 1966; REYNOLDS et al., 1967) or elevated (SAYED et al., 1961; VINER and 
FROST, 1965; PETZ etal., 1966: 3J6fLg-%). These deviations from the normal 
state are well known in hemolytic anemias and explained by increased erythro
cyte destruction or a high rate of regeneration (VAHLQUIST, 1959). 

The iron-binding capacity (normal value: 250-400 fLg; LAURELL, 1959) 
is mostly normal (BRODEUR et al., 1965, 1966; BUCHER et al., 1965; DE CESARE 
et al., 1965; YENKO et al., 1965; RUBINSON et al., 1966; REYNOLDS et al., 1967) 
or elevated (VERDON etal., 1963; case 1: 457fLg; FURUHJELM etal., 1964: 
543 fLg; PETZ etal., 1966, case 1: 410fLg; SANYL etal., 1964; VINER and 
FROST, 1965). Higher values than normal may be explained by a state of iron 
deficiency (LAURELL, 1959). 

Daily urinary excretion of iron is described as too high (SIGLER et al., 1963, 
case 1: 56-390 fLg- %; case 2: 1,200 fLg- %; case 3: 380-520 fLg- %; REY
NOLDS et al., 1967, case 2: 1,000 fLg- %) or normal (YENKO et al., 1965: 3.6fLg- %). 

8 c. T. in Pathology, Vol. 51 
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Authors 

SAYED et al. (1961) 
Case 1 

Case 2 

SIGLER et al. (1963) 
Case 1 

Case 2 

Case 3 

VERDON et at. (1963) 
Case 1 

Case 2 

FURUHJELM et al. (1964) 

GEHRMANN et at. (1964) 
Case 1 

Case 2 

W. REMMELE and A. HINRICHS: 

Table. Traumatic hemolytic anemia 

Age, 
Sex 

25, <5 

Time before operation 

Type of 
vitium 

Ost. I Dei. 

Ht 
(%) 

no details given 

5, ~ ASDjVSD 38,4 

16, ¥ Ost. I Def. 42 

8, <5 ASDjVSD 34 

17, <5 ASD 48 

Complete 

11, 0 AVCanal + 

15, <5 ASD/VSD 

33, <5 Ao Ins. 

26, <5 Ao Ins. 

Hb 
(g-%) 

15.1 

12 

15.7 

16.1 

15.8 

Surgery 
Type of 
prosthesis 

Teflon patch 

bare teflon, 
reoperation 
after 6 mths. 

Teflon patch 

Excision of 
bare teflon 
Teflon patch 

Teflon patch 

Teflon patch 

correction 

Teflon patch 

Suture 
Teflon patch 

3 Hufnagel 
valves 
Fixation of 
disrupted valve 
3 Hufnagel 
valves 
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following cardiac surgery. Case reports 

Time after operation 

Time Ht Hb Reti Schistocytes Hb-emia Hemo- Hemo-
inter- (%) (g-%) (%) Poikilocytes (mg-%) globin- siderin-
val Fragmento- uria uria 

cytes 
(%) 

? 6.5 7.7 S, B 150 2.6 +++ 
to 316 to 6.0 

gjday 
norm. < 1 0 4 +++ 

3 w. 27 14-22 43-57 ++++ 
6m. 23 6.1 17 P 

11 m. 17.5 4.4 P 

4m. 43 < 3 0 (+) 0 ( +) 
to 51 

2w. 20 <10 ,......,40 ++++ 
5 m. 25 6 11 P 

2m. 32 10 
8m. 24 7.7 t P 

16m. 37.5 12 t 13-50 ++++ 

14 d. 32 11 
4m. 29 8.4 5-10 19 
2m. 12 8 

9 d. t 250 3 mgj 
mm 

4m. 20-30 P,F + + 
8m. 8 

4d. 8.9 
1 w. 
? 25 <10 5-20 P, F 

to 30 
20m. 9·3 7.1 +++ 

6w. 13·8 0 
9m. 10 8.2 S,P + 
6m. 10.6 6.1 S, P 

6w. 14.8 0 
2m. 15.0 0 

10m. 10.9 6.4 S,P 

S* 
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Authors 

MARSH et al. (1964) 
Case 1 

Case 2 

REED et al. (1964) 

SANYL et al. (1964) 

STEVENSON et al. (1964) 
Case 1 

Case 2 

BRODEUR et al. (1965) 
Case 2 

Case 3 

Case 10 

Case 24 

Case 25 

Case 31 

Case 38 

Case 45 

Case 47 

BUCHER et al. (1965) 
Case 1 

Case 2 

DE CESARE et al. (1965) 
Case 1 

W. REMMELE and A. HINRICHS: 

Age, 
Sex 

Time before operation 

Type of 
vitium 

48, b- Ao Sten. 

47, b- Ao Vito 

32,b- Ao Sten. + Ins. 

15, 0 Ost. I +II 
Def. 

16, b- Ao Ins. 

39, b- Ao Vito 

50, b- Ao Ins. 

43, b- Aa Sten. + Ins. 

45, b- Ao Sten. + Ins. 

57, Q Ao Sten. 

51, b- Ao Sten. + Ins. 

39, b- Ao + Mit. Ins. 

50, b- Sten.+ Ins. 

53, 0 Ao Sten. + Ins. -I-

38, 0 Ao Sten. + Ins. f-

40, 0 Sept. I Def. 

18, 0 VSD + 

35, b- Ao Vito 

Ht 
(%) 

n. 

n. 

39 

37 

41 

44 

Hb 
(g-%) 

Surgery 
Type of 
prosthesis 

Table 

14.2 Starr-Edwards 

12.5 Starr-Edwards 

n. 

n. 

13·6 

Starr-Edwards 

Valve re
attached 

Teflon patch 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr -Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Teflon patch 

Teflon patch 

Dacron 
prosthesis 
Disk valve 
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( continued) 

Time after operation 

Time Ht Hb Reti Schistocytes Hb-emia Hemo- Hemo-
inter- (%) (g-%) (%) Poikilocytes (mg-%) globin- siderin-
val Fragmento- uria uria 

cytes 
(%) 

6w. 5.2 14.6 F++ 42-98 ++ 

3 w. 7.8 12.0 F ++ 26-32 ++ 

4d. ~26 ~ 8.5 4 
12 d. '"'"-'32 ~10 >100 ++ 
30 d. ~18 ~7 >450 

4 h. 50 Urine 
clear 

8 h. >850 ++ 
4 d. ~16 ~5 >750 

7w. 7 
7m. 17 5 F, P + 

2m. 8 3-8 20-27 5.6-18 + 
4m. 12.4 8·3 P 18 

5 m. 25 7.7 1-9 17-21 P 1.5 + 

7m. 35 3·8 
23 m. 27 10 7.1 S ++++ 

12 m. 38 1.3 
10m. 42 1.8 

11 m. 30 2.9 

6m. 37 0.6 

6m. 44 0.8 

13 m. 29 4.5 

4m. 39 2.7 

8m. 36 2.1 

14 d. 12 4.8 6.9 P,F, S + + 

3 a. 10.6 3.4 (P, F, S) 0 0 

26m. 25 12 7F 39 ++++ 

35 2-4 3-4 
34 2-3 0 
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Authors 

DE CESARE et al. (1965) 
Case 2 

Case 3 

PIROFSKY et al. (1965) 
Case 1 

Case 2 

Case 3 

Case 4 

Case 5 

Case 6 

Case 7 

VINER et al. (1965) 

YEH et al. (1965) 

W. REMMELE and A. HINRICHS: 

Age, 
Sex 

23, d' 

35, d' 

32, d' 

37, ~ 

24, ~ 

42, d' 

28, d' 

35, d' 

34, d' 

45, ~ 

38, d' 

Table 

Time before operation Surgery 
----------- Type of 
Type of Ht 
vitium (%) 

Ao Vito 

Ao Sten. 42 
+ Ins. 

Ao, Mi, Tri 
Vito 

Mi+Ao 
Vito 
Ao Sten. 

Ao Sten. 

Ao+Mi Vito 47 

Ao Sten. 

Ao+Mi+ Tri 
Vito 

Ao Vito 

Ao Sten. 47 

Hb 
(g-%) 

15.2 

15.6 

prosthesis 

3 Dacron 
valves 

correction 
3 Dacron 
valves 

Starr-Edwards 
(Mi, Ao, Tri) 
Fix. of Mi. + 
Tri. prosth. 
Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 
Ao, Mi, Tri 

Teflon valve 

Bahnson-
Teflon 
cusps 
Starr-Edwards 
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(continued) 

Time after operation 

Time Ht Hb Reti Schistocytes (Hb-emia Hemo- Hemo-
inter- (%) (g-%) (%) Poikilocytes mg-%) globin- siderin-
val Fragmento- uria uria 

cytes 
(%) 

6m. 43 
23 m. 34 7.1 
29m. 25 17 11F ++++ 
37m. 27 14 
1 m. n. n. n. 
2w. 36 
8m. 28 10 

to 32 
12m. 35 7 11 F 
16m. 40 1 

9d. 30 4 
18 d. 18 5·3 5 
6m. n. n. 

9d. 34.5 0.7 
12 d. 26 6.5 
10 d. 34 2.5 
13 d. 30 5.5 
67d. 39 14 0.9 

3 d. 32.5 
14 d. 22 2.0 
27d. 17 6.0 
3 m. 35 12.4 3.4 
5 d. 35 0.8 

12 d. 35 3·5 
36 d. 34 2·9 
6/7d. 33 2-3 420 156 

44d. 23 20.1 
7m. 32.5 6.4 
8d. 32 3·6 

28 d. 29 9.2 
51 d. 34 11.8 4.0 

14m. 7 13 
15 m. 28 F 
20m. 4 16 P, F,B* 

18m. 30 9.8 
20m. 24 8.0 11.9 
22m. 23 6.4 
10m. 41 13·8 4.2 

* B = Burr cells 
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Authors 

YENKO et al. (1965) 
Case 1 

Case 2 

BRODEUR et al. (1966) 
Case 1 

Case 3 

Case 6 

Case 9 

BRODEUR et al. (1966) 
Case 1 

Case 2 

Case 5 

Case 6 

Case 7 

Case 8 

Case 9 

Case 10 

GEHRMANN et al. (1966) 
Case 1 

Case 3 

Case 6 

Case 7 

Case 8 

Case 9 

Case 10 

Case 11 

Case 12 

Case 13 

MARSH et al. (1966) 

w. REMMELE and A. HINRICHS: 

Age, 
Sex 

8, r3 

8, r3 

34, ~ 

38, r3 
47, ~ 

32, ~ 

31, r3 
39, r3 
52, ~ 

29, r3 
36, r3 
36, ~ 

48, ~ 

25, 0 
+ 

28, r3 
37, r3 
34, r3 
30, r3 
32, r3 
29, ~ 

27, ~ 

39, r3 
26, r3 
36, ~ 

57, ~ 

Table 

Time before operation Surgery 
----------------- Type of 

Type of Ht 
vitium (%) 

Mi Ins. 47 

Ost. I +II 36 
Def. 

Mi Vito + Ao Ins. 

Mi Vito + Ao Ins. 

Mi Vito 

Mi Vito + Ao Sten. -

Ao, Mi, Tri 

Ao+Mi Ins. 

Ao, Mi 

Ao, Mi 

Ao, Mi 36 
Ao, Mi 

Ao, Mi, Tri 

Ao, Mi, Tri 

Ao Sten. 

Ao Sten. 

Ao Sten. + Ins. 

Ao Ins. 

Ao Ins. 

Mi Ins. 

Mi Ins. 

Ao Ins. 

Ao Ins. 

Ao Sten. 

Mi Ins. 

Hb 
(g-%) 

14.7 

11.8 

16.4 

14.6 

14.6 

14.1 

15.1 

13·1 

13·0 

16.1 

15.8 

15.2 

prosthesis 

Teflon bolster 

Teflon patch 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Hufnagel 

Hufnagel 

Bahnson 

Hammersmith 
prosthesis 
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(continued) 

Time after operation 

Time Ht Hb Reti Schistocytes Hb-emia Hemo- Hemo-
inter- (%) (g-%) (%) Poikilocytes (mg-%) globin- siderin-
val Fragmento- uria uria 

cytes 
(%) 

12 d. 27 8.5 5.1 
5 w. 29 8.8 6.2 

6w. 28 
8m. 27 8.7 2.8 20.8 o to 

to 34 to 10.8 to 5.9 ++++ 

8m. 39 1.2 

23 m. 43 2.1 

37m. 36 2·3 
8m. 38 0.4 

3 m. 28 4·3 

9m. 41 2·3 F 
6m. 33 3·1 F, H, S 

13 m. 30 3·6 F, H, S ++ 
3 m. 37 1.3 
4m. 37 1.8 

13 m. 36 0.2 

5 m. 37 1.5 
3 m. 37 0.6 

5 m. 11.5 5·3 0.9 S 25.1 

6w. 12.9 5.6 2.7 S 

3 m. 11.6 7.5 2.9 S 25.4 

4m. 8·3 14.1 13.7 S 55.4 

4m. 13.4 3·9 2.9 S 12.5 

3 m. 12.0 2.2 1.4 S 17·3 
2m. 12.0 2.9 3.2 S 11.3 

16m. 10.6 6.1 18.9 S 25.9 

10m. 10.9 6.4 11.2 S 

18m. 12.8 1.9 0.6 S 1.2 

12w. 8.7 + 
19 w. 6.4 14.0 P,F 18-26 + 
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Authors 

McGARVEY et al. (1966) 

PETZ et al. (1966) 
Case 1 

Case 2 

RUBINSON et al. (1966) 
Case 1 

Case 2 

Case 3 

Case 4 

Case 5 

WESTRING et al. (1966) 

FORSHAW et al. (1967) 
Case 1 

Case 2 

REYNOLDS et al. (1967) 
Case 1 

Case 2 

Case 3 

W. REMMELE and A. HDIRICHS: 

Age, 
Sex 

56, " :) 

42, '\ 
oj 

32, Y 

48, :5 

44, () 
T 

37, '\ 
u 

33, 

38, " u 

20, G 
T 

28, :5 

37, Q 

30, G 
-+-

30, ? 

33, '\ 
) 

Table 

Time before operation Surgery 
---------------------- Type of 
Type of 
vitium 

Ao Vito 

Ao Sten. 

Ao Ins. 

Ao Sten. 

Ao, MI, Vit. 

Ao Vit. 

Ao Sten. 

Ao Sten. 

Ao Vito 

Mi Sten. 

Ao Mi. 

Mi Vito 

Mi Sten. 

Ao Ins. 

Ht 
(%) 

42 

36.5 

43 

49 

44 

43·5 

48 

31 

Hb 
(g-%) 

13·2 

12.2 

10 

14.8 

14.2 

prosthesis 

Starr-Ed wards 

Starr-Edw. 

Reoperation 

Starr-Edwards 
Dacron patch 

Muller-Teflon 
prosthesis 

Starr-Edwards 

Muller-Teflon 
prosthesis 

Muller-Teflon 
prosthesis 

2 Teflon cusps 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 

Fix. of prost. 

Starr-Edwards 

Mi. Ao pr. 

Starr-Edwards 

Starr-Edwards 
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( continued) 

Time after operation 

Time Ht Hb Reti Schistocytes Hb-emia Hemo- Hemo-
inter- (%) (g-%) (%) Poikilccytes (mg-%) globin- siderin-
val Fragmento- uria uria 

cytes 
(%) 

7 d. 32 9.2 6.2 S >40 + + 
18 d. 27 8·3 9.8 S >40 + + 
33 d. 26 7.8 11.6 S >40 + + 

3 m. 24 8.4 6.5 10 +++ 
8m. 21 17.6 20 S 65 

6m. 30 4.7 8S 26 

6w. 39 12.6 
8m. 17.5 5.7 14.8 16 S 81 + 

18 m. 32 9.9 7.2 S + + 

43 11. 0 

23 m. 36 7.4 + + 
29m. 36 6.2 95 

2 a. 32.5 7.9 0 + 

10m. 30 9.8 3·2 
14m. 30 8.0 

2w. 32 
14m. 39 2.4 S 0 0 

6m. 21 6.8 6.8 S 37.8 + 
1 m. 6.5-8 5-25 S + 

9d. 5.9 18 P, S,B 
26 d. 12.6 3 n. 
39 d. 12.7 5 

8·3 14 P, S,B + 

3 m. 8.8-7 14 P, 20 S + 
10 to 9.6 to 6.4 15 S 34 
11 m. 11.4 

11 w. 5.9 9.6 4S 60 
20m. 36 12 5.7 

ca. 10 7 5 S 61.6 ++++ 
2w. 
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Changes oj erythrocyte morphology and junction are of special interest. In 
many cases the blood smear is characterized by the appearance of so-called 
jragmentocytes, schistocytes, pyknocytes or helmet cells. Some authors describe 
the presence of "burr cells" in the blood smears of patients following cardiac 
surgery. 

Schistocytes (fragmentocytes, pyknocytes) are desintegrated erythrocytes (EHR
LICH, 1886) which on a blood smear appear" as if they had burst or, at times, as if a 
wedge had been removed" (MIALE, 1962). They are the result of abnormal cellular 
destruction in hemolytic processes. 

If these cells assume the shape of hemispheres they are often called "helmet 
cells" (possible German translation: "Hauben" - or " Stahlhelm" -Zellen). DAMESHEK 
(1954) in his first publication on traumatic hemolysis in chronic valvular disease 
describes them as follows: "Helmet cells assume different shapes and might be 
specified as Germanic, British or American". 

Burr cells were first described by SCHWARTZ and MOTTO in 1949. These are 
erythrocytes with a diameter of 7.5 fL or below and one or more spiderlike processes. 
They are found predominantly in uremia but also in patients with cancer of the 
stomach and bleeding ulcers of the stomach (SCHWARTZ and MOTTO, 1949) and in 
children with acute hemolytic anemia (AHERNE, 1957; ALLISON, 1957; SHUMWAY 
and MILLER, 1957; LOCK and DORMANDY, 1961). Atleast some cases of the hemo
lytic uremic syndrome appear to be equivalent to the generalized Sanarelli-Shwartz
man phenomenon (see case No. 11, p. 135). 

Fragmentocytes, helmet cells and burr cells are frequently observed in the 
blood of patients with cardiac valvular prostheses (Table). The normal blood 
contains up to 0.3 % (mean: 0.28 %) schistocytes (WESTRING, 1966). In children 
higher values are found (up to 1.9% in full term infants and 1.3-5.6% in 
premature infants: TUFFY et al., 1959). In patients with valvular prostheses 
more than 25 % schistocytes were observed (STEVENSON and BAKER, 1964). 

The erythrocyte lije span is frequently diminished (SAYED et al., 1961; 
SIGLER et al., 1963; VERDON et al., 1963; FURUHJELM et al., 1964; MARSH, 
1964, 1966; STEVENSON and BAKER, 1964; BUCHER et al., 1965; DE CESARE 
et al., 1965; VINER and FROST, 1965; YEH, 1965; YENKO et al., 1965; MCGAR
VEY et al., 1964; PETZ et al., 1966; RUBINSON et al., 1966; REYNOLDS et at., 
1967; BRODEUR et al., 1965; GEHRMANN et al., 1966). 

Bone marrow hyperplasia with predominance of the erythroid series was 
observed by many authors (VERDON etal., 1963; GEHRMANN etal., 1964; 
REED and DUNN, 1964; STEVENSON and BAKER, 1964; DE CESARE et al., 1965; 
VINER and FROST, 1965; YEH, 1965; PETZ etal., 1966; RUBINSON etal., 1966; 
REYNOLDS et al., 1967). PETZ et al. (1966) furthermore observed occasional 
sideroblasts. Electronmicroscopically, hemosiderin deposits were found in 
the mitochondria of erythroblasts and reticulocytes. 

(3) Pathology 

Renal siderosis was found by several authors. Sometimes it was localized 
in the proximal convoluted tubules (SIGLER et al., 1963; YENKO et at., 1965), 
in one other case in the distal part of the tubular system (REED and DUNN, 
1964: "lower nephron nephrosis with deposits of hemoglobin pigment in all 
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tissues"). No precise localization is given by VINER and FROST (1965) or by 
WESTRING (1966). Seven cases published in 1966 by ROBERTS and MORROW 
showed hemosiderin deposits mainly in the proximal convoluted tubules 
(epithelial cells and lumina), in Bowman's space, in the epithelial cells of the 
glomerulum and in the epithelial cells of Henle's loops. 

We observed renal siderosis in two cases following cardiac surgery. One of 
them offered the aspect of a marked "blue kidney". 

Case No.8 
42 y. old man. 
Clinical history: 1942 rheumatoid fever. 1954 diagnosis of aortic insufficiency. 

1962 replacement of the aortic valve by a teflon prosthesis with 3 leaflets. 1963 
second operation because a tear in the prosthesis had developed. Since then the 
patient developed the symptoms of a traumatic hemolytic anemia with Hb values 
of 35-45 %. He expired in Sept. 1965 under the symptoms of global cardiac in
sufficiency. 

Autopsy (S 797/65): Large defects were found at the site of contact between the 
leaflets of the artificial valve. Both ventricles were severely hypertrophied (left 
chamber 22 mm, right chamber 12 mm, weight 900 g). The lungs showed chronic 
congestion and a severe edema, the liver a cirrhose cardiaque, spleen and kidneys 
the signs of chronic congestion. 

Kidneys: Markedly enlarged and congested (490 g). Brown color on surface and 
cut surface. Microscopically" blue kidney" (Fig. 3 and 4): Extremely severe siderosis 
of the proximal convoluted tubules with desquamation of epithelial cells into the 
lumina. Severe siderosis of Henle's loops. Moderate to slight siderosis of some distal 
convoluted tubules and collecting tubules. Focal interstitial siderosis in cortex and 
medulla. Slight siderosis of some epithelial cells of Bowman's capsules. Diffuse light 
blue staining of the plasma in several large vessels. 
Case No.9 

38 y. old man. 
Clinical history: 1964 replacement of the insufficient aortic valve by a Starr

Edwards ball prosthesis. The patient was now hospitalized because of fever (39° C), 
accelerated sedimentation rate, erythrocyturia, diastolic murmur over the aortic 
areal. Therapy with penicillin. June 12th hemiparesis on the right side. The patient 
died on June 17th, 1967, in pulmonary edema. 

Autopsy (S 444/67): A fresh endocarditis was found in the region of the sutures 
where the prosthesis had been fixed to the aortic wall. The left ventricle was hyper
trophied and dilated. The dorsal wall of the left chamber showed a 12: 6 cm area of 
granulation tissue, the apex and septum a 9: 4 cm myocardial infarction. The lungs 
were congested and edematous, bronchopneumonia was present in both lungs. The 
brain showed an apoplectic hemorrhage in the left hemisphere. 

Kidneys: Markedly enlarged (450 g) and congested. Sharp demarcation between 
the pale cortical tissue and the dark red medulla. Microscopically subacute extra
capillary and intra capillary diffuse glomerulonephritis. Diffuse moderate to severe 
siderosis of the proximal convoluted tubules. Focal siderosis of the distal convoluted 
tubules and of the loops of Henle. Siderosis of the endothelial cells of several vessels 
at the corticomedullary junction. Protein casts gave a positive Prussian blue reaction 
in many tubules (Fig. 5). 

The morphology of renal siderosis following implantation of cardiac valvular 
prostheses may be summarized as follows: Hemosiderin is found predominantly 
inside the epithelial cells of the proximal convoluted tubules (Fig. 6). This 
corresponds with the site of hemosiderin deposition in PNH (see p. 105) 
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Fig. 3. Renal siderosis following implantation of an aortic teflon prosthesis. "Blue 
kidney". Case No.8. Prussian blue reaction. Microscopic slide, low magnification 

and in chronic cardiac valvular disease (see p . 109). In addition, the plasma 
within the blood vessels may show a diffuse light blue staining with Prussian 
blue (see case no. 8). It may be concluded that renal siderosis is the result ot 
intense intravascular hemolysis. The same picture is observed following repeated 
injections of hemoglobin into rabbits (MuIR and YOUNG, 1932). In contrast 
to the kidney, spleen and liver are essentially free of iron in hemolytic anemia 
following chronic cardiac valvular disease and cardiac surgery. 

If only small amounts of Hb are liberated in the blood stream they are 
bound to haptoglobin. Since the high molecular Hp-Hb complex cannot be 

Fig. 4a- c. Renal siderosis following implantation of an aortic teflon prosthesis. Hemo
siderin is found predominantly within the epithelial cells of the proximal convoluted 
tubules while the distal convoluted tubules are essentially free of hemosiderin. Case No.8 

("blue kidney"). Prussian blue reaction. a 50 x. band c 280 x 



b 

c 

Fig.4a-c 
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Fig. 5. Deposition of pigmented casts containg hemosiderin in the lumina of the loops 
of Henle. Implantation of a Starr-Edwards ball prosthesis 3 years prior to death. 

Case NO.9. Prussian blue reaction. 550 X 

a b c 

Fig. 6a-c. Renal siderosis in primary and secondary hemochromatosis (a), paroxysmal 
nocturnal hemoglobinuria (b) and following chronic cardiac valvular disease and implan
tation of cardiac valvular prostheses (c). Parts of the nephron with predominant siderosis 

are drawn black 

eliminated by the kidney renal siderosis does not occur. The Hp-Hb complex 
is removed instead by the RES in liver, spleen and bone marrow, and the 
heme molecule is broken down via the chain of bile pigments. Part of it, 
however, is transformed into hemosiderin. This raises the question as to why 
siderosis of the spleen, liver and bone marrow is missing in traumatic hemo
lytic conditions and siderosis is restricted to the kidneys. One possible explana
tion is that iron turnover in spleen and liver is much greater than in the 
kidneys and that enhanced turnover of hemosiderin in connection with in-
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creased utilization of iron by the hyperplastic bone marrow causes breakdown 
of hemosiderin and reutilization of the iron by the bone marrow via transport 
in blood stream. 

y) Pathogenesis 

Several factors have been discussed which might provoke hemolysis in 
patients with valvular prostheses. 

Erythrocyte antibodies could not be demonstrated by many authors 
(SAYED et al., 1961; MARSH, 1964, 1966; PIROFSKY et al., 1965; PETZ et al., 
1966; GEHRMANN et al., 1964, 1966; REYNOLDS et al., 1967; SIGLER et al., 1963; 
FURUHJELM et al., 1964; REED and DUNN, 1964; STEVENSON and BAKER, 
1964; BUCHER etal., 1965; DECESARE etal., 1965; VINER and FROST, 1965; 
YEH et al., 1965; YENKO et al., 1965; MCGARVEY, 1966; RUBINSON et al., 1966). 
HJELM et al. (1964), BRODEUR et al. (1965), PIROFSKY et al. (1965) and PEDE
FERRI et al. (1967), however, observed a positive Coombs test in a few cases. 
In 2 patients the Coombs test was still positive at the end of the period of 
investigation (42 and 146 days after the operation; PIROFSKY et al., 1965, 
case 1 and 3). 

There is no substantial evidence in favor of the hypothesis that the hemo
lysis might be caused by a direct chemical effect of the material forming the 
prosthesis (PIROFSKY et al., 1965; for ref. see VINER and FROST, 1965). 

Unquestionably the regurgitation of the blood through the opening of the 
prosthesis plays an important role. SCHADE et al. (1967) observed the highest 
LDH values in those patients who at auscultation had the most severe degree 
of regurgitation. Regurgitation has also been used to explain the hemolysis 
occurring 1. in Hufnagel prostheses following insufficiency of the sutures and 
2. if in operated ostium I defects the blood stream is directed by the coexisting 
mitral insufficiency to parts of the teflon patch which are not endothelialized 
(GEHRMANN et al., 1966; SAYED et al., 1961; SIGLER et al., 1963). BRODEUR et al. 
(1965) also assume that regurgitation of the blood under high systolic pressure 
is the main pathogenic factor of traumatic hemolysis. RUBINSON et al. (1966) 
calculated that the single erythrocyte has to pass the aortic valve 5.7 times 
until it finally enters the aorta if regurgitation amounts to 70 % of the stroke 
volume (e.g. in aortic insufficiency). The chance for traumatic fragmentation 
is thereby considerably increased (see Fig. 7). 

The transvalvular pressure gradient apparently influences hemolysis since 
it is highest in aortic stenosis without prosthetic replacement (GEHRMANN et al., 
1966). According to GEHRMANN et al. (1966) it is not the decisive factor, since 
patients with mitral insufficiency usually fail to develop hemolysis. The 
gradient is, however, important since turbulence of the blood around the 
prosthesis increases with the size of the pressure gradient (GEHRMANN et al., 
1966). 

Many authors emphasize the influence of turbulence on traumatic hemolysis 
(SIGLER et al., 1963; REED and DUNN, 1964; MARSH, 1964; BRODEUR et al., 
1965; DE CESARE et al., 1965; VINER and FROST, 1965; PETZ and GOODMAN, 

9 C. T. in Pathology, Vol. 51 
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1966). According to GEHRMANN et at. (1966) transition of laminar into turbu
lent current occurs if Reynold's number (970 ± 80 for blood) is exceeded. 
Reynold's number is defined by the quotient of V (velocity of blood stream) 
times D (diameter of blood vessels) and n (viscosity of blood). Since n may be 
considered to be constant in all cases, V and D appear to determine the size 
of Reynold's number. If turbulence occurs, shear forces which develop at the 
interface between layers moving at different velocities rupture the erythro-
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Fig. 7. The relationship of the magnitude of regurgitant blood flow to the average fre
quency with which a cell is traumatized (TP). The proportion of regurgitation (P) is 
the fraction of total forward stroke volume which regurgitates in the succeeding diastole. 

(From RUBINSON et at., 1966) 

cytes' membranes and produce hemolysis (VINER and FROST, 1965; see further 
PO-TUN FOK and SCHUBOTHE, 1960). Turbulence may be of such extent that 
cavitation occurs, i.e. the development of spaces filled with gas which collapse. 
High quantities of energy are liberated by this procedure and destroy the 
erythrocytes (GEHRMANN et at., 1966, 1968). 

The rough surface of the prosthesis may also attribute to mechanical 
hemolysis (VINER and FROST, 1965). This is supported by the observation that 
in extracorporal circulation hemolysis produced in tubes with smooth inner 
surface is much less than in tubes with rough surface (STEWART and STUR
RIDGE, 1959). The same mechanism is effective in the collision of blood with 
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the rigid calcified valves during systole (VINER and FROST, 1965) and also 
when the erythrocytes are damaged by the force of impact of blood against 
the artificial heart valve (VINER and FROST, 1965; MARSH, 1964, 1966). Mecha
nical hemolysis further occurs when erythrocytes are squashed between the 
plastic ball and the steel basket of the Starr-Edwards prosthesis (GEHRMANN 
et al., 1966). 

A special mechanism of hemolysis has been discussed by BUCHER et al. 
(1965). They suppose that the specific hemodynamic conditions in anemias 
following implantation of valvular prostheses favor the activation of phospha
tidase A in blood plasma and by this the liberation of lysolecithin from the 
erythrocyte membrane. This is supported by their observation that erythro
cyte sedimentation rate is inhibited by plasma following mechanical hemo
lysis in vitro. 

If the many theories concerning the mechanism of hemolysis produced 
by valvular prostheses are summarized it appears most probable that mechani
cal hemolysis is the predominant pathogenic factor. One of the chief arguments 
in favor of this is the existence of fragmented erythrocytes in the blood of 
these patients combined with the lack of substantial evidence in favor of 
hemolysis due to chemical or immunological factors. 

Two additional factors may favor the development of mechanical hemo
lysis: 

1. Hemolysis is enhanced by physical exercise. On the other hand, it 
improves markedly if the patients are kept in bed (DE CESARE et al., 1965; 
MILLER et at., 1966). 

2. Hemosiderosis of the kidneys leads to hemosiderinuria (see below, 
p. 136). The loss of iron is the cause of iron deficiency anemia developing in 
these patients which is frequently aggravated by insufficient dietary intake of 
iron. The state of iron deficiency decreases the erythrocyte life span. Thus 
anemia is favored. Furthermore, anemia is followed by an increase of heart 
frequency, stroke and minute volume, and through this the chance for mecha
nical fragmentation of erythrocytes is increased (SANYL et al., 1964; REYNOLDS 
et al., 1967). In this way circuli vitiosi are produced which aggravate iron 
deficiency as well as hemolysis. 

5. Traumatic Hemolytic Anemia in Microangiopathy 
(Microangiopathic Hemolytic Anemia) 

a.) Thrombotic Thrombocytopenic Purpura (MOSCHCOWITZ) 

In 1953 MONROE and STRAUSS supposed that the fragments of erythrocytes 
observed in blood vessels and tissues of patients with thrombotic thrombocyto
penic purpura (TTP) might be the result of mechanical destruction in the 
obturated small vessels and that the hemolytic anemia common in this disease 
might be explained in this way. This was confirmed by ADELSON et al. (1954) 
in three cases. These authors observed numerous helmet cells, other types of 
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Fig. 8. Relationship between red-cell score and histological diagnosis in patients with 
microangiopathic hemolytic anemia. (From BRAIN et at., 1962) 

poikilocytes and spherocytes in the blood smear of patients with TTP. No 
data are given concerning hemosiderinuria or renal siderosis. 

A traumatic pathogenesis of the hemolytic anemia in TTP is also assumed 
by DAMESHEK (1964), VINER and FROST (1965), MCGARVEY et al. (1966) and 
STEVENSON and BAKER (1964). BRAIN et al. (1962) described 6 cases with 
typical fragmentocytes and helmet cells (Fig. 8). It is not clear whether hemo
siderinuria or renal siderosis was present in these patients or not. 

Our own series of cases of TTP comprises three patients in whom the 
kidneys could be investigated for the presence of hemosiderin. In 1 case 
hemosiderin was found. 
Case No. 10 

R. K., 45 y. old man. 
Clinical diagnosis: Intense intravascular hemolysis with numerous schistocytes. 

Thrombocytopenia (10,000 platelets/mm3). Normal plasma coagulation factors and 
fibrinogen (83 %), no evidence of consumption coagulopathy. Coombs test negative. 
Clinical diagnosis: Thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura? Evans-Duane syn
drome (acquired hemolytic anemia + immunothrombocytopenia)? 

Autopsy (5317/68): Numerous petechiae in the skin of the thorax, abdomen and 
extremities. Purpura cerebri. Petechiae in the mucous membranes of the stomach, 
ileum, colon, urinary bladder, right renal pelvis, subendocardial fatty tissue, endo
and myocardium. Microscopically microthrombi predominantly composed of plate-
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Fig. 9a-c. Obturation of small vessels in the myocardium (a) adrenal gland (b) and 
pituitary gland (c) in thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura. Case No. 10. a Hema

toxylin-eosin. band c Ladewig. 300 x 

lets in numerous organs incl. brain, heart, liver, kidney, adrenal glands and pituitary 
gland (posterior lobe), see Fig. 9. 

Kidneys: Normal size (300 g) . Hemorrhages and microthrombi see above. Very 
slight diffuse hemosiderosis of some epithelial cells of the proximal convoluted 
tubules near the surface. No granular siderosis of the proximal convoluted tubules 
or other parts of the nephron. 

To our knowledge this is the first case of TTP with renal siderosis published 
so far. Unquestionably the low degree of siderosis is explained by the short 
duration of the illness. In addition, the hemolysis might have been too small 
to produce significant hemoglobinuria. Haptoglobin was not estimated in 
this patient but it may be assumed that it was not completely saturated by 
the Hb appearing in the blood serum as a result of intravascular hemolysis. 

fJ) M icroangiopathic Hemolytic A nemia in other Diseases 

The relations between micro angiopathy including TTP and hemolysis 
were thoroughly studied by BRAIN et al. (1962) who introduced the term 
"microangiopathic hemolytic anemia" for these conditions. 

Hemolytic anemia was found in 25 out of 120 patients with microangio
pathy (acute or chronic renal failure: 113, TTP: 2, metastatic cancer: 5). 

b 

c 
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In these 25 cases the following diagnoses had been made: TIP (6), malignant 
hypertension (5), renal cortical necrosis (4), polyarteriitis nodosa (2), acute 
glomerulonephritis (2), disseminated lupus erythematodes (1), metastatic 
cancer (5). Changes of erythrocyte morphology were graded from 0 to 16. 
The type of vascular lesions was furthermore determined (arteriolar fibrinoid 
necrosis, necrotizing arteriitis, hyaline thrombi in arterioles and capillaries). 
Erythrocyte morphology was little disturbed in patients without vascular 
lesions, and the most severe alterations of the red blood cells were observed 
in the patients with prominent vascular changes. 

The results of BRAIN et al. show that traumatic hemolysis may be caused 
by vascular lesions of different origin and nature. Meanwhile they have been 
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Fig. 10. Plasma haemoglobin (e), urea (x) and radioactivity (0) during a generalized 
Shwartzman reaction resulting in renal cortical necrosis. 51 Cr labelled red cells trans
fused 90 minutes after second endotoxin injection. (From BRAIN and HOURIHANE, 1967, 

Fig. 5) 

confirmed by LANDAW (1964, for ref. see there) and by FORSHAW and HAR
WOOD (1966) in numerous cases. Among 327 cancer patients 17 (6%) had 
marked poikilocytosis (FORSHAW and HARWOOD, 1966). In 50% of the 
positive cases cancer of the stomach and intestine was present. 

Schistocytosis and plasma Hb-emia may be observed in rabbits with 
generalized Sanarelli-Shwartzman phenomenon (BRAIN and HOURIHANE, 
1967, Fig. 10). The authors consider that although the means by which intra
vascular hemolysis might be brought out remain uncertain, the experiments 
provide further evidence in support of the hypothesis that changes in small 
vessels may lead to hemolytic anemia. 

The papers cited above do not contain data concerning the hemosiderin 
content of the kidneys. 

I t could be anticipated from the results mentioned above that renal 
siderosis might occur in human cases of generalized Sanarelli-Shwartzman 
phenomenon and also in cases of peripheral circulatory failure with disseminated 
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intravascular coagulation (REMMELE and HARMS, 1968). Among 19 cases 
studied now, 1 child was found who demonstrated renal siderosis. 

Case No. 11 
S. E., 11 months old girl. 
Clinical diagnosis: Hemolytic-uremic syndrome following infection? Pleuro

pneumonia? Evans-Fisher syndrome? Fever of 40°C for 5 days. Macrohematuria, 
oliguria. Thrombocytes 5,OOO/mm3. 

Autopsy (S 233/65): Severe bronchopneumonia of the right upper lobe with 
pulmonary gangrene in the 2nd segment. Septic thrombophlebitis of the pulmonary 
vein with so-called white pulmonary infarction. Hemorrhagic effusion in the left 
pleural cavity. Dilatation of both ventricles. Numerous thrombi rich in fibrin within 
the capillaries of the glomerular tuft and pulmonary capillaries. Consumption 
coagulopathy ("Verbrauchskoagulopathie") with petechiae in the urinary bladder, 
urethra, renal cortex and medulla and capsule of the adrenal glands. - Diagnosis 
was either TTP or generalized SSP. The age of the infant and the clinical history 
may be considered to speak in favor of the assumption that the child died from 
generalized SSP. 

Kidneys: Apart from the changes caused by the coagulopathy itself (fibrin 
thrombi, hemorrhages) the kidneys show numerous casts within the tubules which 
give a diffuse positive Prussian blue reaction. The epithelial cells of the proximal 
convoluted tubules are tinged pale blue near the lumina. No granular siderosis of the 
epithelial cells. 

Three facts are suggested by this case: 1. Generalized SSP may be accom
panied by renal siderosis; 2. The hemolytic-uremic syndrome of childhood 
may be due to generalized SSP. 3. Bacterial endotoxin may cause anemia not 
only by suppression of bone marrow erythropoiesis (FRUHMAN, 1966) but also 
by peripheral destruction of erythrocytes. 

We have also tried to find hemosiderin in the kidneys of patients who died 
from metastatic cancer of the gastrointestinal tract, but we were not success
ful. 

c) Other Hemolytic Anemias 

Renal siderosis has been described in paroxysmal cold hemoglobinuria. 
SUSSMAN and KAYDEN (1948) observed a siderosis of the tubular contents as 
well as of the tubular epithelial cells. Siderosis was found predominantly 
within the epithelial cells of the distal convoluted tubules and Henle's loops. 
Another case has been reported by LEONARDI and RUOL (1960). The locali
zation of hemosiderin within the tubular apparatus is not given. 

Patients with hemoglobinuria due to cold hemagglutinins usually demon
strate no hemosiderinuria (STATS et al., 1948). In contrast to these authors 
SCHUBOTHE and ALTMANN (1950) found hemosiderin within the epithelial 
cells of the proximal convoluted tubules, the thick part of Henle's loops, the 
distal convoluted tubules and the cells of the glomerular tuft while the thin 
part of Henle's loops did not contain any hemosiderin (Fig. 11). 

LEONARDI and RUOL (1960) describes renal siderosis in some cases of 
chronic and acute autoimmune hemolytic anemia, thalassemia minor and hereditary 
spherocytosis. The precise localization of hemosiderin is not given. 
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Fragmentocytes were observed in a case of hemolytic anemia following 
treatment with sulfapyridine (STATS et al., 1948). It is not known whether the 
kidneys contained hemosiderin or not. 

A case of "hemolytic anemia coexistent with osteomyelosclerosis" with renal 
siderosis was described by SCHAUER (1961). Hemosiderosis was present in the 
proximal convoluted tubules and parts of Henle's loops while the glomeruli 
and the collecting tubules were free of hemosiderin. 

Fig. 11. Renal siderosis in hemoglobinuria due to cold hemagglutinins. (According to the 
description given by SCHUBOTHE and ALTMANN, 1950) 

E. Effects of Renal Siderosis 

1. Hemosiderinuria 

Normal blood plasma does not contain hemosiderin since hemosiderin is 
storage iron and not transport iron. If hemosiderin is found in the urine this 
is evidence for renal siderosis. Hemosiderin is demonstrated in urine by per
forming the Prussian blue reaction with the urinary sediment. At microscopical 
examination hemosiderin appears as blue-stained granules within renal 
epithelial cells, as amorphous sediment and, occasionally, as blue-pigmented 
tubular casts (CROSBY and DAMESHEK, 1951). 

Hemosiderinuria is usually found in chronic Hb-emia (CROSBY, 1955). 
CROSBY and DAMESHEK (1951) observed hemosiderinuria in every case showing 
hemoglobinemia. In general, the amount of hemosiderin in the urine varied 
with the concentration of plasma Hb. 

The only conditions without Hb-emia in which hemosiderinuria exists are 
primary and secondary hemochromatosis (CROSBY and DAMESHEK, 1951). 

It therefore seems clear that each cause of renal siderosis may simul
taneously lead to hemosiderinuria. Hemosiderinuria is fundamentally different 
from Hb-uria in so far as it is the result and not the cause of renal side
rosis. 
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2. Renal Function 

The majority of authors agrees that renal function is not impaired by 
renal siderosis (STATS etat., 1948; LEONARDI and RUOL, 1960; ROBERTS and 
MORROW, 1966; REYNOLDS et at., 1967). This is true even for the cases 
with a "blue kidney" (ROBERTS and MORROW, 1966; personal observation). 
It is difficult, of course, to differentiate the effects of Hb-uria and renal 
siderosis. If Hb-emia and Hb-uria continue to exist, impairment of renal 
function may well be produced by hemoglobinuria and not by renal siderosis. 

When hemolysis ceases hemosiderinuria may persist for some time. This 
observation strongly suggests that the urinary route of iron excretion is much 
more important than the possible route via the blood of the peritubular 
capillaries (ROBERTS and MORROW, 1966). 
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I. Introduction 
Anencephaly (cranioschisis) is the most representative example of a large 

heterogeneous group of developmental malformations characterized by ab
normalities of the central nervous system and surrounding mesodermal 
structures. Many of these malformations have been known since ancient times 
and today many can be reproduced experimentally either by the administra
tion of various teratogens or by mechanical means. Some of these malforma
tions, e.g. anencephaly (cranioschisis) and complete cranio-myeloschisis 
(craniorhachischisis) represent the most severe abnormalities known to man; 
others, e.g. localized open myeloschisis (rhachischisis) and meningomyelocele 
(cystic rhachischisis), although compatible with life, require extensive surgical 
and medical management; while still others, e.g. occult spina bifida (occult 
rhachischisis), characterized by localized vertebral defects, often escape 
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clinical detection. This review does not presume to cover a complete classifi
cation of these malformations since there are many intermediate morphologi
cal variations which are difficult to classify in one or the other group. It 
includes, however, the most representative examples of these malformations; 
furthermore, it points to the extraordinary structural differences existing 
among them and, it indicates the extremes of severity and the extent of the 
defects which can occur. This communication, which deals with the analysis 
of only these malformations, assumes that a clear understanding of their basic 
defects will help to comprehend better the defects which characterize the 
entire group. 

The morphological complexity, the structural diversity and the different 
connotation which these malformations have to different investigators 
(embryologists, anatomists, pathologists, teratologists, surgeons and other 
clinicians) have resulted in abundant, confusing and often contradictory 
literature. A survey of this literature or a discussion of the numerous theories 
advanced about the origin of these malformations and the reasoning behind 
them is a difficult taks beyond the scope of the present communication. It is 
hoped here to present a detailed analysis of the basic defects of the central 
nervous system and of the surrounding mesodermal structures which charac
terize these malformations, since once the nature of these defects is under
stood and the defects defined, one will be better prepared to discuss their 
origin and morphogenesis. 

Two facts common to all malformations of this group should be emphasized. 
First, the primary "injury" leading to them occurs very early in embryonic 
life, and second, this injury appears not to interfere with the subsequent 
intrauterine development, to maturity, of the affected embryo. Therefore, 
several developmental stages in the evolution of these malformations can be 
recognized and they must be considered in the evaluation of their basic defects. 
In the present study three main developmental stages are recognized in the 
embryonic evolution of these malformations: the early, the intermediate and 
the terminal stage. The early developmental stage follows, soon after the 
injury, occurs very early in embryonic life, and it coincides with the esta
blishment of the mesodermal skeleton of the affected embryo. This stage is 
the least understood and is the stage around which most controversies and 
discussions concerning these defects are centered. It is referred to as the 
"dysrhaphic" or the "mesodermal stage" in the evolution of these mal
formations. The intermediate developmental stage, of which little information 
is available, coincides with the establishment of the cartilaginous skeleton of 
the affected embryo. It is referred to as the "exencephalic" or the" carti
laginous stage" in the evolution of these malformations. The terminal develop
mental stage coincides with the establishment of the osseous skeleton of the 
affected embryo and is perhaps the best known, for material is more readily 
available from both human and experimentally induced malformations. It is 
referred to as the "anencephalic" or the "osseous stage" in the evolution 
of these malformations. 
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For the analysis of the basIc defects I propose a reverse developmental 
approach. In other words: a) to start with the investigation of the terminal 
stage which is better known and its defects are better defined and established; 
b) to continue with the investigation of the intermediate stage, and to discuss 
some new material; and c) to conclude with the investigation of the less defined 
and poorly understood changes of the early stages. 

Preceding the analysis of the embryonic evolution of these malformations 
it will be necessary to a) outline the status of our present knowledge on the 
origin of these malformations, and b) present some embryological considera
tions on the sequence of events leading to the closure of the neural folds in the 
mammalian embryo. 

II. Analysis and Critique of the Main Theories on the 
Origin of These Malformations 

Most of the theories expressed on the origin of these malformations, with 
few exceptions, could be grouped into one of two basic concepts. Either these 
malformations are the result of a reopening of a previously closed neural tube; 
or they are the result of a primary failure of closure of the neural tube. These 
two basic concepts, which are in a way opposing, were the first to be expressed. 
In 1769, MORGAGNI expressed the idea that imbalances of the cerebrospinal 
fluid, causing an excessive accumulation, could cause a reopening (rupture) 
of a previously closed neural tube. Later in 1886, VON RECKLINGHAUSEN 
expressed the idea that a primary failure of closure of the neural tube could 
result in these malformations. 

In spite of insufficient supportive experimental data, the idea of MOR
GAGNI still has today its ardent supporters (GARDNER, 1968; PADGET, 1968). 
KEEN (1962-1966), also favors the MORGAGNI interpretation of the origin of 
these malformations based on his analysis of the morphological defects of the 
skull in anencephaly. The fact that JELINEK (1960) was able to demonstrate 
that mechanical reopening of a closed neural tube can cause anencephaly in 
the chick would indicate that perhaps a modified MORGAGNI opinion, namely 
reopening of a previously closed neural tube, should be considered as one 
possible cause of the origin of some of these malformations. Such a reopening 
could be produced by direct mechanical means or it could be the result of the 
rupture of a localized area of necrosis as has been suggested to be the mecha
nism in radiation-induced malformations (WILSON et at., 1953). It should, 
however, be emphasized that in order to produce these severe malformations 
irradiation of embryos must take place very early in embryonic life and before 
the closure of the neural tube (HICKS and D'AMATO, 1966). These observations 
suggest that the necrosis described after radiation could be secondary to 
selective damage of certain cells affecting the embryonic tissues be/ore the 
closure of the neural tube. 

Primary failure of closure of the neural tube is today the most generally 
accepted concept concerning the origin of these malformations. Abundant 
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clinical and experimental data supported it, which conclude that the injury 
occurs before the closure of the neural tube and interferes with the normal 
process of closure. The arguments and the controversies are centered around 
which of the embryonic tissues is primarily affected to cause this failure of 
closure. In this respect the most generally accepted point of view is that the 
neuroectoderm is the primarily affected tissue and that the mesodermal 
(skeletal) abnormalities are secondary defects resulting from the lack of proper 
induction by the anomalous nervous system. A less generally accepted point 
of view is that the mesoderm is the primarily affected tissue and that the 
abnormalities of the central nervous system are the result of exposure of the 
unclosed and unprotected neuroectoderm. It should be emphasized that there 
are observations in the literature which favor either of these two opposing 
points of view. A re-evaluation of some of these observations is therefore 
indicated. 

The literature on this subject is abundant and extremely confusing and it 
is difficult to reconstruct from it any meaningful correlation of data. It is also 
difficult to find any agreement on the stage of embryonic development affected 
by the different teratogens or agreement on the critical periods for the induction 
of a given malformation. The confusion has resulted from the use, by the 
various investigators, of different experimental animals, different teratogens, 
as well as different methods and amount of teratogen administered, either 
once or several times during embryonic development. Likewise, because 
embryos were examined at different times after the teratogenic insult, it is 
difficult to correlate the findings reported. 

In most reports on clinical and experimental anomalies of this type the 
defect (unclosed neural tube) was fully established. The analysis of such 
material is of little help in ascertaining what the primary disturbance may have 
been. It has not been sufficiently emphasized in the study of these malforma
tions that alterations in the neuroectoderm and in the mesoderm can occur 
following the failure of closure of the neural tube, nor that they can be the 
consequence of exposure rather than the cause. If one enforces strictly a delay 
between the administration of the teratogen (preferably in a single dose of a 
standard amount) and observation of the results to a few hours this would 
enhance a careful evaluation of the data. There are observations in the litera
ture indicating that light microscopic pathological changes are detectable 
from 6 to 10 hours after the administration of a single dose of vitamin A; 
perhaps even earlier changes could be detected with the electronmicroscope. 

The nature of the so-called "primary" alterations of either the neuro
ectoderm or of the mesoderm which are cited in support of the two different 
points of view concerning the origin of these malformations should be evaluated 
with these ideas in mind. It should be emphasized that in the study of early 
developmental stages in these malformations one should be able to ascertain 
which are the primary targets of the insult. It is possible that these lead to 
secondary events, perhaps much more spectacular (e.g. failure of closure of 
the neural tissue) and that at some stage of development the primary and 
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secondary alterations might overlap. It is then that a distinction of what is 
primary and secondary may be difficult. 

The fact that JELINEK has been able to produce anencephaly by mechanical 
reopening of a previously closed neural tube would indicate that neither 
primary alterations in the neuroectoderm nor in the mesoderm were necessary 
to induce the malformation. Furthermore, his study indicates that the defects 
of the central nervous system and of the mesodermal structures encountered 
later in the evolution of the malformations, induced in this manner, are best 
explained as the consequences of the reopening of the neural tube. I would 
like to point out, however, that the malformations induced by mechanical 
means differ fundamentally in their origin and morphogenesis from those 
considered here. 

In view of the observations just reviewed one can conclude the following: 
a) the exposure of the neuroectoderm and of the mesoderm which result 
either from the reopening of a previously closed neural tube, or from a primary 
failure of closure leads to early alterations in these tissues; b) these alterations 
of the neuroectoderm and of the mesoderm might explain some of the basic 
defects of the central nervous system and skeletal structures seen; c) these 
alterations are perhaps not the cause of the primary failure of closure of the 
neural tube; and d) the cause of the primary failure of closure of the neural 
tube, remains unknown. 

III. Embryological Considerations on the 
Closure of the Neural Tube 

One of the most important events in the development of the embryo is 
the closure of the neural tube. We have seen that primary failure of closure or 
a secondary reopening of it can lead to various types of malformations cha
racterized by defects in the central nervous system and in the surrounding 
mesodermal structures. A clear understanding of the sequence of events 
leading to the closure of the neural tube and of the participation of the different 
cellular components is a necessary prerequisite for the comprehension of these 
malformations. The closure of the neural tube proper (neuroectoderm) re
presents only one of the events of a complex embryonic process in which other 
cellular structures participate. This complex process begins with the approxi
mation and the fusion of the neural folds and includes the closure of the sur
face ectoderm, the neuroectoderm and the mesoderm. During this time the 
neural crest cells begin to appear, to proliferate, and to migrate. The sequence 
of events beginning with the apposition of the neural folds to the complete 
closure of all cellular components have been investigated in the golden hamster 
(Fig. 1). It consists, at a given time and embryonic region, of the following 
steps: a) fusion of the neural folds at the level of the presumptive neural crest 
cells which are not yet morphologically recognizable; b) active proliferation of 
the neural crest cells (now morphologically recognizable) with their forming a 
wedge between the lips of the partially closed neural folds; c) fusion and 
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Fig. 1 A - H. Camera lucida drawings of the sequence of events in the closure of neural 
folds in the golden hamster. The drawings were ma de from eight selected cuts of a serially 
sectioned embryo. The embryo was 8 days and 5 hours old. A Approaching neural folds. 
B Contact of the neural folds at the level of the presumptive neural crest cells. C Fusion 
and closure of the surface ectoderm. D and E Active proliferation of neural crest cells 
forming a distinctive wedge. F Fusion of the neuroectoderm beginning at the ependymal 
surface and progressing dorsally (G) until its complete closure. The fusion and closure 
of the neuroectoderm coincides with a diminution in the number of neural crest cells 
in the region. H Terminal stage of the process of closure with the formation of a space 
between the ectoderm and the neuroectoderm occupied by migrating mesodermal cells. 
Preceding the process of closure the neural folds must undergo a progressive growth 
(elevation) up to the point of apposition and fusion. A failure in the formation of the 
neura l folds or a failure to achieve the required elevation will result in primary fa ilure 

of closure 
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closure of the surface ectoderm establishing a continuous layer; d) progressive 
diminution of the number of neural crest cells due to their active migration 
to the periphery; e) fusion of the neuroectoderm beginning at the ependymal 
surface and progressing dorsally until its complete closure; and f) formation 
of a space between the surface ectoderm and the closed neuroectoderm, soon 
to be occupied by migrating mesodermal cells. In the hamster there is a great 
deal of variation from one region of the embryo to another in the time required 
to complete this process, the amount of embryonic tissue involved in it, the 
number of neural crest cells formed, and the separation between the closures 
of the ectoderm from that of the neuroectoderm. It is quite possible that 
species differences may also exist among the different animals. These differ
ences should be determined and considered in the study and analysis of 
experimentally-induced malformations. 

All the cellular components of the neural folds (neural crest cells, surface 
ectoderm, neuroectoderm and mesoderm) participate in the process of closure. 
The concept that failure of closure of the neural tube involves only the failure 
of the neuroectoderm (neural tube proper) is erroneous. This concept should 
be exchanged for a more general one, namely that the process of closure is a 
complex phenomenon in which all the cellular components of the neural folds 
actively participate, resulting not only in the closure of the neuroectoderm 
(neural tube proper) but also in the closure of the ectoderm and mesoderm. 
Also, that important and reciprocal inductive functions exist between all the 
cellular components, and that one cannot consider any of them without 
reference to the others. In view of the notochordal alterations described in these 
malformations the interrelationship between it and the process of closure 
should also be considered. 

One more aspect to be considered in the process of closure which is seldon 
analysed or discussed is the formation of the neural folds themselves. The 
neural folds become apparent late in the presomite and early in the somite 
stages of the embryo as slightly elevated structures marking the lateral 
boundaries of the neural groove. They grow rapidly by continuous elevation 
and a progressive increase in the number of their supporting mesodermal cells. 
The growth (elevation) of the neural folds progresses until apposition, fusion 
and closure occur. The supporting mesodermal cells of the neural folds pro
liferate in situ but many derive from the chordomesodermal system. If the 
neural folds fail to develop of if they fail to grow progressively because of an 
insufficient number of mesodermal cells, they will not reach the stage for 
apposition and fusion which then results in a primary failure of closure. In 
such a case, it would not be necessary to postulate neuroectodermal or late 
mesodermal alterations to explain the primary failure of closure, although 
these alterations in the neuroectoderm and in the mesoderm are necessary 
to explain the basic defects of the central nervous system and of the skeletal 
structures which characterize these malformations. These alterations could 
be the direct consequences of the failure of closure, namely exposure of these 
tissues to amniotic fluid. The reduction of mesodermal cells and the noto-
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chordal alterations described in the early stages of these malformations give 
support to this idea of primary chordomesodermal alterations causing the 
primary failure of closure. A clear understanding of this important embryonic 
phenomenon will help considerably in a better understanding of the origin and 
nature of these malformations. 

IV. Analysis of the Developmental Stages of the Embryonic 
Evolution of these Malformations 

The basic defects of the central nervous system and of the surrounding 
mesodermal (skeletal) structures will be analyzed and described separately 
starting with the terminal stages of these malformations. 

1. Anencephalic or Osseous Stage 
Central Nervous System (CNS) Defects. Little need be said about the 

basic defects of the eNS at this developmental stage. All the exposed areas 
of the eNS (the brain in anencephaly, the brain and the spinal cord in com
plete myeloschisis and the spinal cord in localized myeloschisis) depict the 
end result of a progressive degenerative process which started earlier during 
embryonic development. The exposed tissues of the eNS are transformed into 
the so-called areas cerebro- or medullo-vasculosa (Figs.2c and 7). These 
amorphous areas consist of hemorrhagic masses of fibrovascular tissue with 
scattered nervous elements. The latter are composed mainly of glial cells with 
an occasional, but rare, recognizable neuron. There are no recognizable anato
mical structures, the focal areas of surviving nervous elements having escaped 
degeneration perhaps due to the development of some vascular independence. 

A striking feature of these anomalies is that regardless of their type, those 
eNS structures that are exposed tend to undergo extensive degenerative 

Fig. 2a and b. Anterior and posterior views of human exencephaly with cervical and 
high dorsal myeloschisis (intermediate or cartilaginous stage in the evolution of these 
malformations). This 14 week old fetus was the product of a spontaneous abortion. 
Notice the low set ears, the prominent and elevated nose and maxilla (monkey's face), 
the protruding tongue and the short neck (retarded longitudinal growth of the affected 
vertebral region). The brain is prominent, protruding, apparently overdeveloped and 
covered by fragments of meningeal tissue. The failure of closure of the brain occurs 
somewhere between the III ventricle and the acqueduct both of which communicate 
with the exterior (see Fig. 9). The cortex (everted), the thalamus, the cerebellum and the 
mid-brain structures were recognizable and their development and histological differen
tiation was considered to be within normal limits. The holes in the back of the specimen 

were accidentally produced. (Compare with Fig. 2C) 

Fig. 2c. Posterior view of human anencephaly with cervico-dorso-Iumbar myeloschisis 
(terminal or osseous stage in the evolution of these malformations). Compare with 
Fig. 2a and b. It illustrates the areas cerebro- and medullo-vasculosas. Notice the short 
neck and the lordotic position of the affected vertebral column (retarded longitudinal 
growth). The severity of the vertebral defects suggests a failure in the formation of the 

neural folds 



Fig. 2d. Superior view of the cartilaginous skeleton of the base of the skull from the case 
shown in Fig. 2a and b. It illustrates the failure of closure of the neurocranium, the 
absence of a cranial cavity and of a foramen magnum. Note also the cervical schisis. 
Notice the reduction of the antero-posterior diameter of the base of the skull. (Key: 
F Frontal,S Sphenoid, T Temporal, 0 Occipital, V Vertebral arches of the dorsal region) 

Fig.2e. Detail of some of the cartilaginous "bones" of the skull of human exencephaly 
(Fig. 2d). F Frontal bone which is represented only by its orbital portions. 5 Sphenoid 
bone showing rudimentary lesser wings, stunted greater wings, marked reduction of its 
transverse diameter, and large pterygoid processes (not visible but which are deviated 
anteriorly). T Temporal bones with stunted petrous portions and rudimentary squamas. 
o Occipital bone composed of a basilar portion and two lateral ones with rudimentary 

squamas. P Rudimentary parietals bones 
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changes, while those that are enclosed and protected by mesoderm are gene
rally normally formed. In cases of simple anterior anencephaly in which the 
foramen magnum and the planum nuchale of the squama occipitalis are formed, 
the cerebellum and the mid-brain structures are protected and intact, while the 
remainder of the brain is destroyed. In complete anencephaly in which the 
foramen magnum is not formed the cerebellum and the midbrain structures 
are totally destroyed. Cases of anencephalic human monsters have been 
reported with small defects (GAMPER, 1926) in which large portions of the 
brain are protected and therefore intact, thus permitting a longer survival 
(weeks) of these infants. In such cases the intact areas of the brain appear to 
be well developed and function normally. In anencephaly the peripheral 
portions of the cranial nerves which are well protected distal to the cranial 
cavity are" intact" but their proximal, intracranial and unprotected portions 
are totally destroyed. The eyes in anencephaly are usually normal, or show 
minor changes, and the optic nerves are intact up to the point of entrance into 
the cranial cavity where they are no longer recognizable. In craniorhachi
schisis (anencephaly with partial or complete myeloschisis) the peripheral 
portions of the spinal nerves which are protected are "intact" while the 
proximal unprotected portions are destroyed. It should be pointed out that the 
peripheral portions of the cranial and spinal nerves can easily be dissected 
out and one can demonstrate their normal anatomical distributions. Although 
the peripheral portions of these nerves are usually considered as "intact", 
they are composed only of their afferent elements. The efferent portions have 
degenerated as a result of the destruction of their nucleus of origin in the 
exposed brain or spinal cord. The spinal ganglia are frequently intact and their 
neurons remain recognizable perhaps because of their origin from neural crest 
cells which, as a rule, are not affected in these malformations. In summary 
then the basic defects of the CNS at the anencephalic stage are characterized 
by destruction of exposed areas and preservation of the protected structures 
with indications that the protected areas are well developed and apparently 
function normally. 

Skeletal Defects. In anencephaly the skull as a whole (Fig. 6) is characterized 
by the lack of a proper cranial cavity and by reduction of its transverse dia
meter and marked reduction of the antero-posterior or longitudinal diameters. 
These skulls are incompetent to lodge and protect the developing brain. It 
is important to recall the embryological differences of origin and of evolution 
between the bones of the face (viscerocranium), the bones of the cranial 
vault (membranous neurocranium) and the bones of the base of the skull 
(chondrocranium). These differences help to explain the different behavior 
of these bones in these malformations. 

At this late stage in the evolution of these malformations the skeletal 
defects are well established and can be readily investigated. These prominent 
and characteristic skeletal defects (Fig. 3) have not received sufficient atten
tion, for they have generally been considered to be secondary to the anomalous 
CNS. Study of these skeletal defects indicates, however, that perhaps some 
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could be the result of early mesodermal alterations. Analysis of the skeletal 
defects of the head in these malformations (Figs. 3, 4 and 6) has demonstrated 
that all the bones are not equally affected. Some are abnormal in position, 
others are rudimentary, while still others are fundamentally abnormal. The 
bone:c of the face (Fig. 4) depict only anomalous positions (slight posterior 
rotation) and reduction of their transverse diameter. This is well represented 
by the defects of the maxilla and mandible. The reconstruction demonstrates 
that their defects are the result of their articulation with the more basically 
abnormal sphenoid and temporal bones of the base of the skull. The typical 
facial appearance of human (Fig. 2A and B) and of experimentally-induced 
anencephaly (Fig. 8), i.e. elevated and pointed nose, shortness and elevation 
of the maxilla and protruding tongue, are the result of these defects of the 
facial bones. The bones of the calvarium (cranial vault) (Fig. 4), the frontal, 
the parietals and the squamae of the temporals and of the occipital, are all 
present but represented by small or rudimentary bony fragments. Since no 
completely formed membranous neurocranium ever existed on these mal
formations, the defects of these bones appear to be the result of the primary 
schisis. The rudimentary size of these bones represent the "amount" of 
membranous neurocranium left behind by the primary schisis and they 
reflect indirectly its size. In some of these malformations there appears to be 
some degree of secondary collapse of the membranous neurocranium which 
indicates that the size of the bones of the calvarium is perhaps smaller than the 
amount of membranous neurocranium available primarily. These bones also 
show anomalous positions resulting from their articulation with the abnormal 
bones of the base of the skull. In some cases of anencephaly the frontal bone 
is rotated posteriorly and collapsed, which is typical only of the terminal 
stage of the malformation. This anomalous position appears to be the result 
of secondary collapse following the destruction of the brain. 

The bones of the base of the skull (Fig. 4) are fundamentally abnormal in 
these malformations. The morphological differences between the structure of 
these and normal bones is indeed remarkable. The petrous portions of the 
temporal bones in anencephaly are stunted structures in which it is difficult 
to identify anatomical features. The ossicles inside the otic cavities on the 

Fig. 4. Reproduction of the entire skeleton of the heads of a normal (left) and of an 
anencephalic (complete form) infant (right) to illustrate and to compare the basic skeletal 
defects of these malformations. The following bones, starting from the left upper corner, 
are shown: the parietals and the squama of the occipital which in anencephaly is represent
ed by two fragments; the basilar portion of the occipital with its two lateral portions; 
the temporals with rudimentary squamas in anencephaly and the sphenoid; the ossicles, 
the zygomatics and the maxilla with the vomer and the palatines; the lateral masses 
of the ethmoid and the turbinate bones; and the frontals, the lacrimals, the mandible 
and the two nasals. The rudimentary size of the bones of the cranial vault (neurocranium), 
the normal but narrow bones of the facial skeleton (viscerocranium), and the fundamental 
defects of the bones of the base of the skull (chondrocranium) are illustrated. The teeth 

in anencephaly are normal 
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Fig. SA-E*. Reproduction (india-ink drawing) of the sphenoid bones of: A Normal 
infant to use for comparison. B Simple anterior anencephaly. C Complete anencephaly. 
D Anencephaly with partial myeloschisis; and E Anencephaly with complete myelo
schisis. These illustrate the structural similarity of these bones in the various forms of 
this malformation . The fundamental defects consist of: rudimentary lesser wings, stunted 
and contracted greater wings, long pterygoid processes deviated anteriorly and obliquely, 
prominent and ossified rostrum, and marked reduction of the transverse diameter of 

the bone 

other hand, are normal, perhaps because they have a different embryonic 
origin related more to the viscerocranium than to the chondrocranium, being 
the former not basically affected. The structural defects of the sphenoid bone 
in the various forms of anencephaly (Fig. 5) are the best examples of the 

* Acknowledgement. I wish to express my sincere gratitude to Mrs. V ALMA PAGE 

for contributing the illustrations used for Figures 5 A-E. 
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Fig. 6. Skeleton of the head of a human complete anencephaly similar tothe one repro
duced in Fig. 4. The mandible is absent. It illustrates the anomalous position of the 
facial bones, the abnormal configuration of the base of the skull, the lack of a cranial 
cavity and reduction of the antero-posterior diameter of the base of the skull. The carti
laginous sphenoid-occipital articulation has been removed for study of notochordal 
abnormalities. [From MARIN-PADILLA, M.: Study of the skull in human cranioschisis. 

Acta anat. 62,1-20 (1965), reproduced with permission] 

Fig. 7. Three examples of vertebral defects of human craniorhachischisis (anencephaly 
with partial or complete myeloschisis). The first two illustrate the area medullo vasculosa 
the intact spinal ganglia (arrows), and the defects of the vertebral neural arches. The 
last vertebrae represent a severely affected one. It has two centers of ossification, two 
notochordal rests (arrows) and severe antero-lateral deviation of its neural arches. 
[From MARIN-PADILLA, M.: Study of the vertebral column in human craniorhachischisis. 
The significance of the notochordal alterations. Acta anat. 63, 32-48 (1966), reproduced 

with permission] 
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Fig. 7 

11 C. T. in Pathology, Vol. 51 
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severe deviation from the normal encountered in these malformations. Analysis 
of the sphenoid bones of simple anterior anencephaly, of complete anence
phaly, of anencephaly with partial myeloschisis and of anencephaly with 
complete myeloschisis have demonstrated the extraordinary similarity of their 
basic defects in spite of the great dissimilarity of the associated eNS defects. 
It is difficult to explain the structural similarities of these sphenoid bones as 
secondary to such varied anomalous states of the eNS (lack of proper in
duction). This observation has suggested the possible existence of early, 
perhaps chordomesodermal alterations which affect the formation of the 
chondrocranium in these malformations. The defects of the temporal and 
occipital bones are similar in the various forms of anencephaly. 

The analysis of the vertebral defects in craniorhachischisis (Fig. 7) (an
encephaly with partial or complete myeloschisis) has demonstrated that there 
are significant differences between the defects of the neural arches and those 
of the vertebral bodies (vertebral axis). The neural arches are separated, with 
lateral or antero-lateral deviation; they are small and rudimentary in most 
instances. The defects of the neural arches are believed to be the result of the 
primary schisis. Their size, lateral deviation and separation reflect indirectly 
the size and the extent of the primary schisis. The defects of the vertebral 
bodies appear to me to be more basic. They consist of abnormally shaped 
bodies containing irregular centers of ossification which are often duplicated 
or in anomalous positions. Notochordal abnormalities are frequently encoun
tered in association with the abnormal vertebral bodies in craniorhachischisis. 
The most frequently described notochordal abnormalities are: anomalous 
location (anterior, posterior or lateral) of notochordal rests in the vertebral 
bodies, and anomalous branches of notochordal tissue simulating partial or 
localized duplications. The origin and the nature of these notochordal ab
normalities in craniorhachischisis remain unknown. However, their association 
with the defects of the vertebral axis has been considered to be an indication 
of the possible existence of early, perhaps chordomesodermal, alterations 
affecting the formation of the axial skeleton. The vertebral column in cranio
rhachischisis (Fig. 7) is characterized by the lack of a proper spinal cavity 
and, therefore, it is considered to be incompetent to lodge and protect the 
developing spinal cord. It is also characterized by a reduction of the longi
tudinal diameter (growth) of affected regions. 

In summary, the skeletal defects at the terminal stages of these malforma
tions are of various types, some are directly related to the primary schisis, 
others appear to be the result of their articulation with basically abnormal 
bones, while still others appear to be primarily affected as a result of possible 
early chordomesodermal alterations. 

In experimental animals with a short gestation like the hamster, the 
terminal or anencephalic stages of these malformations are practically never 
seen. In the rat, however, having a longer gestation, anencephaly is frequently 
found at the time of birth. GIROUD and MARTINET (1957) have described in 
great detail the eNS defects of exencephaly and anencephaly in the rat. They 
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Fig. 8. Examples of vitamin A induced exencephaly and exencephaly with lumbo
sacral myeloschisis in the hamster. To illustrate the typical facial features: elevation of 
the nose and the maxilla, and protruding tongue . The brain and spinal cord are unclosed 

and prominent 

have demonstrated the relationship of these defects as two stages in the 
evolution of the same basic abnormality. In experimentally induced anence
phaly all exposed areas of the CNS are destroyed and the protected ones are 
not only intact, but considered normal. The development of the CNS in spite 
of the lack of closure is considered to be normal and the degeneration secon
dary to exposure. 

The analysis of the skeletal structures of the head in experimentally in
duced anencephaly in hamsters (Fig. 9) has demonstrated that the skull as a 
whole lacks a proper cranial cavity and its transverse, and particularly its 
anteroposterior diameters, are markedly reduced. It is, therefore, primarily 
incompetent to lodge and protect the developing brain which protrudes pro
minently (exencephaly) (Fig. 8) and depicts superficial but progressive de
generation. Analysis of the facial bones discloses posterior rotation causing 
the anterior elevation of the snout which is so typical for the affected hamsters. 
The facial bones also depict a slight reduction of the transverse diameter 
resulting from their articulation with the narrow base of the skull. The bones 
of the calvarium are small and rudimentary, but all are identifiable. Their 
size reflects the extent of the primary schisis. The cartilaginous nature of the 
skeleton of the hamster at the time of birth makes it very difficult to analyze 
the individual bones. However, the overall skeletal defects appear to be 

11* 
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Fig. 9. Sagittal section of the heads of a normal (above) and of an exencephalic hamster 
(below) induced experimentally with vitamin A (the normal hamster is a newborn and the 
abnormal one was obtained one day prior to delivery). To illustrate the abnormal eleva
tion of the nose and the maxilla, the marked reduction of longitudinal diameter of the 
base of the skull, the protruding brain squeezed out of the incompetent cranial cavity 
and the site of the failure of closure located somewhere between the III ventricle and 
the acqueduct. (Key: 1 Mandible, 2 Tongue, 3 Maxilla, 4 Palate, 5 Pharynx, 6 Pituitary 
gland, 7 Olfactory bulb under the everted neocortex, 8 The III ventricle and the acque
duct (both of which communicate with the exterior indicating the site of primary failure 
of closure), 9 Cerebellum, 10 Choroid plexus, 11 IV ventricle, 12 Basilar portion of the 

sphenoid 
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similar to those described in the human malformations (Figs. 3, 4 and 9). 
Analysis of experimentally induced (vitamin A) lumbo-sacral myeloschisis 
(Figs. 8 and 10) has demonstrated identical skeletal defects to those described 
in human craniorhachischisis (Fig. 7). 

2. Exencephalic or Cartilaginous Stage 
These malformations, in spite of the extent and the severity of the funda

mental defects, are perfectly compatible with intrauterine life. The majority 
of human cases described are encountered at the time of birth and they are, 
therefore, at the terminal or anencephalic stage of the malformations. Few 
cases have been reported in the literature of the intermediate or cartilaginous 
stages of the malformations in man. HUNTER (1935) described a case of simple 
exencephaly recovered from a tubal pregnancy. A case of exencephaly with 
cervical and high dorsal myeloschisis (Fig. 2A and B) obtained from a spon
taneous abortion, is discussed and analyzed here. Human exencephaly is 
characterized by an unclosed skull with protruding, partially everted and 
apparently overdeveloped brain and by severe skeletal defects of the head 
and of the affected vertebral regions. Exencephaly thus represents an earlier 
developmental stage of anencephaly. 

eNS Defects. The analysis of the brain and the spinal cord (when affected) 
in human exencephaly has demonstrated that in spite of the failure to close 
it has undergone a normal development. Anatomical structures are recognized, 
and are reported as histologically normal or having only minor variations. The 
thalamus, the cranial and spinal nerves and their nuclei or origin, the cere
bellum and the mid-brain structures are reported as normal. The optic cups, 
nerves, chiasm and tracts, as well as the cochlear and vestibular portions of the 
otic system are also reported as normal anatomically and histologically. 
However, some abnormalities in the lamination of the neocortex (reversion of 
the order) and superficial focal degeneration have been reported in human 
exencephaly. The brain is partially covered by fragments of meningeal tissue 

Fig.lOA-H. Selected sections from a single hamster (13 days old) with vitamin A 
induced lumbo-sacral myeloschisis (rhachischisis). A SectIOn above the defect showing 
normal spinal cord, normal closure of the vertebral neural arches, but an abnormal 
vertebral body with a large notochordal rest deviated toward the left side. B Section 
above but closer to the defect showing normal spinal cord, abnormal separation of the 
vertebral neural arches (occult spina bifid a) and abnormal vertebral body with a large 
notochordal rest deviated toward the right side. C and D Sections closer to the defect 
showing occult spina bifida and meningocele, vertebral and notochordal defects (arrow) 
and the beginning of the failure of closure (D). E and F Section through the defect 
showing open myeloschisis and rhachischisis. G Section through the defects showing 
complete absence of the vertebrae and notochordal duplication. H Enlargement of the 
enclosed area of G to illustrate the notochordal duplication (arrows). These sections 
illustrate the severity of the defects of the vertebral axis and the notochordal alterations 
which are considered to be the result of early chordomesodermal disturbances affecting 
the formation of the axial skeleton in these malformations and not the consequenc of 

the CNS defects (H.E X 10; H. X 40) 
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Fig. lOA-D (Legend see p. 165) 
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Fig. lOE-H (Legend see p. 165) 
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(Fig.2A and B). The typical protrusion and apparent overdevelopment of 
the brain in exencephaly (Fig. 2A and B) appear to be due to the lack of a 
suitable cranial cavity to lodge it (Fig. 2D). It is the result of the brain being 
progressively squeezed out of the incompetent cranial cavity during its own 
progressive development. 

Skeletal System. Analysis of the defects of the cartilagenous skeleton of 
the head in exencephaly (Fig. 2D and E) has demonstrated the same type of 
basic abnormalities encountered in anencephaly. This is not surprising since 
the osseous skeleton of anencephaly may be considered as an ossified replica 
of the cartilaginous skeleton of exencephaly. The facial bones in exencephaly 
depict only anomalies of position and reduction of the transverse diameter. 
The bones of the calvarium are small and rudimentary but all can be identi
fied. The bones of the base of the skull are fundamentally abnormal and of 
these, the defects of the sphenoid bone are noteworthy (Fig. 2 D and E). 
This bone is characterized by small stunted lesser wings, contracted and small 
greater wings, prominent and long pterygoid processes in an antero-oblique 
position and by a prominent rostrum. These defects are identical to those of 
the sphenoid bone in anencephaly and they are considered as a prominent 
and distinct feature of these malformations. The skull in exencephaly lacks a 
suitable cranial cavity and its transverse and antero-posterior diameters are 
greatly reduced. The analysis of the affected vertebrae has demonstrated the 
same basic defects encountered in the terminal stages of these malformations. 

3. Dysrhaphic or Mesodermal Stage 
The early stages of these malformations in both human and experimental 

animals are characterized by an unclosed neuroectoderm (Dysrhaphism) and 
by mesodermal alterations affecting primarily the unsegmented mesoderm. 
The dysrhaphic defect may be localized in the cephalic or in the caudal region, 
or it may involve the entire dorsal aspect of the embryo. 

eNS Defects. The unclosed, slightly everted neuroectoderm of very young 
affected embryos shows normal development and histological differentiation. 
In somewhat older embryos it might depict some degree of folding and an 
apparent over-development. These changes must be evaluated in relation to 
the surrounding mesodermal structures which already begin to show some 
degree of underdevelopment and collapse, especially noticeable in the cephalic 
region of the embryos. These changes become more accentuated as the affected 
embryo grows, and marked apparent overgrowth and folding have then been 
described. Cellular hypoplasia and focal superficial areas of degeneration have 
also been reported in the unclosed neuroectoderm, more frequently in older 
embryos. 

Skeletal System. Mesodermal alterations have been described in the early 
dysrhaphic stages in both human and experimentally induced malformations. 
In young embryos alterations are found usually in the unsegmented mesoderm, 
especially in the cephalic region, while in older embryos the somites also 
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show alterations. The alterations described in the unsegmented mesoderm 
consist of a loose arrangement of cells as well as a reduction in their number. 
These changes are invariably accompanied by the accumulation of extra
cellular fluid (edema). In older embryos the rarefication of the mesodermal 
cells and the amount of accumulated extracellular fluid increase and collapse 
of the mesodermal tissue becomes apparent. In older embryos a reduction in 
the number of somitic cells and focal somite necrosis have been reported. Also, 
in older embryos, notochordal alterations (anomalies of position, anomalous 
branches, localized or partial duplication) are frequently found. It should once 
more be emphasized that all of these changes have been reported both in 
human and in experimentally induced malformations. 

Some final coments should be made about the less severe form of these 
malformations, the spina bifida occulta or occult rhachischisis. In essence this 
malformation is characterized by a normally closed neural tube and by verte
bral defects which are related structurally to those encountered in the most 
severe forms of the malformations here discussed. Several clinical types of 
spina bifida are known, those with normal spinal cord, with ectodermal 
sinuses, with meningocele, with meningomyelocele, to mention only the most 
common. In all these cases vertebral defects are found which gives further 
support to the idea that there are early mesodermal alterations in these mal
formations which are considered primary and not secondary to the eNS 
defects as in generally believed. A sequential analysis of an experimentally 
induced myeloschisis illustrating the evolution, extent, types of defects and 
notochordal alterations is depicted in Fig. 10. The fact that in spina bifid a 
occult a (Fig. 10B), the spinal cord is closed and normal, but the vertebra 
affected are abnormal is perhaps the strongest argument in favor of the 
existance of early chordomesodermal alterations in these malformations. 

V. Discussion 
The present analysis has attempted to indicate that in the malformations 

under discussion there are characteristic defects in both the eN S and the 
skeletal (mesodermal) structures throughout their entire embryonic develop
ment. The primary defect of the eNS is the failure of closure of the neuro
ectoderm, which necessarily also involves the failure of closure of the dorsal 
ectoderm and of the mesoderm. The unclosed neuroectoderm, although 
apparently capable of normal development and histological differentiation, 
undergoes a progressive degenerative process leading eventually to the total 
destruction of all its exposed and unprotected areas. From the very early 
stages on and through the entire evolution of these malformations the eNS 
is not properly lodged in a suitable cranial or spinal cavity. This fact explains 
the apparent overdevelopment and folding of the eNS which is so characte
ristic of the early and intermediate stages of these malformations. There are 
indications that the protected and unexposed structures of the eNS are 
functionally and histologically normal. This gives support to the idea that 
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there are no primary alterations of the neuroectoderm but that the eNS 
anomalies are secondary due to failure of closure. It is concluded that there 
are various and distinct types of skeletal (mesodermal) defects in these malfor
mations, some of which are very unlikely the result of the lack of proper 
induction by the anomalous eNS. 

Three distinct types of skeletal (mesodermal) defects characterize these 
malformations: 1) The primary failure which involves the neuroectoderm, the 
ectoderm and the mesoderm which could explain the defects of the bones of 
the calvarium and of the neural arches of the vertebrae since a completely 
formed membranous neurocranium never existed in these malformations. The 
rudimentary size of these bones reflects the size of the primary schisis. 2) The 
facial bones (viscerocranium) are not primarily affected, they are not struc
turally abnormal and only depict anomalous position resulting from their 
adaptation to the abnormal bones of the base of the skull. The reduction of 
the transverse diameter of the facial bones results from their adaptation to 
the abnormally narrow base of the skull. 3) The bones of the chondrocranium 
and of the vertebral axis (vertebral bodies) are severely affected. They not 
only show structural anomalies but fail to develop suitable cranial and spinal 
cavities for the lodging of the developing eNS. The chondrocranium shows 
slight reduction of its transverse diameter from the early stages and marked 
reduction of its longitudinal diameter. A reduction of the longitudinal growth 
of the affected vertebral column is also a distinct feature. The pronounced 
lordosis of the head and vertebral column are the result of the retarded longi
tudinal growth of these structures in relation to the normal growth of the 
remainder of the embryonic body. The skeletal defects of the chondrocranium 
and of the vertebral axis are considered to be related to the early mesodermal 
alterations in affected embryos. These, so far the earliest detectable changes 
seen to date, consist mainly of a reduction in the number of mesodermal cells 
and in the accumulation of extracellular fluid in the unsegmented mesoderm. 
A reduction in the number of available mesodermal cells could explain the 
anomalous size of the base of the skull and the failure of the axial skeleton 
to achieve a normal longitudinal growth. 

While accumulation of extracellular fluid and mesodermal collapse, which 
have also been described in the secondary reopening of a previously closed 
neural tube (KLIKA and JELINEK, 1961), could be explained as being secon
dary to the exposure of the mesoderm which follows the primary failure of 
closure; the reduction, shrinkage and rarefication of cells in the unsegmented 
mesoderm may well be the result of even earlier undefined disturbances in the 
chordomesodermal system. The fundamental defects of the axial skeleton 
(chondrocranium and vertebral axis) and the notochordal alterations encoun
tered in these malformations support this concept. Furthermore, such chor
domesodermal disturbances could in themselves explain the primary failure 
of closure of the neural folds. 

The earliest mesodermal alterations described in vitamin A induced 
anencephaly (MARIN-PADILLA, 1966) were encountered in embryos at a 
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developmental stage in which the closure of the neural tube was still in pro
gress and not yet concluded. In these embryos reduction, shrinkage and rare
fication of the mesodermal cells were already present (as well as some accumu
lations of extracellular fluid). The fact that the mesodermal alterations are 
encountered in very young embryos and before any detectable changes in the 
neuroectoderm makes it unlikely that they are the result of exposure. On the 
other hand, these mesodermal alterations together with the notochordal 
changes appear to be an indication of chordomesodermal disturbances which 
subsequently affect the embryonic axiation and the normal development of 
the neural folds. Primary, very early chordomesodermal disturbances will 
explain: on one hand, the fundamental defects of the axial skeleton and the 
notochordal alterations encountered in these malformations and, on the other 
hand, the failure of the formation (platyneuria) or in the progressive growth 
(elevation) of the neural folds such causing primary failure of closure. 

Significant differences should exist, therefore, between anencephaly 
induced by the reopening of a previously closed neural tube and anencephaly 
caused by primary failure of closure. The former should not have the funda
mental defects of the chondrocranium and the notochordal alterations which 
would distinguish them from the latter forms of the malformations. Both 
types should be characterized by similar defects in the eNS, since these are 
the result of the exposure of the neuroectoderm which follows either the 
primary failure of closure or its reopening. The morphogenesis of these two 
types of malformations are thus fundamentally quite different and, therefore, 
they should be considered as different entities. As far as we can ascertain, the 
human malformations are the result of a primary failure of closure of the 
neural tube and due to early chordomesodermal disturbances. Also, some of the 
experimentally induced malformations share with the human cases the same 
origin and morphogenesis. 

It will be perhaps desirable in conclusion to outline some of the areas which 
need most urgent further investigations. A detailed comparative analysis 
between the chondrocrania of malformations induced by reopening of a 
previously closed neural tube and those resulting from primary failure of 
closure is urgently needed. The formation and progressive growth (elevation) 
of the neural folds and their relation to the embryonic chordomesodermal 
system should be investigated. The formation and progressive growth of the 
neural folds should also be investigated in experimentally induced malforma
tions in mammals. GALLERA (1959) already investigated in the chick, exposed 
to an atmosphere deficient in oxygen, the early chordomesodermal disturban
ces and the failure in the formation of the neural folds (platyneuria). Platy
neuria corresponds later in development to anencephaly in both avian and 
mammalian embryos. 

VI. Summary 
An analysis of the embryonic development of the basic defects which 

characterize anencephaly and related malformations has been presented. 
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From it the following conclusions appear justifiable. A. These malformations 
are characterized through their entire embryonic development by distinct 
CNS and skeletal defects. B. The CNS defects appear to be the consequence 
of the failure of closure of the neuroectoderm. The unclosed neuroectoderm, 
although capable of "normal" development, undergoes a progressive degene
rative process leading to complete destruction of all its exposed areas, while 
there is preservation of those areas protected and enclosed by mesodermal 
tissue. C. Three distinct types of skeletal defects characterize these malforma
tions: 1) Defects of the bones of the cranial vault and of the vertebral neural 
arches which are partly the consequence of the primary schisis (absence of 
a completely formed membranous neurocranium) and also the consequence of 
the basic abnormalities of the axial skeleton. In occult spina bifida or occult 
rhachischisis, in which there is no failure of closure of the neural tube, the 
spinal cord is normal but the vertebral bodies and the neural arches of the 
affected region depict the same type of structural defects encountered in the 
open forms of myeloschisis or rhachischisis. 2) The facial bones (viscerocranium) 
only depict anomalies of position secondary to their adaptation to basically 
abnormal bones of the base of the skull. 3) The bones of the base of the skull 
(chondrocranium) and the bodies of the vertebra (vertebral axis) are funda
mentally abnormal in these malformations. The fundamental defects encoun
tered in these skeletal structures are considered to be the consequence of early 
chordome sodermal disturbances affecting the embryonic axiation. D. Early 
chordomesodermal disturbances in these malformations are believed to inter
fere also with the formation of or the subsequent development of the neural 
folds causing primary failure of closure of the neural tube. 

The analysis of the morphogenesis of anencephaly and related malforma
tions, presented here, has emphasized general concepts on the nature of the 
defects and their evolution as well as on the discussion of their possible origin 
and morphogenesis. In order to avoid confusing disgressions from this general 
outline many references and details on these malformations have been omitted 
from the text. This, in part, has been corrected by adding a list of references 
separated into those related to the early, the intermediate and the terminal 
stages of evolution of these malformations. 
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The Chediak-Higashi syndrome (C-HS) is a rare autosomal recessive 
disease first described in man by BEGUEZ-CESAR in 1943. The most prominent 
features of the disease are partial oculocutaneous albinism, the presence of 
abnormal, large membrane bound organelles in various cell types, and in
creased susceptibility to infection. More recently, this syndrome has been 
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reported to occur in mink, cattle, and mice. The general characteristics and 
clinical aspects of the disease in these animals and man have been reviewed 
recently and will not be considered here (PADGETT, 1968a) (Fig. 1). 

Although the subject of numerous investigations, the fundamental defect 
which gives rise to increased susceptibility to pathogenic organisms has not 
been delineated. The purpose of the present review has been to assemble the 
available data obtained from humans, cattle, mink, and mice in a manner 
which we believe most likely to reveal the extent of homology of the C-HS 
syndrome in such phylogenetic ally disparate groups of animals. 

II. Susceptibility to Infection 
A. Children 

It is difficult to prove that C-HS children are more susceptible to various 
infections than normal children. However, every investigator concerned with 
the affected children has reported that they are more susceptible to infectious 
diseases than normal individuals. The increased susceptibility of the C-HS 
children to infection is also suggested by their decreased life span. The average 
age of the children who were dead when their case was reported was 5.4 years, 
while the average age of those who were alive at the time of the report was 
8.4 years. Only 5 of the 47 C-HS children have lived longer than 10 years 
(PADGETT, 1968a). The children observed had repeated bouts of upper re
spiratory infection, pneumonia, tonsillitis, oral ulcers, keratitis, abscesses, 
boils and various other pyogenic cutaneous infections, otitis externa and 
interna as well as diffuse petechial haemorrhages, usually on the extremities, 
and frank intestinal haemorrhage. Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococcus 
pyogenes, pneumococci, Aspergillus spp., Monilia spp. and Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa were demonstrated in various lesions in the children. PADGETT et al. 
(1968b) attempted to retrospectively document the infections that 3 C-HS 
children had during the time they were under observation. The children were 
studied for 11, 24, and 15 months, respectively, and had a total of 37 separate 
infections and 22 separate pyrexic episodes which were not correlated with the 
infections. Unfortunately, adequate documentation as to the number of 
infections in the 3 normal siblings in the family during the same period of time 
was not available. However, these children were usually normal when a C-HS 
affected child had fever or an infection. 

On the other hand, C-HS children have been reported to recover from 
vaccinia, varicella, measles and mumps infections without difficulty (STEIN
BRINCK, 1948; DONOHUE and BAIN, 1957; MAGGI et al., 1957; SARAIVA et al., 
1959; JANNINI et al., 1963; BARKVE, 1967). Despite the fact that C-HS children 
appear to manage some viral infections without difficulty, it is not apparent 
that they manage all viruses (or probable viruses) equally well. There have 
been several reports of a high prevalence of neoplasms in C-HS children. These 
reports involved 5 cases and were based on clinical and pathologic features 
which, in many respects, resembled malignant lymphoma (EFRATI and JONAS, 
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1958; PAGE et at., 1962; DENT et at., 1966; WHITE, 1966b). Hepatospleno
megaly, lymphadenopathy and general cellular infiltrates which occurred 
not only in these 5 cases, but in nearly every C-HS child were stressed in their 
diagnoses. In support of their conclusion, they reported the presence of virus
like particles which resembled Bernhard Type C virus in two C-HS children 
(WHITE, 1966b; DENT et at., 1966). Similar particles have been reported to 
cause lymphoma in animals. In addition, spleen cells from one of the children 
were maintained in tissue culture for 152 days (DENT etat., 1966). It is of 
interest that SUNG et at. (1969) reporting on the neurologic lesions in 2 of these 
5 children, did not conclude that they were lymphomatous in nature. Further
more, DOUGLAS et at. (1969) failed to find evidence associating virus-like 
particles with the C-HS in general or the cellular infiltrate in particular. 
Several other investigators have ruled out neoplasm as a cause of the infiltrate 
observed in the C-HS children they examined (PADGETT et at., 1967; DONOHUE 
and BAIN, 1957; MAGGI et at., 1957; SARAIVA et at., 1959; HANSSON et at., 1959; 
IWAI and OYAKE, 1964). In several reports, it was suggested that the lesions 
present may have been due to infectious mononucleosis (BEGUEZ-CESAR, 1943; 
PADGETT et at., 1967b; IWAI and OYAKE, 1964). In another study, however, 
this diagnosis was ruled out on the basis of the severity of the clinical course 
(HANSSON et at., 1959). The descriptions of the infiltrates present in C-HS 
cases which were not diagnosed as malignant lymphoma were similar to those 
present in cases in which such a diagnosis was made. Perhaps, at present the 
best that can be said is that if there is a single agent or disease process causing 
the tissue infiltrate which has been morphologically very characteristic in the 
C-HS children, the evidence concerning its identity is, at best, inconclusive. 

B. Cattle 
The data on susceptibility of C-HS cattle is somewhat better than that 

available for the children, since a prospective study of the number of infections 
could be undertaken. In addition, adequate numbers of control cattle subject 
to the same extrinsic factors were housed with the C-HS cattle. 

During a single year, 13 C-HS cattle had 46 distinct infections caused by 
various micro-organisms and 38 pyrexic episodes which were not correlated 
with the infections. During the same period, 18 non-C-HS cattle had 4 separate 
infections and 14 unassociated pyrexic episodes. Six C-HS calves died during 
the year, but none of the non-C-HS calves died (PADGETT et at., 1968b). 

As with the C-HS children, the increased susceptibility to infection of 
C-HS cattle is also suggested by their shortened life span. The average age at 
time of death for all C-HS cattle has been 12.4 months. Four males and 
2 females have lived 3 years or longer and one of these, a bull, lived to the age 
of 6 years (PADGETT, 1968b) (Fig. 2). 

C. Mink 
The best available evidence for increased susceptibility of C-HS individuals 

IS provided by mink. Epidemiologic studies have shown them to be more 

12 c. T. in Pathology, Vol. 51 



Fig. 1. Hereford X Angus cross cow and her 2 month old Chediak-Higashi calf. Notice 
the dilution of pigment in the calf which is light brown compared to its coal-black 
mother. The iris is always grey in C-HS cattle, compared to dark brown to black in 

normal cattle 

Fig. 2. Six year old Chediak-Higashi bull just prior to death. Notice the gauntness of the 
animal and the scruffness of its coat. At necropsy this animal had multiple pulmonary 
and hepatic abscesses which are characteristic in C-HS cattle. Notice the roughened and 

misshaped hoofs which are probably due to repeated bouts of pododermatitis 
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susceptible to pasteurella and corynebacterium (PADGETT et at., 1968b) 
staphylococcal (HELGEBOSTAD, 1963) brucella (MARSH, 1968) and myco
bacterium (HARTSOUGH, 1969) infections. 

Probably the best single example of a disease which provides a distinct 
difference in susceptibility both epidemiologically and experimentally is 
Aleutian disease (AD). 

Epidemiologic studies have shown various C-HS color phases of mink to 
have a 2 to 4 fold greater prevalence of AD and a 5 to 10 fold greater mortality 
rate than non-C-HS color phases (GORHA:Vl et at., 1965; PADGETT et at., 1968b). 
Experimental studies have shown that C-HS mink develop the lesions of AD 
more rapidly than non-C-HS mink (PADGETT et at., 1967b) and that they have 
a shorter mean time of death (GORHAM etal., 1965; PADGETT etal., 1968b). 
The latter finding has been confirmed by EKLUND et at. (1968). It is of con
siderable interest in regard to AD that the probable cause of death of C-HS 
and non-C-HS mink is the glomerular lesions (HENSON et at., 1966). Further
more, the glomerular lesions appear to result from the deposition of macro
molecular material in the mesangial region. This macromolecular material is 
composed of at least complement and gamma globulin and may also contain 
the virus of AD, although the latter point has not been demonstrated (HEN
SON etat., 1969). 

As with the children and cattle, C-HS mink also show a shortened life span. 
Of 523 C-HS mink retained as breeder females, 6.1 % remained alive 3 years 
later and none were alive the fourth year. Whereas, 35 % of 576 non-C-HS 
breeder females were alive the 3rd year and 32 % were retained for the fourth 
breeding season. 

D. Mice 
At present, there is no published information which indicates that C-HS 

mice are more susceptible to disease than their normal counterparts. In fact, 
several individuals have stated that, based on general observations, there 
does not appear to be an increased susceptibility (CHASE, 1969; BENNETT et at., 
1969; PADGETT, 1969) to infection associated with the granular abnormality 
m mIce. 

III. Granulocyte Morphology, Function and Physiology 
The unique pathologic feature of C-HS common to man and animals is 

the large membrane-bound intracytoplasmic organelles present in granule 
forming cells, (some of which have been shown to be lysosomes). With the 
exception of the mouse, large granules with pleomorphic contents have been 
reported to occur in cells of ectodermal, mesodermal and endodermal origin: 
e.g., ocular pigment epithelium, skin, hair follicles, peripheral nerve, pituitary 
and adrenal glands, kidney, liver, stomach, muscle, leukocytes, etc. Available 
reports on the mouse have indicated that enlarged granules are demonstrable 
in leukocytes (LUTZNER et al., 1967; BENNETT et at., 1969). Other tissues have 

12* 
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not been examined extensively. Although a number of descriptive studies 
have been conducted on the histology of C-HS granules, the developmental 
aspects of abnormal granule formation have not been delineated. Moreover, 
their relationship to the increased susceptibility to infection has not been 
demonstrated. 

A. Granule Morphology and Histochemistry 

Despite the fact that abnormal granules have been found to be distributed 
in various tissues of the body, the major information available is on the poly
morphonuclear leukocyte (PMN). At the light microscope level, both normal 
and abnormal granules have been shown to be present in the same cell. The 
abnormal granules may be present singly or multiply, and their staining 
characteristics have been shown to be the same as normal granules with the 
Romanowski stains. Histochemical studies have shown them to be peroxidase, 
alkaline and acid phosphatase, sudan black B, oil red 0, and PAS positive. 
They are negative to Feulgen, methyl green pyronine, and Prussian blue. 
The granules have been shown to vary in size from 1.5 to 4.4 fl. The initial 
reports described the abnormal PMN granules as having striations (formes 
myeliniques) which were generally membrane bound (BERNARD et at., 1960). 
Subsequent reports have, in general, confirmed this description (BESSIS et at., 
1961; LUTZNER et at., 1967; DOAK, 1968; DAVIS et at., 1969; EFRATI and 
DANON, 1968; and DOUGLAS et at., 1969). WHITE (1966a) has shown that the 
abnormal granules are acid phosphatase positive at the electron-microscopic 
level (Fig. 3). 

B. Granule Formation 

BESSIS (1961) and MAURI and SILINGARDI (1964) have suggested that the 
abnormally enlarged granules of leukocytes may be formed by fusion of 
normal granules or by fusion of substances liberated by ruptured normal 
granules. LUTZNER et at. (1965) included fusion among their many hypotheses 
on the mode of formation of the abnormal granules. It is quite likely, however, 
that they referred to fusion of mature granules rather than to fusion of vesicles 
or spherules as discussed in the excellent reports of BAINTON and FARQUHAR 
(1966) and WETZEL et at. (1967) since their work was not published at that 
time. As an alternative to fusion, it has been suggested that an autophagic 
process might account for the formation of the abnormal granules. However, 
LUTZNER et at. (1965) stated that autophagy was unlikely to explain the ab
normal granule in all of the cell types in which they have been observed. 
While WHITE (1967) did not comment as to the mode of origin of the abnormal 
granules characteristic of the C-HS, he did propose that a secondary 
structure, a "sequestration vacuole", arose by fusion of normal sized mature 
granules in C-HS leukocytes. He suggested that the normal lysosomes fused 
as a result of leakage of enzymes through an excessively permeable membrane 
which encloses the abnormal C-HS granules. It is of interest, that WHITE 
(1967) failed to state specifically which type of leukocyte or if all types of 
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leukocytes were involved in this process, since no other investigator (BESSIS et 
al., 1961; BERNARD etal., 1960; JANNINI etal., 1963; DOUGLAS etal., 1969; 
EFRATI and DANON, 1968) has reported them in human C-HS leukocytes. 
Furthermore, LUTZNER et al. (1965) did not report them in mink, or mouse 
leukocytes (LUTZNER et al., 1967). DOAK (1968) observed a similar structure 
in a capillary endothelial cell and suggested that it arose from fusion of pino
cytic vesicles, a process that has been shown to result in the formation of acid 
phosphatase containing lysosomes in macrophages (COHN and BENSON, 1965). 
However, he did not observe such structures in the leukocytes of C-HS cattle, 
and furthermore, suggested that the abnormal granules arose through the 
normal granule forming pathways in the celL 

If the affected granules are formed through the normal granule forming 
pathways of the cell, then there should be a logical explanation for the presence 
of these granules and normal granules within the same cell. It is now generally 
accepted that granule contents are synthesized in the endoplasmic reticulum 
and packaged in the Golgi area of the cell. Furthermore, it is generally accepted 
that there are 2, if not 3 types of granules present in polymorphonuclear 
(PMN) leukocytes, the cell type most extensively discussed in the C-HS. 
PEASE (1956) pioneered the studies on multiple granule types with his work 
on guinea pig marrow which was followed by the work of BESS IS and THIERY 
(1961) and by FLOREY'S (1962) contributions on human and rabbit PMNs 
respectively. However, it was not until the report of BAINTON and FARQUHAR 
(1966) that a clear picture of granule development in the PMN was presented. 
They suggested that 2 types of granules were present, the first were azurophil 
granules which budded off the concave face of the Golgi complex as vesicles. 
Multiple vesicles then fused to form the complete azurophil granule which 
could be identified by morphological and staining characteristics. The second 
granule type was the specific granule which formed as small vesicles on the 
convex face of the Golgi and then fused to form a larger granule in a manner 
similar to that described for the azurophil granule. Thus, the granule comple
ment of the mature PMN was comprised of relatively few azurophil granules 
which had been diluted out by subsequent cell divisions since the progranulo
cyte stage and the much more numerous specific granules which were produced 
by the cells throughout the various divisions which occurred during the 
myelocyte stage. This work was supported by the studies of WETZEL et al. 
(1967) who also suggested that a third granule type may be present in addition 
to the granules described by BAINTON and FARQUHAR (1966). 

DAVIS et al. (1969), in a preliminary report, have shown that the azurophil 
or primary granules of normal mink (non C-HS) are laden with crystalloids 
which are not present in the specific or secondary granules. Furthermore, they 
have shown that the abnormally large granules in C-HS mink contain crystal
loids and the normal sized granules do not. It now appears that the abnormally 
large granules in C-HS mink PMNs are those granules which are classified 
as azurophil granules in a normal PMN. This quite likely explains the fact 
that there are relatively few abnormal granules per cell compared to number 
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Fig. 3A-D. Comparison of a a (C-HS) and AA (normal) mink leukocytes from bone 
marrow. The cells were fixed with phosphate buffered 1.5 % glutaraldehyde with 1 % 
added sucrose, post fixed with phosphate buffered 1 % osmium tetroxide, pre-stained 
with uranyl acetate and embedded in epon-araldite. Sections were post stained with 
uranyl and lead salts . A Mature neutrophils from normal mink. Primary (azurophil) 
granules are dense and contain one or two crystalloids (arrows). Secondary (specific) 
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of normal granules per cell, since the abnormal granules would be diluted out 
by cell divisions which occur after the progranulocyte stage. In addition, very 
preliminary findings indicate that the abnormal granules present in the 
PMNs of C-HS cattle and mice will also fall into the azurophil, or primary, 
granule classification. 

While it is true that these are preliminary findings, they have provided the 
first plausible explanation of the data in numerous previous reports from this 
laboratory and others. The work of DAVIS et at. (1969) will be considered fur
ther under the section on cell function. 

It should be clearly understood that multiple cell types are affected 
(LUTZNER et at., 1965; KRITZLER et at., 1964; PADGETT et at., 1967; WIND
HORST, 1966b) and explanations of abnormal granule formation should be 
consonant with this fact. Since the syndrome is inherited as an autosomal 
recessive trait in all species studied (LUTZNER et at., 1967; PADGETT, 1968) 
and given the current one gene, one enzyme or polypeptide subunit theory, 
an explanation of abnormal granule formation should most likely be applicable 
between cell types. In various cell types as in the PMN, (pituitary, pancreas, 
adrenal, gastric chief cells, etc.), enlarged granules and normal granules have 
been demonstrated in the same cell in C-HS animals (DOAK et at., 1968; 
LUTZNER et at., 1965). These findings and those of DAVIS et at. (1969) suggest 
the possibility that the enlarged granules in all types of C-HS cells represent a 
specific population of granules. 

The inference which can be drawn from these findings is that in all cell 
types in which normal and abnormal granules are present in the same cell, 
in C-HS individuals probably represent cell types which contain at least 
2 granule types in normal individuals. Furthermore, the distribution of abnor
mal granules in the C-HS suggest that each granule type in a given cell is 
controlled by an individual gene. Such a hypothesis is supported by the 
studies on eosinophils where it has been suggested by WETZEL et at. (1967a) 
that the eosinophil contains a homogeneous rather than a heterogeneous 
population of granules. In all four species with C-HS, all eosinophil granules 
are abnormal in size suggesting that if the above hypothesis is correct there is 
only one granule type in eosinophils. 

granules are less dense and contain no crystalloids (x 7,000). B Neutrophils from C-HS 
mink (intermediate to late stages of maturation). No normal primary granules are pre
sent, but instead, large C-HS granules (arrows) that contain dense material and crystalloids 
similar to those found in primary granules. The secondary granules are present in normal 
numbers and appear unaltered (X 5,000). C Eosinophil from normal mink (intermediate 
stage of maturation), containing moderately large specific granules which have a round 
core of variable density and a rim of different density (arrows) (x 7,000). D Eosinophil 
from C-HS mink. The specific granules are fewer in number and several times larger 
than normal (arrows). The cores exhibit pleomorphism and some forms suggest that 

fusion of individual granules has taken place ( X 6,700) 
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C. Cell Function 

1. Enzyme Distribution 

As with granule formation, the PMN will be considered most extensively 
in this discussion since the majority of work has been done on that cell type. 

Numerous investigators have proposed that enzyme heterogeneity exists 
among the granules in PMNs. However, localization of a given enzyme within 
a given granule type was more difficult to demonstrate. WETZEL et at. (1967b), 
SPICER et at. (1968), and BAINTON and FARQUHAR (1968a), BAINTON and 
FARQUHAR (1968b) have shown histochemically that the acid phosphatase 
activity of PMNs resides in the primary, or azurophil granules. In addition 
to acid phosphatase, BAINTON and FARQUHAR (1968 a) showed that 6 other 
enzymes were localized in the azurophil granules. Both groups of investi
gators relegated alkaline phosphatase to the specific or secondary granules. 

More recently, ZEYA and SPITZNAGEL (1969) and BAGGIOLINI et at. (1969) 
have separated populations of granules that correspond to the azurophil and 
specific granules. In addition, a third, somewhat more heterogeneous popula
tion of granules was isolated. The azurophil granules were shown to contain 
myeloperoxidase, lysozyme and 5 acid hydrolases. The specific granules were 
shown to contain alkaline phosphatase and lysozyme activity. The third 
granule population was shown to contain acid hydrolases but little or no 
myeloperoxidase (BAGGIOLINI et at., 1969). 

If the above studies, localizing acid phosphatase in azurophil granules, are 
correct then some previous studies on C-HS children require reinterpretation. 

WHITE (1966a), using electron microscopic histochemistry, reported that 
the abnormally large granules in peripheral blood PMN leukocytes of children 
with the C-HS stained heavily with acid phosphatase while the normal-sized 
granules stained irregularly, or not at all. He concluded from his findings that 
the membranes of the abnormally large granules were more permeable to the 
substrate than the membranes of the normal-sized granules. In the light of 
the work of DAVIS et at. (1969) demonstrating that the C-HS granules are large 
azurophil granules, and the foregoing work on the distribution of acid phos
phatase it now appears that conclusions concerning membrane permeability 
based on acid phosphatase staining may be untenable. 

2. Viral Diseases 

WHITE (1966a) reported finding "large, membrane-bound areas honey
combing the cells" which were apparently formed by the fusion of degene
rating C-HS granules. Other investigators have not reported similar findings 
in electron microscopic studies of C-HS leukocytes. A possible explanation for 
the observation of WHITE (1966a) may be the fact that virus-like particles 
were found in leukocytes from their 2 patients, WHITE (1966 b), DENT et at. 
(1966). If these particles were associated with or caused the degenerative 
changes it might account for the fact that they have not been observed by 
other investigators. However, it would certainly mitigate against their argu-
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ment that the virus-like particles and degeneration are general phenomena 
associated consistently with the C-HS in children. In fact, DOUGLAS et al. 
(1969) and others failed to find evidence of virus-like particles, cytoplasmic 
sequestration or degenerating C-HS granules inducing areas of degeneration 
or autophagy in the surrounding cytoplasm in leukocytes of C-HS children. 
DOUGLAS et al. (1969) studied 4 C-HS children, 2 of which had a well docu
mented mononuclear cell infiltrate in the tissues which was similar to the 
infiltrate in the tissues of the children studied by WHITE (1966a) and DENT et 
al. (1966). 

The importance of WHITE'S (1966a) work, if his interpretation is correct, is 
obvious for he has presented evidence suggesting that defective leukocyte 
lysosomes may allow the propagation or maintenance of an agent which is 
not usually found in normal leukocytes. Conceding the point that we are 
concerned with a specific agent in this case so that data on other agents may 
well not apply, it is still necessary to consider the available evidence. 

As mentioned previously, C-HS children have apparently dealt with 
vaccinia, varicella, measles, and mumps infections as well as normal children. 
C-HS mink cleared a bacteriophage cP X-174 as rapidly and as well from the 
peripheral blood as did non-C-HS mink (PADGETT et al., 1968c). IKEDA et al. 
(1967) found that the cytopathic effect and growth curve of bovine entero
virus (BV -1 strain) in peripheral blood leukocyte cultures obtained from C-HS 
and normal cattle were similar. Pseudorabies virus did not replicate in normal 
leukocyte cultures, nor did it replicate in cultures obtained from C-HS cattle. 
In addition, the extinction curves of pseudorabies virus were similar when 
leukocyte cultures obtained from C-HS and non-C-HS cattle were compared. 
The latter finding suggests that a virus that will not replicate in normal cells 
will not replicate in C-HS cells. Similar findings were observed with Aleutian 
disease where a clear cut difference in susceptibility has been reported by a 
number of investigators, but no difference in the peripheral blood titer of the 
agent (PADGETT, 1969). In the case of AD there is no in vitro method presently 
available to investigate the cellular response to the agent. However, in vivo 
studies indicate that the peripheral blood titers of the AD agent are not 
materially different (peak titer 105.5 at 11 days postinoculation, declining to 
104 infectious doses 28 days postinoculation) when C-HS and non-C-HS mink 
with persistent hypergammaglobulinemia were examined. It was observed 
that all C-HS mink were dead within 5 months postinoculation and the non
C-HS mink lived until they were sacrificed at 11 months postinoculation 
(PADGETT, 1969). 

These findings are important in the C-HS, since, with the same level of 
circulating agent the mean time of death of the C-HS mink was less than one
half that of the non-C-HS group. It appears that the greater susceptibility of 
the C-HS mink is not due to faster replication of the AD agent or even to larger 
amounts of circulating agent. At present, it seems likely that the shorter death 
time is due to the inability of the mesangial cells to catabolize the macro
molecular material deposited in the glomerulus (HENSON et al., 1968; HENSON et 
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at., 1969). If this is true, the susceptibility to this virus may ultimately prove 
to be due to a lysosomal defect, but not one that is associated with leukocytes. 

3. Bacterial Diseases 

WINDHORST (1966a) and PADGETT (1967a) were unable to demonstrate a 
defect in the ability of polymorphonuclear leukocytes obtained from C-HS 
individuals to kill bacteria. This finding was puzzling since PADGETT (1967 a) 
showed that the abnormally large granules in PMNs fail to lyse after ingestion 
of bacteria, whereas the normal granules lyse in the manner described by 
HIRSCH (1962), HIRSCH and COHN (1960). Failure of the large granules to lyse 
has been confirmed in the studies of ROOT et al. (1968). However, considering 
these results in relationship to BAINTON and FARQUHAR'S (1968a) hypothesis 
that bactericidal components in PMNs are contained within the specific 
granules and the work of DAVIS et al. (1969) showing that the abnormal 
granules are azurophil in origin, one can now point out that perhaps no differ
ence in killing should have been expected. It now appears that PADGETT'S 
(1967a) failure to find a difference in the amount of acid phosphatase, cathep
sen, /1-glucuronidase, lysozyme, phagocytin, and histone in C-HS and non
C-HS cells is not unreasonable. Furthermore, it may well be that the entire 
enzyme complement of the cell is present in normal amounts. 

Despite this intriguing explanation, it probably is too early to disregard 
the possibility that the neutrophil is associated with the increased suscepti
bility to infection which is observed in individuals with C-HS. WINDHORST'S 
(1966a) work is available only as a preliminary report and PADGETT'S (1967a) 
work needs to be extended and confirmed. Furthermore, modifications of 
techniques to quantitate the bactericidal ability of cells in vitro have been 
developed during studies on granulomatous disease of children. Perhaps, it 
will be possible to show a difference which was not detectable previously. 

IV. Immunology 
Various investigators have studied the serum electrophoretic patterns of 

individuals with the C-HS. As would be expected in individuals with a large 
number of infections, they have generally revealed altered gamma globulin
albumin ratios, (SARAIVA etal., 1959; JANNINI etal., 1963; HANSSON etal., 
1959; IWAI and OYAKE, 1964). HENSON (1969) found no difference in the serum 
electrophoretic patterns of homozygous recessive, heterozygous or homo
zygous dominant mink or cattle if they were not affected with secondary 
diseases. 

PAGE et al. (1962) immunized one of his C-HS patients with mumps, 
diptheria, and typhoid vaccines and found that they produced a normal level 
of antibody. Both C-HS and non-C-HS mink have been shown to produce 
protective antibodies to botulism toxoid and distemper virus (LEADER et al., 
1963). SARAIVA etal. (1959) found that after vaccination with "anti-typhoid
para typhoid" vaccine neu trophils from his C-H S pa tien t phagocytized larger 
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numbers of bacilli than they had previously. Experimental allergic encephalo
myelitis has been used to evaluate the delayed hypersensitivity response of 
C-HS and non-C-HS heterozygous and homozygous dominant mink (LEVINE et 
al., 1966). No difference in the time of onset of symptoms, the severity of the 
response or in the associated cellular infiltrate was found when the 3 types of 
mink were compared. DONOHUE and BAIN (1957) observed an encephalo
myelitis in their C-HS patient and suggested that it was probably due to a 
secondary chronic degenerative process. The work of LEVINE et al. (1966) on 
mink suggests that C-HS children, like normal children, have the capacity to 
develop an allergic postinfectious encephalomyelitis. 

Although these studies suggest that there is no immunologic defect in 
individuals with the C-HS, further work is necessary before one can accept 
that conclusion without reservations. 

V. Other Studies 

A. Lipids 
Abnormal serum lipid levels have been reported in several children with the 

C-HS. Low levels of cholesterol, phospholipids and the total lipoprotein 
fraction of the serum were reported by SARAIVA et al. (1959). KRITZLER et al. 
(1964) observed hypertriglyceridemia and low levels of sphingomyelin, lyso
lecithin, IX-lipoproteins and esterified cholesterol. CAT et al. (1965) suggested 
that the C-HS and idiopathic hyperlipemia were associated. He found high 
levels of neutral fat but normal serum cholesterol values. The most extensive 
lipid studies were reported by KANFER et al. (1967), KANFER et al. (1968). 
They found approximately a 50 % decrease in both sphingophospholipid and 
sphingoglycolipid in leukocytes from C-HS children when compared with 
those of controls. In addition, they reported a marked increase in the incorpo
ration of radioactive precursors (glucose U_14C, inorganic 32P) into sphingo
lipids and an increase in the ability of leukocytes from C-HS patients to 
cleave glucosyl cerami de and sphingomyelin. KANFER et al. (1968) suggested 
that their studies indicated an accelerated turnover of cellular constituents 
which parallels WHITE'S (1966a) demonstration of cytoplasmic sequestration 
and degredation. The implication of this work is that there may be an ab
normality in the incorporation of lysosomal membrane lipids or an abnormality 
which results in excessive breakdown of lysosomal membrane lipids, either of 
which could result in a release of the lysosomal enzymes resulting in cellular 
degeneration and death. 

There is reasonable evidence which argues against lipids being primarily 
involved in the C-HS. The children studied by BERNARD et al. (1960) and 
J ANNINI et al. (1963) had no serum lipid abnormalities. Furthermore, studies 
on the leukocytes and serum of C-HS mink and cattle have failed to reveal a 
decrease in lipids as described above (PADGETT et al., 1969) and differences 
were not detected in mice. 
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B. Biomembranes 
The possible mechanism or mechanisms responsible for the clinical mani

festations and phenotypic expression of this complex and interesting disease 
have been debated. An integral part of many of these explanatory hypotheses 
has been the unit membrane, particularly as it relates to compartmentalization 
of metabolic activities. 

Recently, the argument has become one of increased stability versus in
creased permeability or decreased stability of the lysosomal membrane. 
Morphologic evidence is presented in support of both arguments. WHITE 
(1966a) has suggested that increased permeability, resulting in leakage of 
hydrolases and damage of intracellular constituents which ultimately results 
in the formation of autophagic vacuoles, sequestration vacuoles and residual 
bodies is a major feature of the disease. This concept is supported in a recent 
report by WINDHORST et al. (1969) of an apparent increased structural lability 
of C-HS liver lysosomes subjected to conventional isolation procedures. In
direct support for the concept of increased membrane lability is suggested by 
the work of KANFER et al. (1968), demonstrating increased turnover of phos
pholipid in isolated leukocytes and the work of BLUME et al. (1968) in which 
markedly increased levels of serum muramidase (lysozyme) were detected in 
children with the C-HS. However, neither increased phospholipid turnover 
nor increase in serum muramidase levels have been detected in C-HS cattle 
or mink. 

Decreased permeability or increased stability and a primary defect in 
granulogenesis is the alternative hypothesis. The studies of PADGETT(1967a) 
and ROOT et al. (1968) support this concept in that they demonstrated that the 
large granules failed to lyse after polymorphs ingested large numbers of bac
teria. Moreover, DAVIS et al. (1969) have demonstrated that the large granules 
are azurophil granules arising in normal pathways of granulogenesis rather 
than by autophagy. 

The compelling reason for assuming that a membrane defect is present in 
the C-HS, however, is that no matter which of the above arguments is correct 
(increased or decreased stability) both suggest a membrane anomaly of some 
type. In addition, an abnormality of the structural protein of the membrane 
could easily account for the formation of abnormal granules in the normal 
granule forming pathway. One might readily assume that a membrane defect 
would allow continued fusion of vesicles or granules after the time that they 
usually mature or reach a stable state in normal cells. 

However, preliminary studies in this laboratory, which were studies 
designed to demonstrate a membrane defect, have been inconclusive. Red cell 
structural protein prepared from C-HS cattle has an identical pattern in poly
acrylamide gel when compared to normal controls (HOLLAND and PADGETT, 
1969). Membrane lipids also do not appear to vary either qualitatively or 
quantitatively when C-HS and normal cattle are compared. Moreover, studies 
on polymorphonuclear leukocytes have not revealed major differences in 
membrane components. 
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C. Hemorrhage 
Approximately 25 percent of the children with the C-HS have had a 

hemorrhagic tendency (PADGETT, 1968). In five of the children this was severe 
enough to contribute to, if it was not the actual cause of death. A similar 
tendency has been observed in mink and cattle with the syndrome (PHILLIPS et 
al., 1967) but not mice. However, there has been no consistent defect reported 
in the clotting mechanisms of man or animals with this syndrome. Moreover, 
preliminary studies show no granular defect in the platelet (DAVIS et al., 
1969). 

D. Tissue Culture 
Various investigators have reported the in vitro cultivation of cells from 

man and other animals with the C-HS (DENT et al., 1966; PADGETT et al., 
1968; IKEDA et al., 1967; DANES and BEARN, 1967; BLUME et al., 1969; YOSHII 
and PADGETT, 1969). All have reported the presence of abnormal granules 
characteristic of the C-HS, regardless of the cell type cultivated. To date, 
spleen cells, skin fibroblasts, peripheral blood lymphocytes and peritoneal 
exudate cells have been cultivated. No investigator has reported the induction 
of abnormal granules in normal cells by C-HS serum nor the prevention of 
development of abnormal granules in C-HS cells by normal serum. The ab
normality is apparently due to some defect in the genetic makeup of the cells. 
DANES and BEARN (1967) have reported that heterozygotes could be detected 
by use of skin fibroblast cultures. However, HURVITZ and RIPPS (1969) were 
unable to confirm their findings in C-HS mink and mice. WHITE (1966b) and 
DENT et al. (1966) have reported the presence of virus-like particles in a child 
with the C-HS. DENT et al. (1966) were unable to demonstrate similar particles 
in splenic cell tissue cultures taken from that child. BLUME et al. (1969) failed 
to demonstrate virus-like particles in peripheral blood lymphocyte cultures 
from a child with the accelerated phase of the syndrome and DOUGLAS et al. 
(1969) failed to demonstrate virus-like particles in electron microscopic studies 
of the peripheral blood leukocytes from the same child. IKEDA et al. (1967) 
have reported no difference in the response of C-HS and non-C-HS cultured 
leukocytes to the action of two viral agents. YOSHII and PADGETT (1969) found 
that cultured peritoneal exudate cells from mink with the C-HS were carried 
without difficulty for 20 to 30 generations. Control mink cultures were not 
materially different from those obtained from animals with the C-HS. 

All of the tissue culture studies to date indicate there is no difference in 
the media required, cultural characteristics (except for presence of large 
granules), response to viral infection or longevity when cultures from C-HS 
and non-C-HS individuals are compared. 

VI. Of Man and Animals 
Throughout this assessment of the Chediak-Higashi syndrome the assump

tion has been taken that the inherited aspects of the condition in man, mink, 
and cattle are the same. However, all investigators who have worked on this 
disease have not taken a similar attitude. 
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Table. Comparison of the Chediak-Higashi syndrome in man, mink and cattle 

Characteristic Man Mink Cattle Mice 

Reticulohistiocytic infiltrate yes no no no 
Aleutian disease no yes no no 
Presence of virus-like particles occasional not observed occasional ? 
Cytoplasmic sequestration occasional no no ? 
Granular and cytoplasmic occasional no no 

degeneration 
Increased lysozyme levels occasional no no no 
Serum lipid abnormalities occasional no no no 
Autophagy occasional no no ? 
Increased membrane permeability occasional no no ? 
Autosomal recessive inheritance yes yes yes yes 
Same distribution of abnormal yes yes yes yes 

granules 
Similar abnormal granule yes yes yes yes 

morphology 
Increased susceptibility to yes yes yes 

infection 
Hemorrhagic tendency yes yes yes 
Similar bactericidal 

capabilities of neutrophils yes yes yes 
Similar inflammatory response yes yes yes ? 
Similar results with tissue yes yes yes ? 

culture 
Immunologic deficiency no no no 
Partial albinism yes yes yes yes 

If there is value in studying the disease in animals, it must certainly be 
derived from their utilization to develop and evaluate hypotheses concerned 
not only with this disease in man, but with basic mechanisms of cellular 
physiology and function. Furthermore, they should be of value in circum
venting the inability to examine all parameters of the C-HS in humans and they 
will aid in the evaluation of the genetic and environmental factors associated 
with this disease. 

The established differences and similarities are presented in the table. 
As can be seen from the table, the differences which have been noted between 
man and animals could, in general, be attributed to environmental factors or 
differences in species susceptibility to an agent or the drugs used to treat 
secondary diseases. 
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